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guest editors prologue

truman G madsen

imagine yourself sifting through some documents on west-
ern new york and finding this typescript interview with a
presbyterian lady who grew up on a farm close to joseph
smith s

she said her father loved young joseph smith
and often hired him to work with his boys she was about
six years old she said when he first came to their home

she remembered she said the excitement stirred up
among some of the people over the boy s first vision and of
hearing her father contend that it was only the sweet dream
of a pure minded boy

she stated that one of their church leaders came to her
father to remonstrate against his allowing such close friend-
ship between his family and the smith boy as he called
him her father she said defended his own position by
saying that the boy was the best help he had ever found
when joseph smith worked with them the work went steadily
forward and he got the full worth of the wages he paid

not until joseph had had a second vision she averred and
began to write a book did her parents cut off their friend-
ship for all the smiths for all the family followed joseph
even the father intelligent man that he was could not discern
the evil he was helping to promote

this is one of the finds of the researchers enlisted during
recent years to pursue mormon origins in new york it isis the
only document yet discovered in which someone outside the
church has recorded hearing of joseph smith s first vision
at the time he had it

the document has raised many questions and brought to
the surface many differing philosophies of history when shown
to professionals in general they agree that we do not know
enough about it to rely on its complete authenticity we can

dr madsen professor of philosophy at brigham young university is director
of the institute of mormon studies he has lectured and published widely in
the history and philosophy of religion
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summarize our knowledge of it by saying this is a late
recollection of a mrs palmer and that it is apparently
not in her words but someone else s unknown who recorded
it adepts in mormon history will know how the portrait that
emerges squares or fails to with many dime a dozen legend-
ary statements that we find still circulating in palmyra

the point here is not what the document says but what
the find illustrates the need for gathering the absolute error
of supposing that it s all been done anybody on any day
can walk into almost any library and find source materials that
have important even crucial bearing on mormon origins
moreover treasures lie under our very noses this one came
out of sevier county utah our own attics may contain notes
and scraps or even diaries that are we suppose of interest
only if at all to the family genealogist but the hypothesis is
now an axiom there are vital tasks of gathering researching
and interpreting which are too vast for any one mind or any
one hundred minds they must involve us all

the institute of mormon studies finding and funding
such researchers is a kind of cooperative network appropri-
ately we are involved in this cooperative historical project
which begins logically and chronologically with new york

see alienallenailen and arrington below

the period awaits full exploration by social scientists
artists literary historians and as dr lyon says herein restor-
ation archaeologists our task is conceived as preliminary to
deepen the fund of reliable data

four factors encourage us

first the recognition that nothing has been done that can-
not be improved and supplemented B H roberts who frank-
ly and many would say quite justly announced that his com-
prehensive history was the masterpiece of historical writing
in the first century of the church s history also said it will
all be done over again better the better we interpolate
whatever else it may be will show in the precision and scope
of the materials inin the insight and wholeness of interpretation
in the interlacings of happenings with the development of
ideas compared to what has been done and what is not yet
attempted there are alps on alps rodman paul believes
we need to catch up with such social scientists as odea
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et al cooperative research will be broader and deeper than
the work of isolated individuals

second a deepening pool of historical talent more persons
of established competence in history are active today in history
of religions intellectual history and american history both in
and beyond the church than at any prior time and leg work
researchers are legion the papers herein for example have
been drawn together by a half dozen individuals but the
research on which these papers are based has involved over
a hundred people across the country

third the removal of barriers and isolations we have not
witnessed anything quite like it before mormon and non
mormon veteran and neophyte library and seminary univer-
sity and chance acquaintance historical society and family
friend have joined hands all in a calmer kinder mood the
pattern of vitriolic blast and hasty fence repairs can still be
seen here and there but among responsible minds there is a
recognition a motivating one that the varieties of scholarship
often make friends of supposed enemies all of us can unite
as annalistsannalists before we separate as analysts we can work long
and hard together on the search for sources before we begin
to choose up sides such a federation of methods and person-
alities is a present reality

fourth the expanding interest in the western world re-
flected in our state universities in the coherent study of re-
ligionsli by 1980 the church itself will have a membership of
five to six million international in character the fresh per-
spectivesspec tives of those who become identified with the movement
and their allies will surely intensify concern for the church s

legacy its authentic past the very statistical importance of
the church willwiltwiil draw the attention of competent observers
and those satisfied with surface glimpses will inevitably dimin-
ish backgrounds in short will more and more come to the
foreground

in that spirit then we announce with unqualified approval
the meticulous work being done under earl olson s staff at the
LDS historian s office archivist dean jessee s paper herein
is a subtopic of that project it is the historiography of the
official history an analysis of the composition of the seven
volume history of the church DHC the times of its ac
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cumulation and dictation in manuscript form the secretaries
involved the decisions as to what to include and omit pat-
terns and sources used in correcting processes unknown to
some this patient reconstruction has been underway for some
time at the instance of the church authorities it is now be-
ginning to be made available to interested scholars

our search has shaken several idols of some historical
critics about the new york era for example

1 the dogma that the unedited manuscript history is
most reliable in case after case we find corrections in the
published version based on hahardrd evidence the negative con-
notation of edit cannot be generalized

2 the burned over district stereotype derived perhaps
unfairly from whitney cross all was not feverish and fren-
zied instead in 1819 religious evangelism had phases which
were solemn still and reflective commending withdrawal
into silence

3 several word shifts we have found ourselves misread-
ing joseph he speaks for example of parties meaning
more than denominations or churches of religious excite-
ment meaning dispute as well as conversion of revival

meaning spiritual awakeningsawakenings as well as meetings of
lord angel persecution with meanings slightly but

importantly different from present usage
4 either or our inquiry has at times been crippled by

questions whose form guaranteed distortion was joseph stim-
ulated by his bible or by some preachers did joseph smith
want a knowledge of which church to join or forgiveness of
his sins did he behold the father and the son or angels
the answer is often bottandbothandbothand instead of eitheror

A caution or corrective emerges from these as a working
principle let us not claim more or less for joseph smith than
he claimed for himself that is primary it forces us back to
original materials we must be concerned at the outset with
what is what avoiding what feigl called the twin temptations
reductive tendencies nothing but and seductive tendencies

something more than
out of these studies which we intend to continue and

expand will come published monographs or source bibliogra
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phles for each period of the church out of these in turn
may come a carefully annotated DHC footnoted on each
name place and date and explaining alteration a chronicle
in which future scholars may place confidence and out of
these in turn will emerge a comprehensive history which will
be for its time a new masterpiece

this means an official invitation to all match the desire
to publish to break into print with a concern to contribute
your raw data to the development of a monumental mono-
graph on sources even a three by five card with the name of
a new york convert will be credited to you

the committee has encouraged me to add a word on the
limits of perspective historical perspective in particular no
mistake is more inept among critics of mormonism than the
supposition often derived from their own traditional outlook
that past events beginning events are what we go on reli-
giously and that the present completely hinges on the past
it was exactly that assumption which joseph smith uprooted
that there were unique and unrepeatable aspects in his ex-
perienceperience is obvious but he insisted that in authentic religion
there are public shareable and in a less precise sense repeat-
able experiences in a church totally committed to the yet
to come of divine revelation and one equally committed to
rescue the past from obscurity the point is not to swallow and
accept but to duplicate and reenact religiously we are con-
demned if we cling vicariously to the highest experiences of
the past in the absence of our own and it is no paradox that
our interest in present experience intensifies interest in the past

A similar distortion arises in historical approaches to
joseph himself A tremendous loss occurs when one must
turn from the occurrence the personal observation to the
written word to the preserved to the presently available to
the presently understood some have written as if joseph
smith s first vision were his final or at least foremost yet
in the very year he was dictating the earliest known account
of the first vision to frederick G williams 1831321831 32 he
received the vision february 16 1832 with sidney rig-
don some of its differences from the first vision are that it
was 1 shared witnessed and written jointly with sidney
rigdon 2 recorded in the spirit of the event on the very
day and place of its occurrence and 3 immediately copied
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and circulated far beyond ohio and the prophet later said
that he could reveal a hundred fold more of what he learned
in this vision which included their both seeing the father and
the son but for two reasons he was not permitted and the
saints were not prepared

now that we have copies of the three early manuscript
accounts of the first vision bound in this single volume we
are impressed with their harmony considering the very dif-
ferent circumstances of their writing 1 1 the 1831321831 32 manu-
script is apparently an attempt to get it on record 2 the
1835 account relates a spontaneous interview between the
prophet and a jewish minister recorded by his scribe as
nearly as follows and 3 the 1838 record was written to
answer the many reports circulating as far west as missouri
which the prophet said were designed to militate against the
character of the church several members of the institute of
mormon studies are presently preparing studies of these ac-
counts recorded interviews and journal reports of gatherings
where the prophet presented or mentioned his experiences inin
new york these will be published in future issues of BYU
studies as they are completed

thus if the focus of this issue is what is the evidence
for these events that is only the foreword to the implicit
focus and question what are these events evidence for

all the contributors have written in a tentative tone and
commend the same tone in the reader they invite further
scholarly analysis fully expecting that these formulations may
very well be burst by the growing content of research for in
the study of history as in history itself the final word is that
there is no final word



mormon origins in new york
an introductory analysis

james B alienallenailen and leonard J arringtonarlington

in the fall of 1967 a small group of mormon historians
met in salt lake city to discuss the problems involved in
writing the history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1 they were concerned with the history of the
church and its background in new york from 1820 to 18501830
the decade which may be called the period of mormon origins
well aware that most books and articles on mormonism say
something about the period they were also aware that no
searching in depth analysis had yet been made of the entire
decade it was apparent that all periods of mormon history
were crying for more study and fresh historical analysis but
new york seemed the logical place to begin

the five men formed themselves into an organization
called mormon origins in new york with truman G
madsen director of the institute of mormon studies at brig-
ham young university as chairman or director the purpose
of the organization was to promote studies of all phases of
mormon history in new york mormon scholarship seemed
to have reached a point that it should be concerned not only
with proving the claims of joseph smith but also with recog-
nizing the human side of church history with respect to pos-
sible new evaluations of joseph smith for example dr mad-
sen later wrote now that the anti mormon will to exag-
gerate and the pro mormon will to gloss are antiquated we

dr alienallenailen associate professor of history at brigham young university is
the author of many articles on mormon history leonard arrington profes-
sor of economicseconomics at utah state university currently serves as president of
the western history association and has written widely on church and
western history the writers are grateful to truman madsen davis bitton
and T edgar lyon for suggestions on this article

thehe group consisted of truman G madsen leonard J arrington T
edgar lyon richard L bushman and james B allenalienailen
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can perhaps see joseph smith as he saw himself both as a
prophet and as a growing not infallible human being 2 the
human failings of many early mormonscormonsMormons leaders and followers
alike have frequently been irresponsibly exploited by anti
mormon writers evidence of these failings needs to be more
responsibly analyzed and clarified as does evidence of their
more commendable qualities in an effort to achieve the proper
historical balance of all aspects of church history in this early
period

the steering committee began immediately to encourage
research in the political and social setting of the church in
new york the theological and organizational aspects of the
new york period and the background of individuals both
mormonscormons and non mormonscormons who were involved with the
nascent church there were two aims 1 to gather a body
of primary material and 2 to stimulate the publication of
monographs based on these materials every effort would be
made to avoid slanting the material it should tell its own
story

dr madsen arranged through the institute of mormon
studies to send several scholars to the eastern united states
during the summer of 1968 although the time was limited
these men scoured libraries studied newspapers and sought
to find private individuals who might uncover hitherto un-
known source materials in this issue of BYU studies two of
these men milton backman and larry porter present some
of their findings

THE PROBLEM OF MORMON ORIGINS

the problem of mormon origins may be approached in
several different ways although these approaches are not
always mutually exclusive one is what might be called the
polemical approach which emphasizes joseph smith and his
spiritual experiences this approach implicitly raises the ques

madsen to james B allenalienailen november 25 1968 the prophet indeed
often alluded to his own weaknesses as he did on february 8 18431845 this
morning I1 read german and visited with a brother and sister from michigan
who thought that a prophet is always a prophet but I1 told them that a
prophet was a prophet only when acting as such joseph smith history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints edited by B H roberts salt lake
city 1958 vol 5 p 265 hereafter cited as DHC see also ibid vol
2 p 302 vol 6 p 366
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tion did these things actually happen devout latter day
saint writers naturally assume that they did and their publi-
cations are frequently devoted to marshaling the evidence to
prove them or to detailing the experiences in such a way that
spiritual understanding will be enhanced this is called
apologia not in derision but simply to classify it as the kind
of writing that is intended primarily to defend and justify
this approach has value not only in promoting faith in the
restoration but also in expression even for nonbelieversnonbelievers of
the essential spirit of the faith unless a historian has an
appreciation of this spirit he will find it difficult to under-
stand the history of mormonism or indeed of any religious
movement

in a sense the so called debunkers might fit into this
same category their emphasis too is on joseph smith and
his spiritual experiences convinced that such experiences did
not happen and that joseph was a fraud their basic intent
has been to discredit him and disprove his claims many of
these writers particularly those who wrote in the nineteenth
century could see nothing good in the church or in joseph
smith

A second way to approach the problem of mormon origins
is to study the political economic and social environment of
the areas and time in which joseph smith lived here one is
concerned not with proving or disproving any spiritual claims
but with historical analysis designed to promote a better under-
standing of every aspect of church history since this approach
is analytical and the writer strives to avoid any effort to build
or destroy faith his work is usually naturalistic

A third approach which we might call pluralistic is often
taken by mormon scholars who are also very much devoted to
the faith they accept the basic claims of joseph smith at
the same time they see great value in looking also at the
naturalistic aspects of his history they demonstrate that mor
mons are capable of looking at their history with both faith
and objectivity while their writings are not necessarily or
specifically pointed toward proving the faith implicit in
them is an acceptance of the faith and a belief that they can be
of service to the church through an attempt at balanced re-
porting it is in this spirit that the following articles were
written
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the deluge of literature which has been written on the
origin of mormonism is almost overwhelming but like the
literature of other historical events most of it can be traced to
a few basic sources or classified according to a few general
traditions the following list although by no means complete
represents the better known publications upon which current
knowledge of the period of mormon origins is basedteasedleased

the early claims of restoration mormonism or the
restored gospel of jesus christ had its official beginning in
the 1820 s with the assertions of joseph smith the teenage
son of a palmyra new york farmer of the same name that
he the son had received visions and communications from
heavenly beings nothing in his own hand has survived from
this period but there are references to his claims in letters
diaries and newspapers from the late 1820 s and on 3 in brief
these sources indicate that several in the family of joseph
smith sr influenced by revivals conducted by itinerant
preachers joined the methodist and presbyterian churches
young joseph was also smitten with a sense of sin as the
revivalistsrevivalists would have said but was perplexed as to which
church he should join after earnest prayer he came to under-
stand that he would be the instrument through which the true
gospel of christ would be restored heavenly beings directed
him to a nearby hill where he found gold plates which he
11 translated by the gift and power of god the trans-
lation was published in palmyra in 1830 as the book of mor-
mon declared to be a record of the people of the western
hemisphere it contained both history and theology widely
circulated and commented upon the book of mormon was
the first religious tract of the infant church of christ founded
in fayette seneca county new york on april 6 18501830

the campbell hurlburt howe tradition although con-
temporary newspapers contained much comment the first seri-
ous attempt to explicate mormon origins was made in a

aa3aA reviewreview of this 11literatureteraturetera ture isis published and discussed in francis W kirk-
ham A new witness for christchiist inin america the book of moimonmormonmaimon inde-
pendencependence mo 1942 republished by brigham young university 1960 et
seq and a second volumeolumealume published under the same title inin independence
mam1missourissouritsouri in 1951 and in salt lake cityotygity utah in 1959 A letter to lucius
fenn from seneca county N Y dated february 12 1830 is published in
william mulder and A russell mortensen eds among the cormonsmormonsMormons
historic accounts by contemporary observers new york 1958 ppap 262926 29
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critical analysis of the book of mormon published by alexan-
der campbell founder of the disciples of christ in the mil-
lennial harbinger february 7 1831 under the title delu-
sions campbell sought to show that joseph smith was the
real author of the book of mormon declaring the prophet
to be as ignorant and impudent a knave as ever wrote a
book campbell asserted that young smith betrays the
cloven foot in his many errors

campbell s case against joseph smith can be reduced to
three basic arguments 1 the book of mormon was incon-
sistent with the old and new testaments 2 it reflected
the religious cross currents of western new york in the late
1820 ss4sa4 3 its writing style was that of an ignorant person

BOOKS ATTACK JOSEPH SMITHS CLAIMS

campbell s blast at the book of mormon was the forerun-
ner of a long series of publications designed to prove joseph
smith an imposter the first major book mormonism un
availedvailed klckicsic was published by E D howe in painesvillegainesvillePainesville
ohio in 1834 the publisher of the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph
howe had begun as early as 1831 the printing of anti
mormon letters and articles 5 he had made the acquaintance
of philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlburt 6 who was excommunicated from the
church on june 23 1833 for immorality and who spent the
last part of the year 1833 collecting affidavits about joseph
smith and his family from people who had known them in
new york and pennsylvania these affidavits which deni-
grated the character of the smith family provided about half
the bulk of mormonism unavailedunvailed although howe took credit

this prophet smith through his stone spectacles wrote on the plates
of nephi inin his book of mormon every error and almost every truth dis-
cussed inin new york for the last ten years he decides all the great contro-
versiesversiesverciesversiesslesslessies infant baptism ordination the trinity regeneration repentance justi-
ficationfication the fall of man the atonement transubstantiation fasting penance
church government religious experience the call to the ministry the general
resurrectionresurrecton eternal punishment who may baptizebapti2e and eveneen the questions of
free masonarymasonary sicstcsicftc republican government and the rights of man alexander
campbell delusions millennial harbingerHarbin geigel vol 2 february 7 1831 p
93

see kirkham A new witness jorforfoitoi christchiist inin americaamelAmei ica vol 2 chaps 7
and 8

variously spelled hurlbut hulbert hulburt etc
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for the book hurlburt seems to have been the principal com-
piler 7

mormonism unavailedunvailed began with a brief description of the
smith family they were lazy indolent ignorant and super-
stitiousstitious then came a seventy five page summary and analysis
of the book of mormon after discussion of the activities of
the mormonscormons to 18541834 the compilers presented letters and
affidavits from variousvarious people who had lived in the palmyra
region and had knowledge of the smiths these included a
series of nine letters written in 18511831 by ezra booth a method-
ist minister who had joined the mormon church then apostaacosta
tizedsized after a disappointing journey with joseph smith to mis-
souri his letters declared that he left the church because he
had seen joseph smith s prophecies fail 8 the tone of the
other statements collected by hurlburt is illustrated by that
of peter ingersoll sworn before a wayne county judge
ingersoll claimed to have known joseph smith personally from
1822 to 18301850 and stated that the family had been money
diggers even trying to get ingersoll to join them and that
joseph had pretended to locate the money through the use
of a certain stone ingersoll also stated that joseph had ad-
mitted to him that he never could actually see into the stone
and later that the finding of the golden bible was really
a deception other letters told of smith s money digging
clairvoyance and generally deceptive qualities while one state-
ment signed by fifty one people declared that the smiths were

destitute of moral character and addicted to vicious habits
the chief problem with all these affidavits of course is the
fact that we know little or nothing about the people who
wrote them or even whether they wrote them I1 and the
extent to which they were influenced by jealousy envy and

in 1878 howe wrote in 1834 1I wrote & compiled a book of 290
pages which was entitled mormonism unveiled which contained a succinct
& true history of the rrisese & progress of the sect up to that time as I1 verilyeerily
believedbeheedbeed eber D howe autobiography and recollections of a pioneer
printer pamesvillepainesvlPainesPamesvlvilleilellelie ohio 1878 p 45 all mormon sources credit
hurlburt with collecting the afflaffaaffidavitsdav ts and writing most of the manuscript
which was then sold to howe for 500 copies of the book after printed see
chardon spectator and geagiageagua gazette chardon ohio april 12 1834
sermon of george A smith on novemberno ember 15 1864 journal of discourses 26
volsoisvoisols liverpool vol 11 ppap 89 latteylatter dafday saints millennial star liv-
erpoolerpool vol 44 october 23 1882 ppap 3345334 5

see the discussion of booth s letters inin B H roberts A comprehensive
history of the church century 1I 6 volsvoisols salt lake city 1930 vol 1

ppap 265267265 267
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spite such statements were a dime a dozen inin contemporary
america and most historians give them short shriftshrift9shrifte there
was also a letter from charles anthon to whom martin harris
had taken certain characters purported to have been copied
from the gold plates anthon now expressed his feeling that
harris had been deluded and the whole book of mormon
story was a hoax

the final chapter of mormonism unavailedunvailed advanced the
spaulding rigdon theory of the origin of the book of mor-
mon sidney rigdon said the compilers was the real author of
the mormon conspiracy joseph smith was too illiterate to
have written the book by himself it was said that rigdon had
come into possession of the manuscript of an imaginative
romance concerning early america written about 1812 by the
reverend solomon spaulding who had deposited the manu-
script with patterson and lambdin printers inin pittsburgh
where ridgon obtained it while he lived there inin 1823 or
1824 hearing of joseph smith and his money digging rigdon
concocted a scheme whereby joseph would claim to have dug
up and translated the gold plates rigdon according to this
theory had taken spauldingSpauldmg s manuscript and modified it to
suit his purposes evidence for the theory was seen inin 1 1 the
testimony of several people who claimed to have seen the
spaulding manuscript or heard parts of it readredd and who noted
many exact parallels with the book of mormon including
proper names and specific events 2 the ready acceptance
by sidney rigdon of mormonism inin december 1830 and the
rapid move of joseph smith to ohio inin january 1831 after the
first public meeting of the two schemers 10

non mormon historian whitney cross for example comments on the
hurlburt documents aaa3a follows every circumstance seems to invalidate the
obviously prejudiced testimonials of unsympathetic neighbors collected by one
hostile individual whose style of composition stereotypes the language of
numerous witnesses that the smiths were either squatters or shiftless fron
titierer drifters many an honest and industrious farmer followed their identical
experience pursued by bad luck or poor judgment and sought a new fling at
fortune farther west no doubt the smiths like many of their fellows
wasted valuable time hunting gold at the proper turn of the moon one of
the potent sources of josephsjoseph s local ill repute may well have been the jealousy
of other persons who failed to discover golden plates inin the glacial sands
of the drumlinsdrumminsdrum lins whitney R cross the burned oderoveroner district ithaca 1950
ppap 141142141 142

the spaulding theory hasha long sincesince been discredited for one recent
analysis see marvinmabman in S hill the role of christian pnmitivismprimitivism inin the origin and
development of the mormon kingdom 18301844 unpublished phdph D dis
sertationseptationser tation dept of history university of chicago 1968 ppap 9297
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the hurlburt howe collaboration provided basic materials
upon which nearly all subsequent anti mormon writings were
based even friendly historians often drew information
about mormon origins from works which relied heavily on
mormonism unvaried 11 along with campbell s delusions
mormonism Vunavailedunvailedrivalled marked the beginning of a traditional
approach to mormon origins focussingfocussing on joseph smith and
the book of mormon and attempting to demonstrate that the
mormon prophet was a crude but deliberate fraud campbell
felt that joseph smith had composed the book himself while
hurlburt and howe involved sidney rigdon in a conspiracy
with joseph later writers frequently criticized the book of
mormon in the campbell tradition hurlburt and howe made
light of the book in somewhat the same fashion but ex-
plained the origin of mormonism in a manner suggested by
the hurlburt documents

the year 1842 was significant in mormon historiography
not only did joseph smith then begin serial publication of his
own important history but four important anti mormon works
also appeared rev john A clarkdarkoark s gleanings by the way
jonathan B turner s mormonism inin all ages daniel P kid-
der s mormonism and the cormonsmormonsMormons and henry caswall s

the city of the cormonsmormonsMormons clarkdarkoark an episcopal pastor in
palmyra recalled his impressions of joseph smith beginning
in 1827 he knew of smith s money digging and his claim
concerning the discovery of gold plates but considered it all
a hoax and joseph himself as dull and utterly destitute of
genius drawing heavily from mormonism unavailedvnvailedunvailed he told
almost the same story of the origin of mormonism his only
new contribution was another letter by professor anthon
written in 1840 and originally published in the episcopal
church record 122

jonathan turner often regarded as the founder of the
land grant system of colleges also drew heavily from hurl

G B arbaugh Revearevelationnionfion in mormonism chicago 1932 accepts and
argues for the spauldingSpauldmg theory alice felt tyler freedoms ferment minneap-
olis 1944 presents an interpretation of mormonism that isis based primarily
on the kind of information found inin mormonismmormomsm U unavailedmailedunvailed fawn brodie
inin no man knows my history new york 1945 accepts many statements
inin the affidavits but refutes the spauldingSpauldmg theory the authors of several
general histories of america inin turn frequently follow mrs brodie s inter-
pretationpretation of joseph smith

both of anthon s letters are republished with appropriate criticism in
roberts compicomprehensiveeh ensue history of the church vol 1 ppap 102109102 109
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burthurt s affidavits presenting the then standard image of young
joseph as a clairvoyant charlatan recognizing that the evi-
dence linking rigdon smith and the spaulding manuscript
was inconclusive he decided that joseph smith alone was the
author however he presumed that joseph hadbad access to the
spaulding manscriptmanuscriptmanscript through some source other than sidney
rigdon rigdon according to turner became the chief power
in the church after he persuaded joseph smith to move to
ohio and it was rigdon who formulated the doctrine of the
restoration gathering and other traditional mormon con-
cepts kidder whose work appeared later in the year gently
chided turner for this modification of the spaulding theory

BOOK OF MORMON WRITER BRILLIANT OR IGNORANT

in these writings one can see the development of an in-
terestingte inconsistency some writers held that the book of
mormon had to be the production of joseph smith for only
an ignorant person could have produced such a work others
arguing that it was the kind of work which only a brilliant
imaginative person could have produced assigned it to sidney
rigdon still others said that joseph smith was clever enough
to have produced the book by himself

also published in 1842 was the city of the cormonsmormons by
henry caswall one of the earliest works about the mormonscormons
printed in europe A professor of divinity at kemper college

episcopal in missouri caswall showed familiarity with
those writings of joseph smith which had recently been pub-
lished in the church owned times and seasons but drew most
of his information from clarkdarkoark and turner caswall accepted
the spaulding rigdon theory of the origin of the book of
mormon but reflecting his reading of turner pointed out
that some people felt rigdon was too intelligent to write such
a work in his work published in 1843 the prophet of
the nineteenth century caswall anticipated as turner had
done the social analysis of mormon origins adopted by many
modern scholars wrote the snobbish caswall

mormonism is a system which could not have been easily
produced or readily developed inin england the mature
religious institutions of the mother country would have
appeared a bulwark against its progress as a fanaticism
had it been preached in the first place in britain it would
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probably have crept in the dust like other reptile forms of
delusion but in the western hemisphere its antecedent
probability of success was incalculably greater the fuel
was already collected the pile was duly prepared and an
accidental spark alone was wanting to kindle a blaze of
fanaticism which no existing means would avail to extin-
guish appp 121 2

by the 1850 s non mormonscormons had added little to the general
theme begun by campbell and hurlburt howe by this time
they were using some of the material published by the mor
mons themselves but they always returned to the tradition of
mormonism unavailedunvailed to prove the true character of joseph
smith and the true origin of the book of mormon robert
chambers history of the cormonsmormonsMormons published in 1853 is a
good example

one of the most influential anti mormon works of the later
nineteenth century was pomeroy tucker s origin rise and
progress of mormonism 1867 tucker had lived in palmyra
sincesince 1823 was employed in the printing shop that published
the first edition of the book of mormon and was personally
acquainted with joseph smith and his associates drawing
heavily from mormonism uncalled as well as his own recollec-
tions tucker s conclusions were essentially those of hurlburt
howe although he did modify a few important details he
did not remember for example the youthful joseph as ignor-
ant or unschooled

joseph moreover as he grew in years had learned to
read comprehensively in which qualification he was far in
advance of his elder brother and even of his father and
this talent was assiduously devoted as he quitted or modified
his idle habits to the perusal of works of fiction and records
of criminality such for instance as would be classified with
the dime novels of the present day the stories of stephen
burroughs and captain kidd and the like presented the
highest charms for his expanding mental perceptions As
he further advanced in reading and knowledge he assumed
a spiritual or religious turn of mind and frequently perused
the bible becoming quite familiar with portions thereof
both of the old and new testaments selected texts from
which he quoted and discussed with great assurance when in
the presence of his superstitious acquaintances p 17

this approach anticipated a more recent line of scholarship
which accepts hurlburt s claims about joseph smith s money
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digging clairvoyance and dishonesty but postulates that he
was sufficiently well read and clever to have written the book
of mormon

in 18851883 ellen E dickinson a relative of solomon spauld-
ing published new light on mormonism new york ad-
vertisedvertised as a brief and succinct history of this stupendous
delusion dickinson s work was largely a story of the spauld-
ing romance it also gave much background some of it contra-
dictorydic tory on mormonism unavailedunvailed but was marred throughout
by the author s complete acceptance of the spaulding theory
one of her contributions was an 1882 interview with philastusphilistusPhilastus
hurlburt though hurlburt would not admit it she claimed
that hebe had stolen the original manuscript from the spaulding
family in 18541834 and turned it over to the mormonscormonsMormons who de-
stroyed it

in the prophet of palmyra new york 1890 thomas
gregg went back to the original unlettered theory by stating
categorically that when joseph smith began his career his
untutored and feeble intellect had not yet grasped at anything
beyond toying with mysterious things after he obtained the
spaulding manuscript according to gregg he got the idea of a
new sect and was aided by confederates as bad as himself
gregg ridiculed joseph smith s account of the origin of the
church he published an interview with david whitmer for
example in which this book of mormon witness declared
that in translating joseph did not even use the gold plates but
rather placed two chocolate covered stones to his eyes covered
his face with a hatbat and saw the words appear chap III111lil 13

gregg added two interesting items to this traditional ap-
proach to mormon origins one was a letter from stephen S

harding who had been governor of utah in 186218631862 1863 the
letter written in 1882 told of harding s return to his boyhood
home of palmyra in 1829 just in time to be present when the
first pages of the book of mormon came from the press he
told of the credulity of joseph smith s associates of his own
successful efforts to hoodwink them into believing that he too

the two best historiographical discussionsdiscussion3 of joseph smiths method of
translating the gold plates are B H roberts translation of the book

of mormon improvement era vol 9 april may july 1906 and james
E lancaster by the gift and power of god the method of translation
of the book of mormon the saints herald november 15 1962 ppap 141814 18
22 33
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had been chosen to assist in the work and of his belief that
the book originated with the spaulding manuscript harding
also claimed to have seen a newspaper notice in the brook
ville enquirer as early as the fall of 1827 which mentioned
joseph smith and the finding of a golden bible mormon
writers have sometimes used this as evidence that joseph was
telling the story that early although the newspaper account
itself has yet to be brought to light

A second addition introduced by gregg dealt with the ap-
pearancepearance of a certain mysterious stranger whom earlier
writers claimed visited joseph smith prior to the publication
of the book of mormon A gentleman of undoubted char-
acter for veracity said gregg stated that sidney rigdon was
in palmyra three different times twice in 1827 and once in
1828 the same source also declared that oliver cowdery had
arrived in palmyra from kirtland ohio in 1826 then re-
turned the following year to take up his well known associa-
tion with joseph smith this of course linked smith
cowdery and rigdon all in the conspiracy although gregg
failed to divulge his source and no corroborating evidence has
ever been discovered the conspiracy theory first advanced by
hurlburt howe was receiving plenty of literary amplification

in the first half of the twentieth century the most widely
quoted book on mormonism was probably william alexander
linn s the story of the cormonsmormons new york 1902 linn
devoted more space than any previous writer to the period of
mormon origins and his book appeared impressive by its
documentation he used the mormon writings of joseph smith
lucy smith orson pratt and parley P pratt nevertheless his
primary source material was the berrian collection of mor-
mon materials mostly anti mormon in the new york public
library he relied heavily on john A clarkdarkoark pomeroy tucker
a few magazine articles and inevitably hurlburt howe he de-
voted more space to the smith family background than most
earlier writers and added his own exegesis to the general story
of mormon origins the original idea of golden plates he
suggested was based on a thirteenth century story of an ever-
lasting gospel written on plates which was intended to sup-
plant the new testament because of his theological back-
ground said linn rigdon would have known the story chap
IX
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in 1931 harry M beardsley published joseph smith and
his mormon empire presenting again the theme that joseph
smith was an impoverished illiterate disreputable youth the
most notorious of a shiftless family p 6 and that the
book of mormon and the new religion were produced in
collusion with sidney rigdon beardsley s superficial biogra-
phy was a classic example of the old campbell hurlburt howe
tradition A more scholarly work published by george B ar-
baugh in 1932 was revelation inin mormonism its character
and changing forms although staunchly in the hurlburt
howe tradition arbaugh was much more analytical than most
of his predecessors and was more successful in relating the
origin of mormonism to its social environment

in brief a full century after the original pattern was set
mormonism unavailedunvailed with its emphasis on joseph smith s

personality and his presumed collusion with sidney rigdon
still provided the pattern for explaining mormon origins 14

CHURCH CLERKS APPOINTED

the smith pratt tradition during its early years the
church made little progress toward publishing a detailed
sympathetic account of its own origin oliver cowdery and
joseph smith apparently kept early notes and records but on
march 8 1831 john whitmer was appointed to keep the
church record and history continuously whitmer however
did not deal with the period of mormon origins when he
was released from his position in 1838 he refused to surrender
his records and history not until 1893 did his history become
the property of the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints john corrill and elias higbee were ap-
pointed church historians in 1838 but higbee did not write
anything and corrill left the church the same year his his-
tory published in 1839 contained nothibothinothing on the new york
period 15

the first substantial mormon effort to publish a history
of the rise of the church came with the printing of a series of

other significant non mormon writers of this period drew heavily from
the same traditcradittraditionon but their writings also took on some new dimensions which
will be discussed below

roberts comprehensive history vol 1 p 429 john WWhchilmersburnerswhilmersilmers history
salt lake city 1966 john corrill A brief history of the church of christ

of latter day saints st louis 1839
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letters by oliver cowdery in the church paper the latter day
saints messenger and advocate kirtland ohio beginning
in october 1834 16 the same year that hurlburt and howe pub-
lished their influential expose cowdery received the assistance
of joseph smith in the preparation of these letters and the
mormon leader helped introduce the series by publishing a
statement admitting that in common with most or all
youths he fell into many vices and follies 1 I have not he
said been guilty of wronging or injuring any man or society of
men but he admitted having such imperfections as a light
and too often vain mind exhibiting a foolish and trifling
conversation 17 this statement was apparently intended as a
reply to some of the affidavits being collected and published
by hurlburt for he wrote

having learned from the first no of the messenger and
advocate that you were not only about to give a history
of the rise and progress of the church of the latter day
saints but that said history would necessarily embrace
my life and character I1 have been induced to give you the
time and place of my birth as I1 have learned that many of
the opposers of those principles which I1 have held forth to
the world profess a personal acquaintance with me though
when not in my presence represent me to be another
person in age education and stature from what I1 am 18

cowdery s first letters contained lucid descriptions often
quoted by later mormon writers of his feelings as he met
joseph smith assistedassisted in the translation of the book of mor-
mon and witnessed the angel john the baptist who be-
stowed upon them the priesthood

cowdery s third and fourth letters were the first published
works to associate the methodist minister rev george lane
with joseph smith s religious experiences in so doing cowdery
initiated a chronological confusion discussed below which
has plagued mormon historians ever since cowdery s letters
told in grandiose style of the religious excitement which had
aroused the palmyra vicinity in 1823 he does not say 1820
and which led to joseph smith s prayer and the appearance

actually a brief rise and progress of the church of christ by W W
phelps was published as early as april 1833 in the evening and the morning
star zionzion independence mo

17 messenger and advocate vol 1 december 1834 p 40
ibid
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of an angel who told him of the plates from which the book
of mormon was eventually translated

cowdery s letters began a mormon approach to the origin
of the church which like the hurlburt howe tradition cen-
tered on joseph smith s background personality and spiritual
experiences mormon writers in this tradition were inclined to
leave out strictly human activities in an effort to counteract
the debunkers who had gone to the opposite extreme 19 empha-
sizing the positive these mormon writers concentrated on the
visions and revelations which led to the publication of the
book of mormon and the founding of the church it was
unfortunate that mormonism unavailedunvailed and other anti mormon
commentaries had appeared earlier for this tended to make
mormon histories defensive

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH PUBLISHED

in 1838 joseph smith began to prepare his own history
for publication this history ran serially in the times and
seasons in 184218461842 1846 and later in the millennial star and the
deseret news it was in this history that joseph smith first
prepared for publication the story of his first vision stating
that it occurred in the year 1820 20 the history of joseph
smith elaborated on the young prophet s activities during the
years after 1820 and more particularly after 1827 the
history contains a transcription of each revelation received

during the period As later published by B H roberts the
section covering the period of mormon origins occupies some
130 pages and is an indispensable source for both mormon
and non mormon historians

prior to the original publication of the history of joseph
smith however two other mormon sources recounted some
of joseph smith s early experiences one was a missionary
tract written by orson pratt and printed in england in 1840
under the title an interesting account of several remarkable
visions and of the late discovery of ancient american rec

see messenger and advocate vol 1 december 1834 p 42 history
of joseph smith times and seasons nauvoo ill111111.iiiliiili vol 3 march 15
1842 ppap 726727726 727

A discussion of the knowledge of the first vision as it appeared in
early mormon and non mormon literature is given in james B allenalienaltenattenailen the
significance of joseph smith s first vision in mormon thought dialogue
A journal of mormon thought vol 1 autumn 1966 ppap 294529 45
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ords pratt had apparently been authorized by joseph smith to
publish this work but he embellished the account of the first
vision in such a way that it took on a much more dramatic
air than any story ever recorded by joseph himself his ac-
count has become the basis for some of the expanded versions
of later mormon writers 21 in 1842 orson hyde printed a mis-
sionary tract in germany entitled A cry from the wilderness
A voice from the dust of the earth which contained a greatly
elaborated account of the vision the same year joseph smith
published in the times and seasons the wentworth letter
which contained an abbreviated account of the vision 22 his
more detailed history began to appear in print shortly there-
after the early experiences of joseph smith asltoldas to ld by himself
in his history took on the aura of scripture when they ap-
peared in the first edition of the pearl of great price pub-
lished by franklin D richards in england in 1851 and ac-
cepted by the church in 1880 as one of its standard works

shortly after the death of joseph smith his mother lucy
mack smith began a biography of her son she was assisted
by mrs martha jane knowlton coray a devout member of
the church and a competent writer in 1853 this history was
published in england by orson pratt under the title biograph-
ical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his progenyprogeni
tors for many generations when copies of the book arrived
in utah however biographical sketches was criticized by
brigham young and utah historians as containing many in-
accuracies and it was recalled and suppressed the book was
republished in 1880 by the reorganized church still later in
1902 the improvement era published a revised edition under
the title history of the prophet joseph byhy his mother there
have been various revised editions since that time 23

lucy smith s history has become a basic source for most
writers who deal in any detail with the mormon prophet s

family11 background the first nine chapters deal with lucy s

2 see for example ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration
provo utah 1967 p 31

22 church history times and seasons vol 3 march 1 1842 ppap
706707706 707

2theathehe original edition may be compared with the most recent edition in
jerald & sandra tanner changes in joseph smiths history salt lake city
1966 see also robertsRobert3 comprehensive history vol 1 p an there is
some evidence to suggest that lucy smith was compiling her history prior to
the death of joseph
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immediate family the macks and give life sketches of her
fatherlatherC brothers and sisters as well as the story of her own
courtship and marriage the macks were presented as an
honorable industrious family in obvious contrast to the rather
critical image that had been presented by non mormon writers
mrs smith also provided a seven generation genealogy of the
smith family and a four generation mack family line other
chapters give many details not found elsewhere concerning the
smith family experiences after lucy s marriage to joseph
smith sr she emphasizes the spiritual nature of the family
by relating seven visions experienced by her husband prior to
those of their son later chapters quote extensively from her
son s own history which had already been published al-
though a few of her own observations and memories are in-
cluded

the writings of oliver cowdery joseph smith lucy smith
and orson pratt provided the basic mormon sources for the
period of mormon origins centerincenterinoCencenteringterin9 on joseph smith s back-
ground personality and spiritual experiences they tended to
be defensive and were designed primarily to build faith in
joseph smith as a prophet and religious leader they estab-
lished the pattern followed by most mormon histories down to
the present

illustrative of this approach is life of joseph smith the
prophet published by george Q cannon in 1888 writing pri-
marily for young believers cannon who was assisted by his
son frank J cannon followed the general outlines of the
joseph smith and lucy mack smith histories embellishing the
narrative with his own interpretations and dramatic style but
adding no new information after describing joseph as a hard-
working young man for example he comments

the sweat of his face therefore was at once a necessity
and a salutation a requisite for the family welfare and com-
fort a protection from enervating dreams no husbandman
of all that neighborhood was more industrious than he and
except for the hatred bred against him by false teachers and
their followers no one would have a better reputation p
46

in 1902 joseph and heman C smith historians for the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints pub-
lished their four volume history of the church of jesus christ
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of latter day saints lamoni iowa their basic source for
the new york period was the history of joseph smith
which they repeated in almost exact detail in 1922 joseph
fielding smith mormon apostle and church historian pub-
lished the first edition of his essentials in church history it
has been frequently updated and republished but elder smith s

treatment of the new york period was essentially that of his
father s uncle joseph smith

the most important mormon history to come from the
press since joseph smith s history of the church was B H
roberts six volume A comprehensive history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints century I1 published in
1930 most of this work had been published serially from 1909
to 1915 in the historical journal americana under the title
11 history of the mormon church some of it had been pub-
lished even before in some period histories roberts made
every effort to base his work on all available evidence both
mormon and non mormon and to correlate seemingly con-
flicting testimonies in such a way as to present an accurate
narrative he was acquainted with the works of all the im-
portant anti mormon writers and frequently used them when
he thought them reliable he also went beyond joseph and
lucy smith in presenting background material on the paternal
ancestry of the prophet roberts readily admitted that there
were discrepancies in some of the accounts of joseph s early
activities A note at the end of chapter VIII for example
comments on variations in the accounts of bringing home the
gold plates suggesting that these variations are not serious
and should actually be expected roberts also went into detail
in his explanations of the translation of the book of mormon
the organization of the church and the background of a few
of the people who became associated with joseph smith during
the new york period

roberts history nevertheless fits into the tradition being
discussed although he drew much from the writings of some
non mormonscormons from letters and other documents in the church
historian s office and from an address by david whitmer
his major sources of information were the writings of joseph
and lucy smith and he accepted the writings of joseph as
unquestionably accurate moreover the work was apologetic
many of roberts interpretations were specifically designed to
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answer charges by the non mormon writers described above
more than five pages were devoted to a rebuttal of the charges
that joseph smith s ancestors were restless illiterate and cre-
dulous 24

thetaeghe first mormon biography of joseph smith to be cir-
culated widely outside the church was john henry evans
joseph smith an american prophet published in 1933 evans
wrote in his introduction 1 I have tried to give a scientific
treatment of joseph smith the mormon prophet that is to
present the available facts without smothering these facts in
opinion this I1 believe has never been done before p vii
this attempt at scientific detachment was not completely suc-
cessfulcess ful the reader will note several places in which evans
added his personal interpretation of mormonism fitting
joseph smith s history into the pattern his style is also dis-
appointing to scholars for the writing was popularized and
lacked bibliographical footnotes and references evans showed
a lack of sophistication in his historianshiphistorian ship for example he
told of the organization of the church on april 6 1830 then
explained in some detail the importance and religious signifi-
cance of the church s name especially of the word saint
but he failed to recognize that the name of the church in 1830
was simply the church of christ its present name was not
adopted until 1838 evans general analysis of church history
follows the traditional pattern his basic reliance was on the
traditional sources and his book fits the basic pattern of mor-
mon defensive writing

three years after the appearance of evans biography there
appeared the first edition of a book which was to have a
greater impact on the youth of the church than any other
history william E berrett s the restored church originally
written at the request of the church s department of educa-
tion it has been revised frequently and has been used as the
basic church history text in the seminary program for more
than thirty years written in a warm and appealing style
and based primarily on smith and roberts it is not as argu-
mentativementa tive or defensive as roberts berrett also tried to place
the church in its broader historical setting with a discussion of
frontier america and the role of religion on the frontier

roberts comprehensive history vol 1 ppap 232823 28
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additional books which treat the new york period from
this defensive point of view include willard bean ABC
history of palmyra palmyra 19581938 preston nibley joseph
smith the prophet salt lake city 1946 pearson corbett
hyrum smith patriarch salt lake city 1963 and ivan J
barrett joseph smith and the restoration provo utah
1967 in each of these works the material on mormon
origins may be traced to the same sources and their purposes
are basically the same 2025

the socio psychological approach another school of
historians tries to analyze the sociological patterns which af-
fected the mormon prophet and in some case the psychologi-
cal forces which may have accounted for his actions while
they usually conclude along with the followers of hurlburt
howe that mormonism was founded on a deception their
individual paths to that conclusion are more original taken
together they form a body of literature on mormon origins
that stands apart from the older traditions

perhaps the earliest of these writers was I1 woodbridge
riley who published the founder of mormonism in 1902 A
strictly psychological approach to joseph smith riley s found-
er of mormonism boldly began with the thesis that the state
of his body goes far to explain the state of his mind and his
ancestry explains both like the distorted views of his
grandfather crookneckedcrook necked smith joseph s mental abnormali-
ties are to be connected with physical ills appp 343 4 riley
then proceeded to psychoanalyze not only the prophet but his
progenitors as well reading between the lines of lucy smith s

work and of her father s narrative history riley concluded
that joseph s whole family were natural heirs to the traits of
illiteracy restlessness and credulity p 12 in the visions of
joseph smith s father riley saw the basis for what he con-
sidered some of the hallucinations of joseph smith as well as
the source for certain episodes in the book of mormon he
did not consider joseph an intentional imposter rather he
explained joseph smith s visions in terms of abnormal psyapsy

it should perhaps be noted that corbett s biography of hyrum smith
contains unsupported interpolations which seek to reconstruct obscure and
sometimes unimportant events his intimate description of the family scene
as joseph smith told them the story of the angel moroni is not really sup-
ported in detail by the documents appp 283128 31
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chology from his mother joseph inherited a liability to
neural instability the prophet was described as addicted to
drunkenness one of the causes of his frequent seizures
more specifically riley saw joseph as an epileptic and he
read into the history of joseph and his ancestors all the
symptoms of epilepsy he explained the book of mormon in
terms of joseph s religious environment family background
andpersonaland personal experiences in support of this interpretation
riley accurately demonstrated that contemporaries often attrib-
uted a hebraic origin to the american indian according to
riley the book of mormon was a clue to the prophet s men-
tality its four chief marks were a redundant style fragmen-
tary information a fanciful archaeology and an unsystematic
theology p 168 allailali evidences of the fancifulness and
restlessness of joseph 26

MORE RECENT STUDIES OF JOSEPH SMITH

in 1912 eduard meyer an eminent german scholar who
had visited utah published ursprung und geschichte derdefser
mormonenMormonen 27 meyer had access to most of the standard mor-
mon and non mormon sources but was particularly impressed
with riley s psychological explanation like riley he rejected
the spaulding theory he was generous to the three wit-
nesses who he explained actually saw the gold plates even
though they did not really exist because desire and promises
led to a common vision conjured up to them by the anticipa-
tion of the long preparation the pregnant atmosphere of
miracles through which they lived their prayer together and
the prophet s power of suggestion p 9 he was also some

latter day saint historians mightnight learn much from the insights of their
psychologist brethren A psychoanalytical biography of joseph smith of the
stature and depth of young man luther by erikenk erikson would help to
illuminate the process by which joseph s teenage religious confliCtconflicts3 ultimately
led to a spiritual solution of major consequence just as erikson depicts the
identity struggle of a young great man who ultimately established a new
branch of christendom so the use of psychoanalysis as a historical tool might
demonstrate how young joseph faced the problems of human existence in the
most forward terms of his era young joseph was not pathological as riley
supposed but the historian mustmut still consider the possibility that joseph s
search for truth was meaningfully related to his psychological conflicts see
erikenk H erikson young man luther A study in psychoanalysis and history
new york 1962

this isis now available inin english eduard meyermeer the origin and history
of the cormonsmormonsMor mons with reflections on the beginnings of islam and christianity
translated by heinz F rahde and eugene seaich salt lake city 1961
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what generous to joseph smith whose religious environment
with its emphasis on the old testament and upon visions ex-
plains how a young man could really believe that god had
called him to be a prophet

fawn M brodie s no man knows my history new york
1945 was an alfred A knopf prizewinningprize winning biography of
joseph smith mrs brodie relied on the traditional mormon
and non mormon sources foilforfoll the new york period she pro-
vided little new evidence except for a controversial transcript
of an alleged trial in 1826 in which joseph smith was found
guilty of disturbing the peace seeking to paint a preconceived
portrait of joseph smith mrs brodie ignored important con-
flicting sources her views are brilliantly presented however
and give the appearance of being well researched and docu-
mented for want of a better scholarly biography no man
knows my history continues to serve as a standard reference
for professional textbook writers who include a section or
chapter on early mormon history

mrs brodie began her work with the standard hurlburt
howe image of the smith family then proceeded to dramatize
the intense religious spirit which pervaded western new york
in joseph smith s time she rejected completely the spaulding
manuscript as the source of the book of mormon attributing
the latter wholly to joseph in the tradition of arbaugh and
riley but with more depth and clarity she analyzed the social
and religious environment of joseph smith as it related to
the book of mormon even though she considered young
joseph a likeable ne er do well she did not consider him
ignorant or unimaginative at the time the book of mormon
was written she demonstrated that he had every opportunity
to encounter the idea that american indians were of jewish
origin ethan smith s view of the hebrews may have been the
original source for joseph s ideas she speculated but it was
only a basic source and he built upon it other contemporary
ideas and problems provided the source for other parts of the
book his father s dreams were the source of the lehi vision
anti catholic feelings the source of the idea that much had
been lost from the bible and antimasonryanti masonry the source of
warnings against secret societies the book of mormon was
for her a product of its times she expressed surprise that
american literary historians had ignored it for it was one
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of the earliest examples of frontier fiction the first long
yankee narrative that owes nothing to english literary
fashions p 67 she viewed joseph smith s role of prophet
as something he slipped into quite accidentally as he advanced
from one deception to another 2821

sooner or later a non mormon student of frederick jack-
son turner was certain to try his hand at mormon history it
was turner who had developed the famous thesis that certain
basic american institutions and characteristics were the result
of the frontier experience dean D mcbrien who in 1924
had followed turner all the way to logan utah to take his
course in the history of the frontier at utah state university
later completed a dissertation for george washington uni-
versity on the influence of the frontier on joseph smith
more than eighty pages of this little used dissertation are con-
cerned with the new york phase of mormonism mcbrien
in a typically turnerian interpretation stresses the role of the
physical social and cultural environment of the new york
frontier in the origins of mormonism

joseph smith was an american an american westerner
As such it is not to be wondered that there should be found
blended within him a mixture of the ideas principles emo-
tions and crude conceptions of american frontier life of a
hundred years ago appp ii iii

many mormon writers too have in a somewhat turnerian
fashion related the history of the church to the history of the
american frontier william E berrett made such an attempt
in 1936 but perhaps the clearest mormon statement of the

frontier theory of mormon origins comes from milton R
hunter s the cormonsmormons and the american frontier salt lake
city 1940 hunter accepted the turner thesis and saw the

after the appearance of no man knows my historyhzstotHz stot hugh nibley pub-
lished the pamphlet no maam thats nonotnor historyhistonhistof salt lake city 1946
although a hurried reply to fawn brodie this booklet contained an incisive
and often humorous commentary on mrs brodie s reasoning and was applauded
in manmany quarters in censoring joseph smith s story a 1961 seriesserlesseriesserles of
articlearticles3 in the improvement era nibleynible wrote a more careful step by step
refutation of several anti mormon writers in the same tradition was a 1967
booklet exploding the mythmth aboutdroutabour joseph smith the mormon prophetPiopigplophet pub-
lished privately inin new york city by F L stewart miss stewart refutes mrs
brodie not only with logic but also by showing weaknesses inin documentation
and providing further historical material although some reviewersreviewers have
asserted that Mmissss stewart made a few historical blunders of her own the
work has value in helping to achieve a balanced viewview
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mormon experience as definitely a frontier and therefore
praiseworthy experience

in the early 1950 s the viewview that mormonism was a fron-
tier religion was challenged by two important studies whitney
R cross the burned over district the social and intellec-
tual history of enthusiastic religion inin western new york
180018501800 1850 ithaca 1950 argued that the palmyra area was
not a frontier by the time the smiths arrived it was less iso-
lated and provincial more vigorous and cosmopolitan than
vermont it was reaching economic stability p 40 nor
was mormonism a frontier religion its early converts were
not frontiersmen mormonism did not originate in the pioneer-
ing section of western new york and its early recruits came
from the longest settled neighborhoods of the region p 146
similar conclusions were reached independently by S george
ellsworth whose phd dissertation A history of mormon
missions in the united states and canada 183018601830 1860 was
completed at berkeley in 1951 29

other approaches A somewhat different view of mormon
origins may be seen through the experiences of someone other
than joseph smith unfortunately biographies and autobiogra-
phies of those who joined the church during this period are
sadly lacking A few useful details however may be gained by
reading such works as parley P pratt s autobiography salt
lake city 1874 stanley gunn s oliver cowdery salt lake
city 1962 and F mark mckiernan the voice of one
crying in the wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer
179318761793 1876 phd dissertation university of kansas 1968

additional information about the period may be found in
various collections of readings published during the past few
years in 1953 william E berrett and alma P burton pub-
lished the first of their three volume readings in LDS
church history salt lake city which contained excerpts
iromfromgrom the standard pro mormon sources already mentioned

2aaaA recent essay has challenged these conclusions in the social sources
of mormonism church history march 1968 ppap 507950 79 mario de pillis
criticized both cross and ellsworth for relying on a too narrow definition of
the frontier and for not interpreting accurately the attributeattributes of the early
converts to mormonism according to de pillis western new york was still
a social frontier at the time mormonism originated and early mormonscormons were
still facing frontier type problems in spite of the maturing economy outlined
by cross and ellsworth
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hmongamong the cormonsmormonsMormons edited by william mulder and A rus-
sell mortensen new york 1958 contains a number of
valuable documents from sources less readily available to the
general reader A more extensive collection of sources relating
to the book of mormon is found in francis W kirkham s

two volume work A new witness for christ inin america in-
dependence mo 1941 and salt lake city 1952 kirkham
made an exhaustive effort to collect every available early
newspaper account or other reference to the book of mormon
as well as later narratives both pro and anti mormon which
might throw light upon its origin his basic purpose was to
prove the authenticity of the book of mormon by showing
the inconsistency of the anti mormon documents his docu-
ments are all valuable but they would be more useful if the
work had been better organized and clearer distinction made
between the documents and the editorializing

the most recent approach to mormon origins is milton
backman s american religions and the rise of mormonism
salt lake city 1965 which relates mormonism more fully

than previous histories to the religious environment in which
it arose

WANTED MORE RESEARCH AND WRITING ON
MORMON ORIGINS IN NEW YORK

in writing of those who were members of the church in
december 1830 joseph smith affectionately looked back on
the little flock which in all from colesvillelesvilleCo to canandaigua

new york numbered about seventy members 30 it is under-
standablestan dable that in 1830 little was being written or said about
joseph smith outside his immediate environment and that
even less was being said about his small band of followers
As mormonism increased in size power and significance
joseph smith became more important not only to his own
people but to americans in general it is now time to raise the
question of whether enough has been written about the ordi-
nary people involved in the beginning of the church w16wili
the purpose of understanding more about their backgrounds
their possible contributions and the impact the new movement
had on them this question leads directly to a larger question

DHC vol 1 p 132
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Is there not a need for new research and fresh literary ap-
proachesproaches to all aspects of mormon history

in order to comprehend the history of any movement or
institution one must be familiar with the context in which it
grew most twentieth century scholars who have written on
mormonism have attempted to relate joseph smith and the
early church to their environment but for the most part this
has been done very superficially there has been no major
treatise designed specifically to place mormonism in its politi-
cal economic and social setting cross and others have sug-
gested some comparisons between the new york revival and
those of kentucky showing that the new york experiences
were less hysterical in nature 31 further studies of the beliefs
of people in western new york and their comparison with
joseph smith s ideas would be welcome

inasmuch as mormonism eventually became a strong politi-
cal force in its own right a major treatment of the political
setting in which mormonism arose would be helpful while
we already know the chief political problems of the time and
secondary sources could probably give us much of the political
history of western new york and ohio there is little avail-
able that brings it all together with specific reference to its
impact on the infant mormon church and some of its mem-
bers 3212 in what way did the political climate help or hinder
the spread of mormonism did mistrust of the other groups
help prepare the atmosphere for the mormon persecutions33persecutions
what was the political climate of western new york and
what were the political philosophies of the first mormon con-
verts to what degree were they influenced by the trends
toward greater democracy and how might this have influ-
enced their behavior as church members

A related but perhaps larger set of questions has to do
with the economic and social background of mormonism

zaz1 see also manomariomarlo S de Ppillisllis mormon Commgommcommunitananismcommunitarianismunitarianism 182618461826 1846
phd disserdissertatdissertationdissertatetat onyaledonyaleyale university 1961

12some ideas are providedproiprol ded inin G homer durham joseph smith prophet
statesman salt lake city 1944 and hyrum L andrus the second
american revolution era of preparation BYU Slstudiesudies vols 121 2 autumn
1959 winter 1960 ppap 7110071 100

A good starting point might be daiddaviddald brion davisdais some themes of
counter subversion an analysis of antimasonicanti masonic anti catholic and antantiantl
mormon literature mississippi valley historical review vol 47 septem-
ber 1960 ppap 205224205 224
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what was the actual economic structure of western new york
and how did the small band of mormonscormons fit into it both be-
fore and after they joined the church to what degree was
western new york still a social or economic frontier and
what difference did that make as far as the prospective mor-
mon converts were concerned where is there a description
of the effect of the erie canal upon the region not only
economically but also in terms of increased communication
and hence the better circulation of ideas the erie canal cer-
tainly increased the flow of traffic between eastern and west-
ern new york and at the same time made traffic between
new york and ohio much less difficult did this facilitate
the communication of ideas between eastern ohio a hotbed
of the disciples of christ and western new york where
mormonism originated what did the early mormonscormons do for
a living and what was their general economic and social
status where did they come from and how long had they
been in new york to what churches if any did they belong
and what religious and other social ideas did they bring with
them into mormonism why were they converted and how
long did they remain in the church where were future con-
verts living at the time and how do all of the above questions
apply to themthem34 how well were they prepared for mormon-
ism as it developed through the 1830 s some historians may
even wish to speculate as to whether mormonism could have
succeeded as well had joseph smith chosen to remain in new
york rather than migrate to ohio in january of 1831

to help answer the foregoing questions two projects are
indispensable 1 1 a biographical profile of early church mem-
bers and 2 an analysis of the status of the infant church
as its leaders prepared to leave new york well researched
biographical sketches on each of the early converts would be
an invaluable asset they should include not only the little
flock struggling to get the church started in 1830 but also
others who came into the church during the next few years A
more sympathetic biography of joseph smith that matches in
literary quality the skillful presentation of fawn brodie is
needed as is a more accurate and objective biography of
hyrum smith richard L anderson has been working on a

excellent introductions to these problems are given in the cross and
ellsworth studies cited above
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study of the three witnesses oliver cowdery david
whitmer and martin harris it is hoped that his proposed
book will include the period of mormon origins as well as
their later experiences others converted during the new york
period who warrant biographical studies are joseph smith
sr lucy mack smith william smith samuel smith and
parley P pratt

A start toward these biographical studies may be seen in
the fact that at least fifty five of the seventy new york mor
mons are identifiable through the listings given in the history
of joseph smith brief and generally inadequate biographical
sketches may be found on only twenty three of these people in
andrew jenson s LDS biographical encyclopedia from these
sketches one may draw a few interesting conclusions although
not with any assurance that this represents an accurate social
profile the average age of the group was thirty one 36 the
oldest person joseph smith sr was fifty nine and the young-
est porter rockwell was fifteen fifteen of the twenty three
were thirty years of age or under theoccupationsthe occupations of most
were not given by jenson but there u4suswab at least one shoe-
maker one physician a miller and sevelaseveikseveral farmers it might
also be said that the new church was a family and friefriendgriendad
affair of the fifty five identifiable persons there was a direct
family friend relationship with the smiths of at least thirty
one the smith family included joseph sr lucy mack joseph
jr hyrum jerusha hyrum s wife katherine william don
carlos and emma joseph s wife the knight family had
long been on friendly terms with the smiths and the names
listed include joseph sr polly his wife joseph jr newell
and sally his wife emily coburn was a sister of newell s

wife and mr and mrs hezakiah peck were probably related
to polly peck the wife of joseph sr another close associate
of joseph smith s was of course oliver cowdery cowdery
was a good friend of the whitmer family and eventually
married elizabeth ann whitmer other members of the whit

two important early leaders have been the subject of book size bio-
graphiesgraphies the mckiernan dissertation on sidney rigdon cited above and
harold schindler otrinorrin poiterporter rockwell man of god son of thunder salt
lake city 1966 there are also theses at BYU on emma smith and T B
marsh and T edgar lyon s thesis at the university of chicago on orson
pratt

this does not include joseph knight sr whose birthdatebirthratebirth date is not known
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mer family included peter sr mary his wife peter jr
christian anne his wife john jacob elizabeth his wife
catherine and david catherine whitmer was married to
hiram page martin harris of course was also a friend of
the smiths undoubtedly other members of the little flock
were close friends or relatives of some of these families and
when the list of identifiable persons includes five jolleyscolleysJol leys four
rockwellsrockwelllRockwells two culvers and the pratt brothers parley and
orson one isis indeed impressed with the importance of family
and friends in the early growth of mormonism when it is also
remembered that the real beginning of the church in ohio
was the result of the conversion of parley P pratt s friend
sidney rigdon and his closest associates the point becomes
even more impressive

needed also is an analysis of the status of the church as
the new york period came to a close it is important to
know not only how the church was organized what the
members believed and how large it was but also the way
the church developed later in order to understand what new
directions it took and what factors remained constant from
the new york period on A brief preliminary analysis sug-
gests that the infant church consisted of some seventy mem-
bers many of whom and we do not know how many were
preparing to leave their homes for ohio early in 1831 the
church was called the church of christ although its members
were nicknamed mormonitesMormo nites by outsiders the organization
was very simple the leadership consisting of only a first and
second elder but the basis for a more elaborate organization
had been established joseph smith and oliver cowdery were
called apostles and church members had already been given
to understand that a quorum of twelve was soon to be estab-
lished the offices of elder priest teacher and deacon had
been restored and their duties described and the foundation
for a broad missionary program had already been laid it is

not known whether church members were aware of joseph
smith s first vision but it is clear that they considered him
a prophet who received divine revelation and therefore were
willing to submit themselves to his direction they accepted
as scripture not only the bible but also the book of mormon
which they believed had been translated by joseph smith
through divine power
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it has been suggested that mormon doctrine did not really
take shape until after joseph smith moved to ohio and came
under the influence of the campbellite preacher sidney rig-
don but many of the beliefs and practices which became per-
manent parts of the mormon faith were in the book of mor-
mon or in some of joseph s early revelations and were thus
part of mormonism even before joseph smith left new york
among the more important of these concepts were the fol-
lowing faith repentance baptism by immersion for the re-
mission of sins the bestowal of the holyghostholy ghost by the laying
on of hands priesthood authority the importance of mis-
sionary work the fall of man doctrine of the atonement of
christ millennialism free agency spiritual gifts america as
a chosen land and the site of the new jerusalem and the
universality of the gospel As marvin hill demonstrates in
his article in this issue of BYU studies many of the basic
tenets of mormonism were rooted in the new york period
on the other hand new york church members did not teach
several doctrines and practices which later became part of the
faith tithing preexistencepreexistence the three degrees of glory
eternal marriage eternal progression salvation for the dead
plural marriage and various far reaching developments in
church organization

the foregoing material has suggested some of the broad
general approaches which may be taken toward a study of
mormon origins there are more specific questions which also
will bear further study

1 what additional information can be found on the ac-
tivitiestivities of joseph smith and his family between 1820 and
1830 up to 1827 at least the sources are sketchy and more
details are needed who were their friends what did they
read where did they go to church

2 what transpired between joseph smith and sidney
rigdon in december 1830 did rigdon go to new york with
the idea of trying to get joseph smith to move to kirtland
had he deliberately prepared kirtland in any way for the
arrival of the new york prophet

3 how many mormonscormons left new york for kirtland early
in 183118 31 what did it mean to them to leave

4 what do we know about the early anti mormon writers
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who attacked joseph smith and his followers what can we
say about their background personal qualifications and moti-
vations richard anderson explores some aspects of this ques-
tion inin his essay below

5 are we mormonscormons willing to admit that some of our
writers have made mistakes inin trying to reconcile conflicting
accounts of joseph smith s early experiences A case inin point
isis B H roberts description of the setting for joseph smith s

first vision roberts based his conclusion upon an attempted
correlation of the accounts of joseph smith william smith
and oliver cowdery3cowdery173 he said that it was inm 1820 that a
certain reverend lane so affected joseph smith by his preach
ing that he was induced to utter the prayer which resulted inin
that first vision in the original sources however neither
cowdery nor william smith mentions the 1820 visionvision specifi-
cally both of them place the reverend lane inin the vicinity
of palmyra inin 1823 relating him to the background of the
visionsvisions that announced the book of mormon neither joseph
smith nor his mother mentioned reverend lane it isis probable
that roberts came to his conclusion because the revival de-
scribed by cowdery seemed similar to the 1820 religious ex-
citementcit later described by joseph smith clearing up the
confusion of dates does not seem as important here as a frank
recognition that there isis such confusion the inconsistencies
inin early sources do not affect the credibility of joseph smith
but our failure to discuss them perpetuates the myth that
mormon writers are not willing to face the facts

6 who was the reverend mr lane and when was he
inin palmyra A recent article by a presbyterian minister wesl-
ey walters casts doubts on the claim that reverend lane
was inin the palmyra vicinity inin 1820 as3s since lane has been
closely identified with mormon origins it becomes essential
that we know more about him and his movements larry
porter inin his fine essay inin this issueissue effectively challenges
some of walters inferences by showing the possibility that
lane may have passed through the palmyra vicinity inin 1820
but more research isis needed before a final conclusion can be

3 roberts comprehensive history vol 1 p 52

wesley P walters new light on mormon origins from palmyra N
Y revival bulletin of the evangelical theological society vol 10 fall
1967 ppap 227244227 244
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reached if reverend lane kept a journal its discovery would
prove invaluable in helping construct a more accurate picture
of the background of mormon origins

7 what evidence do we have other than the word of
joseph smith that there was an unusual excitement on the
subject of religion in the vicinity of palmyra in 1820 up to
this point little such evidence has been uncovered and walters
challenged the story in the article referred to above milton
backman however has discovered interesting new material
which he presents in his important article on the historical
setting of the first vision

8 what information do we have to help us locate cor-
rectly the important sites of early mormon history Is the
present peter whitmer home on the actual site of the organi-
zation of the church Is the present sacred grove the actual
grove where joseph smith had his first vision Is the present
smith family home the actual place in which joseph saw the
angel moroni in this issue T edgar lyon has raised some
questions which amount to a plea for accuracy in mormon
historical endeavors

9 mormonism unavailedunvailed presented many statements from
joseph smith s contemporaries damaging to his character
while such statements are open to suspicion because of the
way in which they were collected the question must still be
raised as to what other contemporary evidence is available
concerning the youthful character of the mormon prophet
Is it possible to find contemporary statements about young
joseph that are more reliable if he was really obscure before
1830 the search may be difficult but it should continue
there is some evidence that before he gained notoriety for
his religious experiences joseph smith and his family were
considered honorable and respectable the mormon origins
group is making every effort to locate further evidence the
search should also continue for early statements regarding the
book of mormon particularly the 1827 newspaper article
mentioned by stephen S harding

10 what contemporary evidence other than mormon
writings do we have that the new york mormonscormons were perse-
cuted before leaving the state who persecuted them how
what reasons did they give for so doing
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11 what verifiable accounts do we have of the various
court trials experienced by joseph smith in new york fawn
brodie has published a document purporting to be the tran-
script of an 1826 trial in which joseph smith was found
guilty of disturbing the peace but its authenticity is not beyond
question by the same token joseph smith tells the story of two
trials in 18501830 which ended in his acquittal but his writings
and an 1844 nauvoo speech by his lawyer john S reid are
the only sources for these 39 Is it possible to find corroborating
evidence for any of these trials or for any other legal diffi-
culties he may have had in new york an essay on such
problems would indeed be a valuable addition to the literature
on early mormon history

12 finally what can we discover about the writing of
joseph smith s own history of this period when did he first
begin to keep notes how did he keep them who were his
scribes and secretaries and what part did they play in the
keeping of the notes and the writing of the history dean
jessee a member of the LDS church historian s staff has
done some valuable sleuthing on this problem the results of
which are presented below

WHERE do WE go FROM HERE

the questions raised above only suggest some of the re-
search which yet needs to be done on the history of mormon
origins in new york it is startling to think that the little
flock of seventy people could require at this late date so
much historical attention but their significance exceeds their
number and the historian is compelled to explore every aspect
of their history

it has been demonstrated that the sources for the period are
scarce hopefully the new information recovered by the
authors of the articles in this issue of BYU studies will demon-
strate that new sources can be discovered and will motivate
younger scholars to join the search it is probable that attics
basements and family trunks still harbor journals letters and
notes that would throw light on mormon origins A further
examination of libraries in new york pennsylvania and ohio

DHC vol 1 ppap 889688 96 times and seasons vol 5 june 1 1844
ppap 549552549 552
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could well uncover newspapers pamphlets and even diaries
that have previously been passed over 40 the vast resources
of the church genealogical program could be marshaled to
trace the history of some of the earliest converts the objec-
tive of course is to amass as large a body as possible of pri-
mary material that will become an indispensable tool for mor-
mon and non mormon alike in their further quest for the
truth about mormon origins when this has been done wewe
should then concentrate on doing the same thing for the next
period

whilewhi le preparing this article one of the writers located in the manuscripts
division of the new york public library a diary of james gordon bennett
founder of the new york herald of a journey through new york during the
summer of 1831 one tantalizing entry is dated geneva new york august
7 1831 mormonism old smith joseph smith sr was a healer a grand
story teller very glib was a vender made gingerbread and butter
mints young smith was careless idle idolentindolent fellow 22 years old
brought up to live by his wits which means a broker of small wants
harris was a hardy industrious farmer of palmyra with some money could
speak off the bible by heart henry sic rigdon a parson in general smart
fellow he is the author of the bible they dig first for money a great many
hills turned into a religious plot and gave out the golden plates
mormonitesMormo nites went to ohio because the people here would not pay any attention
to them



the early accounts
of joseph smiths
first vision

dean C jessee

on june 11 1839 less than two months after his arrival in
illinois from confinement inin a missouri jail and one month
after moving his family into a small log house near commerce
illinois joseph smith commenced dictating his history to his
clerk james mulholland 1 at that time some nineteen years
had elapsed since joseph s first vision 2 and nine years had
passed since the revelation commanding him to keep a history
among the causes of this delay were the frustrating circumcircum-
stances that confronted the prophet inin writing his history
circumstances that did not end in june of 1839

by october 29 of that year when joseph left nauvoo for
washington DC to present the missouri grievances of his

mr jessee isis a member of the staff at the LDS church historians office in
salt lake city

joseph smith history of the church MS LDS historian s library
C 1 p 954 see also joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city 1948 vol 3 p 375

cited hereafter as DHC
on this point critics have questioned the reliability of the first vision

account on the ground that the late start on the history combined with the lack
of reference to the visionvision in early mormon publications indicates an ulterior
motive on the part of joseph smith inin presenpresentingpresentitlng the visionvision to the world fawn
brodie inin her biography of the prophet suggests that the awesome visionvision he
described inin later years may have been sheer invention created some time
after 1834 when the need arose for a magnificent tradition no man knows
my history new york 1963 p 25 others have asserted that lack of refer-
ence to the faf1firstrst vision inin early mormon publications refutes the story that
the father and the son appeared to joseph smith inin 1820 and absolutely
proves that the early members of the mormon church had no knowledge of a
visionvision jerald and sandra tanner joseph smiths strange account of the first
vision salt lake city nd p 3 see also wesley P walters new light
on mormon origins from palmyra NY revival bulletin of evangelical
theological society vol 10 fall 1967 p 228

the opening words of the revelation given to joseph smith at the organi-
zation of the church on april 6 1830 were behold there shall be a record
kept among you doctrine and covenants 21.1211
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people before the federal government only fifty nine pages
of his history had been written and sixsix days after his depar-
ture his scribe james mulholland died 4 when joseph returned
to nauvoo inin march 1840 he lamented the passing of his
faithful scribe and expressed disappointment that an ade-

quate record of his washington trip had not been kept 1 I
depended on dr foster to keep my daily journal during this
journey but he has failed me 15 robert B thompson who was
appointed general church clerk on october 3 1840 continued
writing the history where mulholland left off however his
untimely death on august 27 1841 saw only sixteen pages
added to the manuscriptgmanuscriptmanuscripts by the time willard richards was
appointed private secretary to the prophet and general church
clerk inin december 1841 a mere 157 pages of a history that
eventually numbered more than two thousand had been writ-
ten 7

such were the conditions the prophet joseph faced inin writ-
ing a connected chronicle of his past that two and a half
years before his death he apologetically explained

since I1 have been engaged in laying the foundation of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints I1 have been
prevented in variousvarious ways from continuing my journal and
the history inin a manner satisfactory to myself or in justice
to the cause long imprisonments vexatious and long con-
tinued law suits the treachery of some of my clerks the
death of others and the poverty of myself and brethren from
continued plunder and driving have prevented my handing
down to posterity a connected memorandum of events desir
able to all lovers of truth 8

DHC vol 4 ppap 888988 89
mithsmith history C 1 p 1023 see also DHC vol 4 p 89

DHC vol 4 p 89
ibid vol 4 p 470 the manuscript of the history shows that the first

59 pagepages were written by james mulholland that robert B thompson wrote at
least part of the next 16 and that waw1williamlliamiliam W phelps hadbad written 82 page
before willard richards began writing it was not until after richards appoint
ment in december 1841 that any significant progress was made on the written
history

mithsmith history C 1 p 1260 see also DHC vol 4 p 470 speaking to
the newly appointed twelve in february 1835 joseph smith remarked if
I1 now had inin myny possession every decision which has been hadbad upon important
items of doctrine and duties since the commencement of this work I1 would
not part with them for any sum of money but we have neglected to take minutes
otof such things thinking perhaps that they would never benefit us afterwards
and now we cannot bear record to the church and to the world of the great
and glorious manifestations which have been made to us with that degree of
power and authority we otherwise could if we now had these things to publish
abroad smith history B 1 p 575
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the factors that retarded joseph smithsinith s progress on his
history did not prevent periodic beginnings the prophet
added

I1 have continued to keep up a journal in the best manner
my circumstances would allow and dictate for my history
from time to time as I1 have had opportunity so that the
labors and sufferings of the first elders and saints of this
last kingdom might not wholly be lost to the world f

on at least three occasions prior to 1839 joseph smith began
writing his history 10 the earliest of these is a six page account
recorded on three leaves of a ledger book written between the
summer of 1831 and november 1832 an analysis of the
handwriting shows that the narrative was penned by frederick
G williams scribe to the prophet and counselor in the first
presidency inasmuch as williams was converted to mormon-
ism in the fall of 1830 and immediately left on a mission to
missouri the writing of this history could not have preceded
his meetingmeetingeating with joseph smith inin mid 1831 nor was the
history written after november 27 1832 since on that date
the ledger book in which it was written was converted to a
letter book for recording important historical church docu-
ments there are many evidences for this assertion

first although they were later cut from the volume the
three leaves containing the history match the cut edges and
quality and markings of the paper of the page ends the
terminal letters of words severed when the pages were removed
also match the cut page stubs immediately precede the
november 27 1832 letter entry on the first of the remaining
pages

second the numbering sequences indicate this arrange-
ment the pages of the history were numbered one through
six and the november 27 letter begins on page laia both the
history and the letter are in williams handwriting he would
not have needed to begin the letter page with laia had there

zwibid
the prophet did very little writing himself on july 5 1839 he records

1 I was dictating history I1 say dictating for I1 seldom use the pen myself I1
always dictate all my communications but employ a scribe to write them his-
tory clC l1 p 963 see also DHC vol 4 p 1 the extreme scarcity of holo-
graphic material among the documents originated by joseph smith confirms this
statement joseph smith s authorship of the three historbistorhistoricalcalcai accounts portrayed
in these pages must be regarded within this framework
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not been other numbered pages preceding it this brings up
the third point

in addition to the commencement of the letter book on
november 27 1832 joseph smith also started a daily journal
on that day he records having purchased a book for the pur-
pose of keeping a minute account of all things that come
under my observation 11 the beginning of the journal and
letter book on the same day is of more than coincidental signif-
icance it not only provides the terminal point in dating the
earliest known historical narrative of the prophet s life but
establishes the start of an important precedent in preserving
the history of the church by recording important historical
church documents in the letter book and his own life s events
in the journal the prophet set a precedent that continued
throughout the remainder of his life only the failure of his
scribes or the intrusion of other circumstances beyond his
control interrupted the continuation of this precedent signifi-
cantly these records provided important sources for the later
writing of joseph s official history 12

the 1831321831 32 history transliterated here contains the earliest
known account of joseph smith s first vision 13

A history of the life of joseph smith jr an account of
his marvilousmarcilousmarvilous experience and of all the mighty acts which he
doethboeth in the name of jesus chist the son of the living god
of whom he bearethbearett record and also an account of the rise of
the church of christ in the eve of time according as the lord

firstly
brought forth and established by his handahehandshe receiving the
testamonytamonytestimonytes from on high secondly the ministering of angels
thirdly the reception of the holy priesthood by the mini
string of aangelsaangelo to adminster the letter of the gospel the
law and commandments as they were given unto him and
the ordinencs forthlydorthly a confirmation and reception of the
high priesthood after the holy order of the son of the living
god power and ordinenceordinanceordinence from on high to preach the gospel
in the administration and demonstration of the spirit the kees

joseph smith journal MS LDS historian s library 183218341832 1834 p 1

12these records were the basic sources for the later official history
kirtland letter book MS LDS historian s library 182918351829 1835 ppap

161 6 this account is presented here with the punctuation and spelling of the
original this account has been mistakenly dated near 1833 because of the
addition of a loose page with waw1williamslliams signature under the date of 1833
this page which is not of the same paper stock as the other pages of the
ledger was added at a later date
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of the kingdom of god confcenteredered upon him and the continua-
tion of the blessings of god to him &cac

state
I1 was born in the town of charon inin theaoftheaon vermont north
america on the twenty third day of december A D 1805
of goodly parents who spared no pains to instructing me

the
inachristianinA christian religion at the age of about ten years my father
joseph smith siegniorslegnior moved to palmyra ontario county inin
the state of new york and being in indigent circumstances
were obliged to labour hard for the support of a large family
having ninenine chilldrenchilldreschilldren and as it required the exertions of all
that were able to render any assistance for the support of the
family therefore we were deprived of the bennifitbenni fit of an
education suffice it to say I1 was mearly instructed in reading

rules
angandwadund writing and the groundaof arithmaticarithmeticArithmatic which constuted
my whole literary acquirementsacquirements at about the age of twelve
years my mind became seriously imprest with regard to the
all importentimportmentimportent concerns for the wellfare of my immortal soul
which led me to searching the scriptures believeingbelieveing as I1 was
taught that they contained the word of god thus applying
myself to them and my intimate acquaintance with those of
differantdifferentdifferant denominations led me to marvel excedinglyexceedingly for I1

they did not egoraadornegera
discovered thatainstea4thata instead of adorniqgadorniflgadorning their profession by a
holy walk and godly conversation agreeable to what I1 found
contained in that sacred depository this was a grief to my
soul thus from the age of twelve years to fifteen I1 pondered
many things in my heart concerning the sittuation of the
world of mankind the contentions and divionsbivions the wickenesswickednesswickeness
and abominations and the darkness which pervaded the ofef
tb mindsemin of mankind my mind become excedinglyexceedingly distressed
for I1 became convicted of my sins and by searching the

mankind
scriptures I1 found that 4n4pdmaamanmandadiddAdid not come unto the lord
but that they had apostatised from the true and liveinglaveing faith
and there was no society or denomination that built upon
the gospel of jesus christ as recorded in the new testament
and I1 felt to mourn for my own sins and for the sins of
the world for I1 learned in the scriptures that god was the
same yesterday to day and forever that he was no respecter
to persons for he was god for I1 looked upon the sun the
glorious luminary of the earth and also the moon rolling in
their magestymagesky through the heavens and also the stars shining
in their courses and the earth also upon which I1 stood and
the beast of the field and the fowls of heaven and the fish
of the waters and also man walking forth upon the face of
the earth in magestymagesky and in the strength of beauty whose
power and intiligenceintiligence in governing the things which are so
exceding great and marcilousmarvilousmarvilous even in the likeness of him
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them
who created him and when I1 considered upon these things

it is a
my heart exclaimed well hath the wise man said bheatheafoolth&afooltheA fool
that
asaithasmith in his heart there is no god my heart exclainedexplained all
all these bear testimony and bespeak an omnipotent and
omnipreasant power a being who makithmadith laws and de
creeethcredeth and bindethbendeth all things in their bounds who fillethfalleth
eternity who was and is and will be fron all eternity to

that
eternity and when I1 considered all these things and thata
being seekethseebeth such to worship him as worship him inin spirit
and in truth therefore I1 cried unto the lord for mercy for
there was none else to whom I1 could go and to obtain
mercy and the lord heard my cry in the wilderness and

the in the 16thl6thlath year of my age
while inAlnainaattitudein A attitude of calling upon the lordaalordialord A a pilplipillerer of fleefirepieeplee

light above the brightness of the sun at noon day come down
from above and rested upon me and I1 was filldfield with the

lord
spirit of god and theaopenedthea opened the heavens upon me and I1

my son
saw the lord and he spake unto me saying josephathyJosep hAthy

way
sins are forgiven thee go thyawalk in my statutes and keep
my commandments behold I1 am the lord of glory I1 was
crucifyedcrucifycrucifieded for the world that all those who believe on my

behold
name may have eternal li feAthe world lieth in sin andhedaadhadaaed at
this time and none doethboeth good no not one they have turned

my
assideadside from the gospel and keep notacommandmentsnotacommandments they
draw near to me with their lips while their hearts are far
from me and mine anger is kindling against the inhabi-
tants of the earth to visit them acordingaccording to this ungodliness

hath
and to bring to pass that whichabeenwhich Abeen spoken by the mouth
of the prophets and apostles behold and lo10 I1 come quickly

clothed
as it written of me in the cloudaincloudcloudAinA in the glory of my father
and my soul was filled with love and for many days I1
could rejoice with great joy and the lord was with me but
could find none that would believe the hevenlyheverly vision

in october 1834 oliver cowdery the editor of the mes-
senger and advocate introduced the first published history of
the church this work was presented in the form of corre-
spondencespondence between cowdery and william W phelps and was
anticipated as a full history of the rise of the church of the
latter day saints and the most interesting parts of its prog-
ress to the present time it was further announced by the
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page three of the 1831321831 32 account of joseph smith s first vision as
recorded by frederick G williams by courtesy of the church hist-
orian
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editor that our brother J smith jr has offered to assist us
indeed there are many items connected with the fore part of
this subject that render his labor indispensibleindispensable with his labor
and with authentic documents now in our possession we hope
to render this a pleasing and agreeable narrative 14 in a series
of eight letters that followed cowdery presented random his-
torical events beginning in the october 1834 issue of the
paper with an account of the priesthood restoration and ter-
minatingminating in the october 1835 issueissue with the visit of moroni
to joseph smith

A copy of the eight letters was transcribed into the pro-
phet s journal in 1835 on october 29 joseph recorded that
he went with his newly appointed scribe warren parrish
to obtain his large journal from frederick G williams
later that same day parrish began writing a history of
joseph s life by concluding president cowdery s second letter
to W W phelps which president williams had begun 15 A
check of the handwriting in the journal reveals the point at
which parrish commenced copying the second cowdery letter
to phelps it also shows that parrish continued writing to the
end of the eighth letter at this point however unlike the
published account the journal narrative does not end but con-
tinues in a different style the transition is marked by a
change in handwriting from warren parrish to that of warren
A cowdery and is prefaced with the following introduction
here the reader will observe that the narrative assumes a

different form the subject of it becoming daily more and
more noted the writer deemed it proper to give a plain
simple and faithful narrative of every important item in his
every day occurrences 16 then follows 142 pages of
daily journal type entries written in the third person singular
commencing with september 22 1835 and continuing to
january 18 1836 in this journal under the date of november
9 1835 an interview with a jewish minister is recorded in
which joseph smith again relates the account of his first
vision17vision17

messenger and advocate kirtland ohio october 1834 p 13

smith history blB l1 p 631 see also DHC vol 2 p 293

smith history alA l1 p 105 numbering from the back of the book
17 17ibidibid ppap 120122120 122 quoted with the punctuation and spelling of the

original
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monday nov gih while sitting in his house this morn-
ing between the hours of ten an eleven a man came in and
introduced himself to him calling himself joshua the jewish
minister his appearance was something singular having a
beard about three inches inin length which is quite grey his
hair was also long and considerably silvered with age he had
the appearance of a man about 50 or 55 years old he was
tall and straight slender frame blue eyes thin visage and
fair complexion he wore a green frock coat and pantaloons
of the same color he had on a black fur hat with a narrow
brim when speaking he frequently shuts his eyes and ex-
hibits a kind of scowl upon his countenance he joseph
made some inquiry after his name but received no definite
answer the conversation soon turned upon the subject of
religion and after the subject of this narrative had made
some remarks concerning the bible he commenced giving
him a relation of the circumstances connected with the com-
ing forth of the book of mormon which were nearly as
follows being wrought up in my mind respecting the sub-
ject of religion and looking at the different systems taught
the children of men I1 knew not who was right or who was
wrong but considered it of the first importance to me that I1
should be right inin matters of so much moment matter in-
volving eternal consequences being thus perplexed in mind I1
retired to the silent grove and there bowed down before the
lord under a realizing sense if the bible be true ask and
you shall receivereceive knock and it shall be opened seek and you
shall find and again if any man lack wisdom let of god
who giveth to all men liberally & upbraidethupbraideth not information
was what I1 most desired at this time and with a fixed deter-
minationmination to obtain it I1 called on the lord for the first time
inin the place above stated or inin other words I1 made a fruit-
less attempt to pray my tongue seemed to be swoolenswollen in my
mouth so that I1 could not utter I1 heard a noisenoise behind me
like some one walking towards me 1I strove again to pray
but could not the noisenoise of walking seemed to draw nearer I1
sprang upon my feet and looked round but saw no person
or thing that was calculated to produce the noise of walking
I1 kneeled again my mouth was opened and my tongue loosed
I1 called on the lord in mighty prayer A pillar of fire ap-
peared above my head which presently rested down upon
me and filled me with unspeakable joy A personage appeared
inin the midst of this pillar of flame which was spread all
around and yet nothing consumed another personage soon
appeared like unto the first he said unto me thy sins are
forgiven thee he testified also unto me that jesus christ is
the son of god I1 saw many angels inin this vision I1 was about
14 years old when I1 received this first communication
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A page of the 1835 account of joseph smiths first vision as recorded
by warren A cowdery the bottom section is part of an indenture
written by him on november 3 1836 A distinctive feature of
cowderysCowderys handwriting is the sweeping flourish of his terminal ds
by courtesy of the church historian
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on november 14 1835 five days after the foregoing nar-
rative warren A cowdery also recorded the visit of erastus
holmes of newbury ohio who inquired of joseph smith
about the establishment of the church and was given a brief
relation of his experience while in his youthful days say from
the age of six years up to the time he received the first visita-
tion of angels which was when hebe was about 14 years old
he also gave him an account of the revelations he afterward
received concerning the coming forth of the book of mor-
mon 18

the writing of the manuscript of joseph smith s history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints as edited by
B H roberts and published in 1902 was begun on june 11

1839 when joseph commenced dictating to his clerk james
mulholland the prophet s journal containing the 1835 history
was turned over and utilized as book alA l1 of the ensuing
multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume work evidence in the opening pages of the

history shows that mulholland began writing from a record
that had been written the previous year this is obvious from
the references in the history on page one to the eighth year
since the organization of said church 19 and page eight to

this day being the second day of may one thousand eight
hundred and thirty eight 20 furthermore on april 27 1838
joseph records spending the day writing a history of this
church from the earliest period of its existence up to this
date 21 and on may 141 4 he records that the first presidency
were engaged in writing church history 22 this last reference
compared with the statement on page eight of the history
confirms that this was the narrative being written on may 2

1838
that the beginning pages of the present manuscript

volume alA l1 were incorporated into joseph smith s history I1

by james mulholland in 1839 from the account written the
previous year is plain from the following facts first the
initial 59 pages of the book are inin the handwriting of mul-
holland who did not begin writing for joseph smith until
september 3 1838 he discontinued writing during the mis

ibid p 129
compare DHC vol 1 p 2

ibid ppap 181918 19
21smith21smith history blB l1 p 791 see also DHC vol 3 p 25
22ibid blB l1 p 794 DHC vol 3 p 26
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souri incarceration of the prophet and did not recommence
until april 22 1839 23 second on tuesday june 11 1839
joseph records 1I commenced dictating my history for my
clerk james mulholland to write 224 third mulholland
substantiates joseph smith s june 11 entry in his own journal
with a note on that day stating that he was writing &cac for
church history 25121221225

the following is the well known account of the first
vision as it is recorded in this history by mulholland in
1839 that he died on november 3 1939 precludes his having
written the account after that datedate2626

owing to the many reports which have been put in
circulation by evil disposed and designing persons in re

jesus christ of
lation to the rise and progress of the church ofalatterofAofA latter day
saints all of which have been designed by the authors thereof
to militate against its character as a church and its progress
in the world I1 have been induced to write this history so as
to disabuse the publick mind and put all enquirers after
truth into possession of the facts as they have transpired inin
relation both to myself and the church as far as I1 have
such facts in possession

in this history I1 will present the various events in re-
lation to this church inin truth and righteousness as they have
transpired or as they at present exist being now the eighth
year since the organisationorganization of said church I1 was born in
the year of our lord one thousand eight hundred and five
on the twenty third day of december in the town of sharon

note A 131151
windsor county state of vermontamyvermontVermontAMyAmy father joseph
see note E page 2 adendaaddenda my father
smith senioraleftSeniorAleft the state of vermont and moved to pal-
myra ontario now wayne county in the state of new

thereaboutwhereaboutthereabout
york when I1 was in my tenth year ora

in about four years after my father s arrival at palmyra
he moved with his family into manchester in the same
county of ontario his family consisting of eleven souls
namely my father joseph smith my mother lucy smith
whose name previous to her marriage was mack daughter

died nov 19th 1823 in the 25 year of his age
of solomon mack my brothers alvin who i yudyyfdyh ddZJ

james mulholland journal MS LDS historian s library under dates
indicated

21seesee footnote 1

25mumulhollandlholland journal june 11 1839 on several occasions beginning on
june 11 he records writing the history of the church

smith history alA l1 ppap 141 4 punctuation and spelling of the original
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hyrum myself samuel Hharrisonarriarrl son william don carloss and
my sisters sophonia cathrine and lucy sometime inin the
second year after our removal to manchester there was inin
the place where we lived an unusual excitement on the sub-
ject of religion it commenced with the methodists but
soon became general among all the sects inin that region of
country indeed the whole district of country seemed af-
fected by it and great multitudes united themselves to the
different religious parties which created no small stir and
division among the people some crying 10lo here and some
lo10 there some were contending for the methodist faith
some for the presbyterian and some for the baptist for not-
withstanding the great love which the converts to these dif-
ferent faiths expressed at the time of their conversion and
the great zeal manifested by the respective clergy who were
active inin getting up and promoting this extraordinary scene
of religious feeling inin order to have everybody converted as
they were pleased to call it let them join what sect they
pleased yet when the converts began to file off some to
one party and some to another it was seen that the seemingly
good feelings of both the priests and the converts were rifgrrfgiyfdez

&0030yrzdjzt more pretended than real for a scene of great
confusion and bad feeling ensued priest contending against
priest and convert against convert so that all their good
feelings one for another if they ever had any were entirely
lost inin a strife of words and a contest about opinions

I1 was at this time inin my fifteenth year my fathers
ere

family was proselytedproselyter to the presbyterian faith and four of
them joined that church namely my mother lucy my
brothers hyrum samuel harrison and my sister sophonia

during this time of great excitement my mind was
called up to seriousserious reflection and great uneasiness but
though my feelings were deep and often pungent still I1

kept myself aloof from all these parties though I1 attended
as often

their several meetingsaasmeetingsmeetingsAasA as occasion would permit but inin
process of time my mind became somewhat partial to the
methodist sect and I1 felt some desire to be united with
them but so great was the confusion and strife amongst
the different denominations that it was impossible for a
person young as I1 was and so unacquainted with men and
things to come to any certain conclusion who was right and
who was wrong my mind at different times was greatly ex-
cited golrolgoyf the cry and tumult were so great and incessant
the presbyteriansPresbyte rians were most decided against the baptists and
methodists and used all their powers of either reason or
sophistry to prove their errors or at least to make the people
think they were inin error on the other hand the baptists and
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the methodists in their turn were equally zealous in en-
deavoringdeavoring to establish their own tenets and disprove all others

in the midst of this war of words and tumult of opinions
I1 often said to myself what is to be done who of all these
parties are right or are they all wrong together and if any
one of them be right which is it and how shall I1 know it
while I1 was laboring under the extreme difficulties caused
by the contests of these parties of religionists I1 was one day
reading the epistle of james first chapter and fifth verse
which reads if any of you lack wisdom let him ask of god
that giveth to all men liberally and upbraidethupbraideth not and it
shall be given him never did any passage of scripture come
with more power to the heart of man that this did at this time
to mine it seemed to enter with great force into every feeling
of my heart I1 reflected on it again and again knowing that if
any person needed wisdom from god I1 did for how to act I1
did not know and unless I1 could get more wisdom than I1 then
had would never know for the teachers of religion of the dif-
ferent sects understood the same passage of scripture so dif-
ferentlyferently as to destroy all confidence in settling the question by
an appeal to the bible at length I1 came to the conclusion that
I1 must either remain in darkness and confusion or else I1
must do as james directs that is ask of god I1 at last came to
the determination to ask of god concluding that if he gave
wisdom to them that lacked wisdom and would give liberally
and not upbraid I1 might venture so in accordance with this
my determination to ask of god I1 retired to the woods to
make the attempt it was on the morning of a beautiful clear
day early inin the spring of eighteen hundred and twenty it

made
was the first time in my life that I1 hadasuchhadA such an attempt

my
for amidst allaanxietiesallA anxieties I1 had never as yet made the attempt
to pray vocally

after I1 had retired into the place where I1 had previously
designed to go having looked around me and finding myself
alone I1 kneeled down and began to offer up the desires of
my heart to god I1 had scarcely done so when immediately

siezedsiezer
I1 wasauponwasA upon by some power which entirely overcame me

had
andasuchandA such astonishing influence over me as to bind my tongue
so that I1 could not speak thick darkness gathered around
me and it seemed to me for a time as if I1 were doomed to
sudden destruction but exerting all my powers to call upon
god to deliver me out of the power of this enemy which had
siezedsiezer upon me and at the very moment when I1 was ready to
sink into despair and abandon myself to destruction not to
an imaginary ruin but to the power of some actual being from
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the unseen world who had such a marvelous power as I1 had
never before felt in any being just at this moment of great

of
alarm I1 saw a pillaralightpillarAlight exactly over my head above the
brightness of the sun which descended &glwrt gradually
untill it fell upon me it no sooner appeared than I1 found
myself delivered from the enemy which held me bound
when the light rested upon me I1 saw two personages whose
brightness and glory defy all description standing above me
in the air one of them spake unto me calling me by name
and said pointing to the other this is my beloved son
hear him my object in going to enquire of the lord was
to know which of all the sects was right that I1 might know
which to join no sooner therefore did I1 get possession of
myself so as to be able to speak than I1 asked the personages
who stood above me in the light which of all the sects was
right for at this time it had never entered into my heart
that all were wrong and which I1 should join I1 was
answered that I1 must join none of them for they were all
wrong and the personage who addressed me said that all
their creeds were an abomination in his sight that those
professors were all corrupt that they draw near to me with
their lips but their hearts are far from me they teach for
doctrines the commandments of men having a form of godli-
ness but they deny the power thereof he again forbade me
to join with any of them and many other things did he say
unto me which I1 cannot write at this time when I1 came to

my
myself again I1 found myself lying onabackdonaback looking up

B note P 132
into heaven asomeacome few days after I1 had this vision I1 hap-
pened to be inin company with one of the methodist preachers
who was very active in the before mentioned religious ex-
citementcitement and conversing with him on the subject of religion
I1 took occasion to give him an account of the vision which I1
had had I1 was greatly surprised at his behavior he treated
my communication not only lightly but with great contempt
saying it was all of the devil that there was no such thing
as visions of revelations in these days that all such things
had ceased with the apostles and that there never would be
any more of them I1 soon found however that my telling the
story had excited a great deal of prejudice against me among
professors of religion and was the cause of great persecution
which continued to increase and though I1 was an obscure boy

or thereabouts
only between fourteen and fifteen years of ageaandageland my cir-
cumstancescum stances in life such as to make a boy of no consequence
in the world yet men of high standing would take notice
sufficientfysufficientlysufficientfy to excite the public mind against me and create
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among
a hot persecution and this was commonaallcommon Aall the sects all
united to persecute me it has often caused me serious re-
flection both then and since how very strange it was that
an obscure boy of a little over fourteen years of age and one
too who was doomed to the necessity of obtaining a scanty
maintainancemaintain ance by his daily labor should be thought a character
of sufficient importance to attract the attention of the great
ones of the most popular sects of the day so as to create in
them a spirit of the bitterest persecution and reviling but
strange or not so it was and was often cause of great sorrow
to myself however it was nevertheless a fact that I1 had
had a vision I1 have thought since that I1 felt much like
paul 44did when he made his defence before king aggrippaAggrippa
and related the account of the vision he had when he saw a
light and heard a voice but still there were but few who
beleivedbeleived him some said he was dishonest others said he was
mad and he was ridiculed and reviled but all this did not
destroy the reality of his vision he had seen a vision he

all
knew he had andatheardathe persecution under heaven could not
make it otherwise and though they should persecute him
unto death yet he knew and would know to his latest breath
that he had both seen a light and heard a voice speaking
unto him and all the world could not make him think or
believe otherwise so it was with me I1 had actualyactually seen a
light and in the midst of that light I1 saw two personages

un
and they did in reality speakatospeak Ato me or one of them did
and though I1 was hated and persecuted for saying that I1
had seen a vision yet it was true and while they were per-
secutingsecuting me reviling me and speaking all manner of evil
against me falsely for so saying I1 was led to say in my heart

me
why persecuteafor telling the truth I1 have actually seen a
vision and who am I1 that I1 can withstand god or why
does the world think to make me deny what I1 have actually
seen for I1 had seen a vision I1 knew it and I1 knew that god
knew it and I1 could not deny it neither dare I1 do it at

I1
least I1 knew that by so doingawould offend god and come
under condemnation I1 had now got my mind satisfied so
far as the sectarian world was concerned that it was not
my duty to join with any of them but continue as I1 was
untill further directed aaf I1 had found the testimony of
james to be true that a man who lacked wisdom might
ask of god and obtain and not be upbraidedupbraiderupbraided 27

27three notes are inserted into the text of this account containing informa-
tion added by joseph smith subsequent to the beginning of this history the
first of these designated note A contains an account of the removal of the
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page three of the 1838 account of joseph smiths first vision as re-
corded by james mulholland in the history of the church in 1839
by courtesy of the church historian the outer edges are still legible
on the original but will not photograph dark enough to show up in
reproduction ed
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in summary a study of the writing of joseph smithsinith s

history indicates that while the official account of his first
vision was not compiled until relatively late in his life the
apparent time lag between the vision and the recording of the
event is more presumed than real considering the youth of
the prophet the frontier conditions in which he lived his
lack of academic training the absence of any formal directive
to motivate him to write and the antagonistic reception he
received upon first relating the experience it is not strange
that he failed to preserve an account of his first vision during
the decade between 1820 and 1830 however once directed by
an 1830 revelation to keep a history joseph acted with all the
dispatch that time consuming responsibilities and frustrating
difficulties would allow this seems particularly evident when
these factors are viewed within the framework of the surviving
fragmentary beginnings of the history and the mass of his-
torical data preserved by the prophet during the final fourteen
years of his life on three known occasions prior to 1839 when
joseph smith undertook the official chronicle of the events
of his life he presented his first vision narrative as an integral
part of the effort to keep a history

smith family from vermont to new york prior to the beginning of joseph s

public ministry which may explain why it was not included inin the printed
history note B reads as follows and isis contained inin our present printed

text when the light had departed I1 had no strength but soon recovering inin
some degree I1 went home & as I1 leaned up to the fire piece mother enquired
what the matter was I1 replied neernever mind all isis well I1 am well enough off
I1 then told my mother I1 have learned for myself that presbyterianismPresbyte nanism isis not
true it seems as though the adversaryadersary was aware at a eryvery early period of my
life that I1 was destined to prove a disturbance & annoyer of his kingdom or else
why should the powers of darkness combine against me why the oppression &

persecution that arose against me almost inin my infancyinfancy55 history alA l1 ppap
132133132 133 note C which appears later inin the text contains joseph s qualifica-
tion of his statement that he had been led into divers temptations wherein he
asserts that inin making this con cessionnessionression no one need suppose me guilty of any
great or malignant sinssins

11 ibid p 133 since none of these insertions ap-
pear inin the first published account of this history inin the times and seasons
in 1842 but the last two are included inin the present printed text critics havehae
regarded this as an example of text tampering it isis doubtful from the content
of the notes that they could have originated from anyone other than joseph
smith moreaforediore important however isis the fact that all three of them appear inin
book alA l1 inin willard richards handwriting since his tenure as scribe on the
history did not begin until december 1841 and was concluded inin march 1844

it isis plain that these three insertions were included during joseph s supervision
of the history



THE WENTWORTH LETTER

joseph smiths letter to mr john wentworth was published in
the march 1 1842 issue of the times and seasons in nauvoo illinois
although the whole letter runs about three full pages the rendition of
the first vision events is only one half page long the prophet him-
self called it a sketch a brief history the conclusion of the letter
is joseph smiths statement of belief which has come to be known as

the articles of faith ed
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awakeningsAwakenings in the burned over district
new light on the historical setting
of the first vision

milton V backman jr

the six decades preceding the civil war were years of
intense religious activity in many sections of the united
states during this second great awakening sporadic spiritual
quickeningsquickenings erupted throughout the new nation and many
americans living in the rugged frontier communities in the
rapidly growing urban areas and in the villages and towns
of northern and southern united states turned their attention
to organized religion subsequently church membership and
religious zeal soared although in 1800 there were fewer
church members in this country than in any other christian
land and active church membership had dropped to about
seven percent of the population the lowest in the history of
this land this decline was arrested and in 1850 17 percent
of the americans were churched by 1860 membership in
religious societies increased to about 23 percent of the rapidly
expanding american population 1

one of the regions in the new nation that was in an almost
constant state of revivalism was western new york during
the first half of the nineteenth century revivals were so
habitual and powerful in the area west of the catskill and
adirondack mountains that historians have labeled this ecclesi-
astical storm center the burned over district 122

As in kentucky the winter of 179918001799 1800 was the era of
a great revival in western new york since an innumerable

dr backman is associate professor of history and religion at brigham young
university his american religions and the rise of mormonism 1965 is a
landmark in the flfieldeldeid

milton V backman jr american religions and the rise of mormonism
salt lake city 1965 ppap 283 308309308 309

2whitneyhitney R cross the burned over district ithaca 1950 ppap 343 4
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seriesserlesseriesserles of spiritual quickenquickemngsquickeningsings followed this first major wave
of enthusiasm this powerful awakening initiated a new reli-
gious epoch inin that region of america although one can
locate evidence of spiritual enlivenment inin a number of new
york communities every year of the early 1800 s peak periods
occurred when revivals erupted inin more than the customary
number of towns and villages and unprecedented numbers
joined the popular churches of that age one of these apexes
of religious fervor followed the low ebb which occurred during
the war of 1812 between 1816 and 1821 revivals were re-
ported inin more towns and a greater number of settlers joined
churches than inin any previous period of new york history
after a brief calm inin which awakeningsawakenings continued inin a less
spectacular manner the grand climax inin the seriesserlesseriesserles of crests inin
religious zeal occurred between 1825 and 1837 4

JOSEPH SMITH IN THE BURNED OVER DISTRICT

one who was spiritually quickened while living inin the
burned over district was joseph smith the mormon prophet
joseph became keenly interested inin organized religion during
one of the higher waves of revivalism which swept across
western new york approximately eighteen years after wit-
nessing this spiritual phenomenon joseph recalled his experiexpeneapenexpert

ibid ppap 911gligil9 11 P H fowler historical sketch of presbyterianismPresbyte nanism within
the bounds of the synod of central new york utica 1877 ppap 16768167 68
presbyterian church membership inin western new york based on the member
ship reports of the geneva cayuga oneida onandogaOnandoga ontario niagara
rochester genesee and bath presbyteriespresbyteries increased slowly from 1812 to 1816
the average annual increaseincrease being about five hundred members per year in 1816
presbyterian membership inin western new york increased 1050 inin 1817 the
increaseincrease was 1989 inin 1818 1516 and inin 1819 the reported increaseincrease was
1513 since the report for 1819 did not include the membership of the genesee
presbytery the increaseincrease inin 1819 was probably greater than any previous year
except for 1817 methodist increaseincrease inin membership inin approximately the same
region based on membership reports of the chenangoChenango oneida and genesee
districts and the districts formed from these bodies indicates that there was
an increaseincrease inin membership inin 1816 of 1873 of 1613 inin 1817 and of 2154 inin
1818 after a major realignment occurred inin the districts inin 1819 membership
reports reveal that during the year 1820 another significant increase inin member
ship took place there being an increaseincrease of 2256 MIminutesnutes of the general assem
bly of the presbyterian church inin the united states of america from its organi
bationzation AD 1789 to AD 1820 inclusive philadelphia nd ppap 516 57475574 75
6343563455634 35 667 696 742 minutes taken at the several annual conferences of the
methodist episcopal church new york 1816 p 34 hereafter referred to as
methodist minutes methodist minutes 1817 p 29 methodist minutes

1818 p 30 methodist minutes a1819 p 36 methodist minutes 1820
p 27 methodist minutes 1821 ppap 272827 28

crossgross burned ozerover district p 13
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ence from a distant vantage point the prophet asserted that
in the second year after his removal to manchester a town
or sometimes called township in some states which in the
period immediately preceding the spring of 1820 had not been
separated from the town of farmington 5 an unusual excite-
ment on the subject of religion occurred in the place where
he lived it commenced he said with the methodists but
soon became general among all the sects in that region of
country then probably placing this religious quickening in
an enlarged historical setting joseph declared indeed the
whole district of country seemed affected by it and great
multitudes united themselves to the different religious
parties 6

although the tools of a historian cannot be employed
either to verify or challenge joseph s testimony concerning the
remarkable vision which occurred during this awakening rec-
ords of the past can be examined to determine the reliability
of joseph s description regarding the historical setting of the
first vision

joseph smith stated that the methodists initiated the re-
ligious excitement which took place in the neighborhood where
he lived during the months preceding the first vision at that
time methodism was replacing the baptist faith as the largest
religious society in america numerically speaking and was
the fastest growing religion in the early repureaurepublicblicalic these am-
bitious protestants had initiated the most effective missionary
program existent in the young nation they in part solved the
problem of the shortage of ministers by not requiring their
preachers to be college graduates and a great many dedicated
americans sacrificed many comforts of life to serve as meth-
odist itinerants the methodists moreover divided the country
into conferences and districts and then subdivided the districts
into stations and circuits in areas where there was a method-
ist meetinghouse stationed preachers were appointed who in
most instances derived much of their support from their own

the town of manchester was formed from farmington on march 31 1821
it was originally named burt but the name was changed to manchester on
april 16 1822 horatio gates spafford A gazetteer of the state of new york

albany 1824 ppap 302303302 303 hamilton child gazetteer and business directory
of ontario county new york for 186781867 8 syracuse 1867 p 49

pearl of great price salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1952 p 46
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in 1821 farmington town was divided one approximate sixsirsix mile square area retained the
name farmington town and the other section was called burt town and was renamed man

chester town in 1822

in 1823 macedon town was formed from the western section of palmyra town
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industry but most communities such as the towns of palmyra
and farmington were served by traveling ministers who had
no secular employment preaching locations were determined
within the circuits and itinerant ministers were appointed to
preach regularly inin the designated places of worship the circlrcir-
cuits were called two week circuits three week circuits or four
week circuits depending on the period required to preach at
each location ministers were usually assigned to a circuit for
only one or at the most two years and the presiding elders of
each district were usually assigned to a region for no longer
than four years by this ingenious system vast numbers of
americans living inin rural communities received regular spiri-
tual edification 7

PALMYRA methodists UNTIL 1823

since there were no methodist meetinghousesmeetinghouses inin the towns
of palmyra and farmmgtonfarmington prior to 1823 methodists residing
inin the neighborhood where joseph lived worshippedworshipped inin the
homes of the settlers inin school buildings and inin and near the
beautiful virgin groves 8 about every two weeks a methodist
itinerant would contact the settlers inin the towns of palmyra
and farmington and would preach exhort and counsel those
who gathered the smith farm was located near the border
of the ontario and lyons circuits probably within the ont-

ario circuit of the ontario district of the genesee confer-
ence and from the summer of 1819 to the summer of 1820
these circuits were served by two active itinerants william
snow and andrew peck visited the people residing inin the
ontario circuit and ralph lanning and isaac grant traveled
the lyons circuit since joseph smith considered joining the

an excellent description of the methodist circuit rider system isis found
inin an article relating the history of methodism inin connecticut the program
adopted inin connecticut was similar to the system existent inin new york at the
time of the first vision see william thacher A sketch of the history and
present state of methodism inin connecticut the methodist magazine vol 5

january 1822 ppap 33383538553833 38
SPalpalmyramya courier august 17 1866 palmyra wayne county rochester

1907 p 51 G A tuttle historical sketch of the palmyra methodist epis
copal church copy located inin the palmyra king s daughters free library files
of the shortsvilleShortsville enterprise press novemberno ember 24 1883 december 19 1902
located inin shortsvilleShortsville new york

methodist minutes 1819 p 51 from july 1820 to july 1821 the
ontario circuit was supplied by thomas wright and elihu nash methodist
minutes 1820 p 44
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methodist church he probably listened to one or more of these
ministers preach and was impressed by the message of salva-
tion which they proclaimed

one of the most effective missionary programs adopted by
the methodists to promulgate their faith was the camp meet-
ing although baptists presbyteriansPresbyterians and members of other
religious societies also sponsored such meetings and while
christians of various faiths participated in these gatherings
the methodists in western new york conducted more camp
meetings in the early nineteenth century than did members of
any other denomination these meetings were usually held on
the edge of a beautiful grove of trees or in a small clearing
in the midst of a forest after traveling many miles along dusty
or waterloggedwater logged roads the settlers would locate their wagons
and pitch their tents on the outskirts of the encampment
farmers markets and grog or liquor shops often sprung up
near the camp grounds thereby providing some farmers with
unusual economic opportunities the meetings frequently con-
tinued for several days and sometimes one session would last
nearly all day and into the night ministers would rotate
preaching assignments so that one minister would immediate-
ly be followed by another and at times two or three ministers
would preach simultaneously in different parts of the camp
ground ministers not only preached lengthy sermons but de-
voted much of their time in counseling and directing prayer
circles and group singing 10

the numbers who attended camp meetings held in new
york about 1820 varied considerably there were times when
only a few hundred gathered and on other occasions thou-
sands witnessed the proceedings 11 in a camp meeting held in
palmyra in 1826 one reporter estimated that 10000 people
gathered on the grounds to behold the spiritual drama 12

charles giles pioneer A narrative of the nativity experiences Titravelsavels
and ministerial labourelabours of rev charles giles new york 1844 ppap 266270266 270
religious and missionary intelligence the methodist magazine vol 2

december 1819 ppap 474476474 476 eben smith progress of the work of god on
hudson riverrner district the methodist magazine vol 5 december 1822
ppap 474.475474475 palmyra register june 28 1820 july 5 1820

theophilus armenius account of the rise and progress of the work of
god in the western country the methodist magazine vol 2 july 1819
p 272 thomas madden good effects of Campcampmeetingscampmeetmgsmeetings the methodist
magazine vol 1 1818 ppap 152153152 153

12genesee122 genesee conference the methodist magazine vol 7 august 1826
p 313
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in some sections of early america camp meetings fre-
quently erupted into exciting spectacles in which enthusiasts
demonstrated their emotional aspirations with a variety of
physical demonstrations during these exuberant meetings
people went into trances jerked rolled and crawled on the
ground barked like dogs and fell to the ground as though
they had been hit by a piercing cannon ball remaining un-
conscious for minutes or even sometimes for hours in western
new york however at the time of the first vision physical
demonstrations were rarely manifest except for the occasional
practice of falling to the ground and crying out for mercy
nevertheless some settlers who were attending these new
york meetings for the first time were alarmed by the piercing
dissonant commotions that would occasionally erupt some
viewed with mixed emotions the weeping the crying the
mourning and the sighing which created loud noises in the
encampment 13

camp meetings and other types of religious services were
conducted regularly by methodists in the community where
joseph smith lived during the era of the first vision and
many of these meetings undoubtedly could have been con-
sidered by an attender such as joseph smith as the beginning
or the continuation of an unusual religious excitement on
june 19 1818 for example a camp meeting was held near
palmyra which according to one report resulted in twenty
baptisms and forty conversions to the methodist society 14 the
following summer many memorable methodist services were
held in phelps a town located near manchester these meet-
ings precipitated a powerful spiritual awakening in that section
of western new york

the historic gatherings which led to a great revival and
created such an impression on the settlers in the town of
phelps began inin july 1819 when the methodists of the gene-
see conference held their annual meetings in phelps village
which was then called vienna approximately one hundred
methodist ministers gathered in this small village during that

giles pioneer p 268 R smith recollections of nettleton and the great
revival of 1820 albany 1848 ppap 313331 33 71 74 123 T spicer A short
sketch of the revival of religion in the city of troy AD 1816 the meth-
odist magazine vol 1 1818 ppap 152153152 153

M P blakeslee notes for a history of methodism in phelps 1886
p 7 copy located in the brigham young university library
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summer to deliberate to develop programs to resolve contro-
versiesversies and to receive edification instruction and annual ap-
pointmentspointments the sessions of this conference were held in a
yellow clapboard meetinghouse a newly completed methodist
church which was painted with yellow ochreachre and crowned
with a diminutive cupola although this building contained no
classrooms carpets or cushions fairly comfortable seats with
backs were installed shortly before the conference began 15

in addition to the special services which were held in con-
nection with this conference camp meetings were conducted
following the deliberations and during the ensuing twelve
months from the summer of 1819 to the summer of 1820 a

flaming spiritual advance occurred in that region in the
1880 s one convert of that impressive revival mrs sarepta
marsh baker described this momentous awakening in a man-
ner that resembled joseph s testimony the revival she ob-
served was a religious cyclone which swept over the whole
region round about and the kingdom of darkness was ter-
ribly shaken 16

since the boundaries of the genesee conference stretched
from the catskill mountains in the east to detroit in the west
a distance of about five hundred miles and from upper can-
ada in the north to central pennsylvania in the south a distance
of about three hundred miles many itinerant preachers from
western new york northwestern pennsylvania portions of
canada ohio and other western regions traveled through
or near palmyra and farmington in the summer of 1819 it
was common for those ministers to preach and participate in
camp meetings while they were traveling to and from their
annual conferences it is not unreasonable therefore to assume
that joseph smith might have attended meetings convoked by

ministers of this conference held immediately before during
or shortly after the deliberations which took place in phelps
and it might have been in connection with this event that
joseph smith turned his attention to organized religion

A contemporary of joseph smith orsamus turner con-
cluded that the mormon prophet became excited about religion

15 ibid ppap 676 7 journal of the genesee conference 1810 to 1828 ppap
768476 84 copy located in the brigham young university library helen post
ridley when phelps was young phelps 1939 p 55 W H mclntoshmcintosh
history of ontario co new york philadelphia 1876 p 170

blakeslee history of methodism in phelps ppap 787 8
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while he was attending a camp meeting held away down in
the woods on the vienna road a road that led from phelps
village 17 this report of joseph s catching a spark of method-
ist fire while attending a camp meeting near phelps has been
repeated by several town and county historians and interpreted
as a meeting held in and near phelps and in oaks corners a
small community located southeast of phelps village in the
town of phelps 18

in the neighborhood where joseph lived camp meetings
and other services conducted by methodists were held so fre-
quently at the time of the first vision that notices of such
gatherings seldom appeared in the local newspapers except
when an unusual event occurred in connection with a particu-
lar meeting in june 1820 the palmyra register reported on a
methodist camp meeting in the vicinity of palmyra because an
irishman james couser died the day after attending the gath-
ering at which he became intoxicated it is supposed the
editor commented that couser obtained his liquor which
was no doubt the cause of his death at the campgroundcamp ground
where it is a notorious fact the intemperate the lewd and
dissolute part of community too frequently resort for no
better object than to gratify their base propensities 19 A quasi
apologetic clarification of this report was printed in a later
edition of this paper in which the editor stated that when hebe
wrote that couser obtained his liquor at the campgroundcamp ground
he did not mean that the irishman obtained it within the en-
closure of their methodist place of worship or that hebe pro-
cured it of them but at the grog shops which were established
at or near if you please their campgroundcamp ground 13112120

RECORDS REVEAL RELIGIOUS excitement
not only is historical evidence available to support joseph

smith s testimony that an unusual excitement on the subject
of religion commenced with the methodists in the vicinity
where he lived but many records also reveal that the excite-
ment soon became general among all the sects in that region

0 turner history of the pioneer settlement of phelps and gofGogojgorhamsrhamshams
purchasepujPui chase and moriismoms reserve rochester 1852 p 214

child gazetteer p 52 mabel E oaks history of oaks corners chuichchurch
and community phelps 1954 p 11

palmyra register june 28 1820
27hidibid july 5 1820
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of country there were three presbyterian churches in the
towns of farmington and palmyra in 1820 one located in or
near the village of farmington one in east palmyra and an-
other in palmyra village the western presbyterian church
was the only meetinghouse located in the village of palmyra at
the time of the first vision and was the congregation with
which lucy samuel hyrum and sophronia were affiliated
until shortly before the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints was organized 21 there were also two baptist meeting
houses in that area in 1820 one was located two miles west of
palmyra village the palmyra baptist church and one near
manchester village the farmington baptist church members
of the society of friends had erected three meetinghousesmeetinghouses one
north of palmyra village and two near the village of farm-
ington the methodists had one house of worship a church
which they purchased from the episcopaliansEpiscopalians in the village of
clifton springs and methodist classes were being held in or
near palmyra and manchester villages at that time in adjoin-
ing towns other protestant denominations such as the freewill
baptists episcopaliansEpiscopalians congregationalists and eastern chris-
tians were worshippingworshipping 22

an examination of presbyterian church records reveals that
between the summer of 1819 and the summer of 1820 its
members participated in the upsurge of spiritual fervor which
took place in the region of country where the smith family
lived in the fall of 1819 a great awakening erupted in the
village of geneva a community located near phelps and ad-
jacent to seneca lake whereas the average increase in mem-
bership of the presbyterian church in geneva by examination

admission of new converts had been only nine annually from
1812 to 1819 the increase in membership by examination from
july 1819 to july 1820 was eighty in september 1819 twenty
three adults were baptized and in october 1819 approximate

211 records of the session of the presbyterian church inin palmyra vol 2

ppap 111211 12 located inin the western presbyterian church palmyra new york
pearl of great price p 47 sarah lines one hundred and twentyfivetwenty five yearsyesis
of the wewesternstefnstein presbyterian church palmyra 1942 ppap 121 2 mclntoshmcintosh his
rorytorytoi of ontario county p 195

22 22minutesminutes of the fifty eighth anniversary of the ontario baptist association
canandaigua 1871 ppap 131613 16 wayne county journal june 6 1872 fred

G reynolds one hundred years history of the first baptist church of mace-

don N Y macedon n d ppap 454 5 mcintoshmclntosh history of ontario county
ppap 111113111 113 176 180182180 182 194 221 264 manilamarillamanlia marks ed memoirs of the
life of david marks dover NHN H 1846 p 26
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ly fifty new members who had not previously been presby
terians were received into this church 3

an examination of the session records of the presbyterian
church located at oaks corners provides further evidence that
an unusual awakening was occurring in the region where
joseph lived during the months immediately preceding the
first vision the average annual increase in membership of
this church between 1806 and 1819 had been only five with
no more than nine new members being admitted by profession
in any single year prior to 1820 in 1820 however seven were
admitted by profession in january fifteen in april six in
august and two in november making a total of thirty addi-
tions to this small congregation 2421

revivals among presbyteriansPresbyte rians not only erupted in the vil-
lage of geneva and the town of phelps in 1819 and 1820
but during these years awakeningsawaken ings occurred in penfield ro-
chester lima west bloomfield and junius towns or villages
located within a radius of twentyfivetwenty five miles of the smith
farm within a radius of forty five miles of joseph s log cabin
home other significant ingatheringsgatheringsin of presbyteriansPresbyte rians oc-
curred in cayuga auburn aurora trumansburgTrum ansburg ulysses
ogden east and west riga bergen and le roy and pros-
pects of revivals were reported in waterloo and canandaigua
meaning that in these areas there was probably an unusual
religious excitement 2325

although membership records of the presbyterian church
of farmington and palmyra villages dating back to 1820
have not been preserved and membership figures are not
available for the methodist classes held in the neighborhood
where joseph lived presbytery records and reports of growth
in methodist circuits are available when representatives of

2recordsrecords of the church of christ in geneva state of new york ppap
146156146 156 158159158 159 136138136 138 located in the first presbyterian church geneva
new york minutes of the session 181918261819 1826 ppap 260286260 286 located in the
first presbyterian church geneva new york

21 session book of the first presbyterian church in phelps book 11II ppap
111911 19 located in the presbyterian church oaks corners new york

extracts from the minutes of the general assembly of the presbyterian
church in the united states of america philadelphia 1821 p 22 records
of the synod of geneva 181218351812 1835 ppap 183 220221220 221 copy located in the
brigham young university library records of the presbytery of geneva
book C p 37 copy located in the brigham young university library J
jemaindemain porter history of the preskyPresbypresbyteryrefylery of geneva 180518891805 1889 geneva 1889
p 2255
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the presbyterian churches assembled in phelps in february
1820 members of the presbytery of geneva reported that dur-
ing the past year more have been received into the communion
of the churches than perhaps in any former year and the
word perhaps has been crossed out in the original record
at this meeting it was also reported that two hundred were
added to the churches by examination and eighty five by cer-
tificate transfer of membership and only sixteen of the
twenty three churches in this presbytery reported palmyra and
farmington being two of the seven churches which failed to
report 26 even though methodist records indicate that there
was no increase in the ontario circuit in 1820 in that year
membership in the lyons circuit doubled increasing from 374
to 654 27

evidence that baptists in the region of country where
joseph lived prospered from the religious stirrings is found in
the membership reports of the baptist church of farmington
located a few miles south of the smith farm baptist church
membership figures indicate that twenty two converts were
added to this congregation in 1819 which was a significant
growth for a church consisting of only 87 members in 1818 28128211

freewill baptists also reported an advancement of spiritual
sensitivity in the vicinity of new york where joseph lived at
the time of the first vision A quarterly meeting of members
of this society was held in phelps in july 1819 at which time

a profitable season was enjoyed and five were added to
their society A few months later freewill baptists in junius
a town located east of phelps reported a revival in their com-
munity and in the autumn of 1820 fifteen were added to their
society strife and contention however erupted among these
protestants and some of the newly awakened souls were dis-
missed from the baptist society forming a nondenominational
church in junius and taking the scriptures for their only rule
of faith and practice 12129

in the fall of 1819 bishop john henry hobart an episco-
palian bishop visited western new york and received encourenczur

e records2records of the presbytery of geneva book C ppap 373837 38
27 methodist minutes 1820 p 27 methodist minutes 1821 p 27

minutes of the ontario baptist association canandaigua 1818 p 3

minutes of the ontario baptist association new york 1819 p 2

marks memoirs of the life of david marks p 26
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aging reports from missionaries laboring in phelps waterloo
bergen le roy and many other towns of western new
york 30

eastern christians also benefited from the increased reli-
gious fervor which excited many settlers inin western new york
following the war of 1812 one of the leaders of this restora-
tionist movement david millard preached frequently in west
bloomfield and organized a church in that village inin october
1818 with sixteen members A few months after the inception
of this religious society membership increased to about fifty 31

REVIVAL IS conversion FROM DARKNESS TO LIGHT

although membership records provide one indication of
religious activity in a community occasionally an unusual re-
ligious excitement occurred in a neighborhood without result-
ing in an immediate increaseincrease in church membership periodical-
ly there was a renewal of religious fervor among church mem-
bers sometimes many seekers were converted to the basic
teachings of christianity but postponed uniting with one of
the religious societies located near their homes and some con-
verts never discovered what they regarded as god s true
church some outpourings of the spirit have vanished from
mankind s memory because a contemporary failed to record the
11 extension of the power of godliness or because the primary
source was not preserved As one american of the early re-
public asserted a revival of religion is the translation of
a considerable number of souls in the same congregation or
neighborhood from darkness to light and from bondage of
iniquity to the glorious liberty of the sons of god which is
11 attended with an awakening sense of sin and with a change of
temper and conduct which cannot be easily concealed 3212

many valuable ecclesiastical records dating back to the
early nineteenth century have also been preserved that vindi-
cate joseph smith s testimony concerning the whole district
of country being affected by the spiritual awakening of 1819-
1820 and great multitudes uniting themselves to the dif

charles wells hayes the diocese of western new york rochester
1904 p 53

mcintoshmclntosh history of ontario county p 221

wm neill thoughts on revivals of religion the christian herald
vol 7 april 7 18211821 ppap 708711708 711
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ferent religious parties A careful reading of the prophet s

account indicates that the great increase in membership oc-
curred in the whole district of country meaning possibly
western new york or eastern and western new york and not
necessarily palmyra farmington or just the neighborhood
where he lived joseph undoubtedly learned that many revivals
were occurring in new york in 1819 and 1820 accounts of
the most impressive and productive religious quickeningsquicken ings were
widely circulated by preachers traveling merchants and news-
papers in the summer and early fall of 1820 for example
descriptive accounts of awakeningsawaken ings occurring in central and
upstate new york were published in the palmyra register a
paper which according to orsamus turner the smith family
obtained regularly 33 the june 7 1820 issue carried a brief
report of great revivals in religion inin the eastern part of
the state this revival was more fully reported on in a later
issue in this later report the palmyra paper announced that

the face of the country has been wonderfully changed of late
last summer as a result of a powerful revival forty were added
to the church at saratoga springs shortly thereafter an awak-
ening kindled the settlers of malta and stillwater where in the
latter town about two hundred were converted at ballstonbalestonBallston
118 were added to the church during two communion services
at east galway within two months at least 150 were hope-
fully converted at amsterdam fifty members had been
added recently to the church and the report concluded at
nassau thirty settlers had been converted in less than three
weeks 34 and in still a different article the readers of the
palmyra register learned that more than two hundred people
had been converted since the first of the year during a great
spiritual vitalization which was animating the settlers of
homer 3515

presbyterian church records provide one of the most valu-
able insights into the extent and numerical consequences of
the great awakening which transformed new york into an
ecclesiastical storm center during the years following the ter-
minationmination of the war of 1812 including the years 1819 and
1820 after delegates from presbyterian churches located

turner history of the pioneer settlement p 214
palmyra register september 13 1820

leidibid august 16 1820
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throughout the united states gathered in philadelphia in may
1820 they prepared their annual report on the state of religion
for the preceding year it is with gratitude and heartfeltheart felt
joy the delegates asserted that the past has been a year of
signal and almost unprecedented mercy as far as genuine
religious revivals are concerned when the committee enum-
erated the areas where the most copious of these effusions
of the spirit had been experienced they specified eight pres
byteriesbyteries six of which were located in new york then they
described the congregations where the most significant revivals
were occurring twenty two congregations were listed nineteen
of which were located in new york including geneva hom-
er smithfield utica whitesboroWhitesboro new hartford clinton
cooperstownCoopers town sherburne pleasant valley stillwater malta
ballstownBalls town galway schenectady amsterdam marlboro and
hopewell 30

REVIVAL FRUITS IN 1820

the report of the general assembly for the year ending
1820 indicates that the great new york revival continued dur-
ing the year of the first vision in fact the fruits of the
1820 revivals were considered more numerous extensive and
blessed than in any previous year awakeningsAwakenings occurring in
fifty four congregations in new york were specifically men-
tioned and this enumeration did not include a special report
on the revivals in the presbytery of albany where one thou-
sand four hundred were added to the presbyterian churches 37

presbyterian church membership figures compiled by the
general assembly also reveal that there was not only a signifi-
cant increase in membership in new york in 1819 but that
there was a greater increase there than in any other state
during the year preceding the first vision the national in-
crease in presbyterian church membership was approximate-
ly 6500 and the increase in new york state alone was 2250
representing 35 percent of the national total but what is most
significant here is the fact that more than 67 percent or 1513
of the 2250 new york converts came from the burned over
district this is 23 percent of the national total 38

1extractsextracts from the minutes of the general assembly 1820 ppap 321322321 322
Extextractsacts from the minutes of the general assembly 1821 ppap 222322 23
minutes of the general assembly 1820 ppap 742743742 743
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membership summaries for the presbyterian church in
western new york for 1820 indicate a decline in membership
the decline is probably due to failure of many presbyterian
churches to report although methodist reports for the region
show a decline in 1819 probably because of the reorganization
of the methodist circuits methodist membership figures for
1820 indicate that during the year of the first vision there
was an increase of 2256 members in western new york this
was the largest annual increase reported by this group for that
region of america 39

the baptists were also increasing rapidly in membership
in western new york at the time joseph beheld his remark-
able vision at a triennial meeting of the baptists held in
philadelphia in 1820 83 of the 145 associations reported bap-
tisms for the year 1819 although only ten associations or 12

percent of the alliances of churches which reported were
located in new york these groups recorded 26 percent of the
baptisms in the empire state the most significant increases
were noted by associations located west of the catskill moun-
tains madison disclosed 506 baptisms more than any other
baptist association cayuga 474 holland purchase 262
franklin 183 and genesee 147 consequently in fivewesternfive western
new york baptist associations there was an increase of more
than 1500 for the year 1819 40

when calvinist baptists described the region where some
of the most powerful revivals occurred in 1820 they reported
a profound enhancement of religious sensitivity in madison
onandagaonondagaOnandaga cortland and chenangoChenango counties where baptists
of central new york had formed the madison association
about january 1 a spiritual enlivenment commenced in homer
and continued during much of the year by august more than

although there were significant increasesincreases inin 1820 inin the onondaga and
oneida presbyteriespresbyteries the report of the general assembly for that year indicates
a combined decline of more than 2584 inin the cayuga and geneva presbyteriespresbyteries
with only a reduction of two churches inin these presbyteriespresby teries indicating that
many churches inin these presbyteriespresby teries failed to submit reports in 1821 and two
presbyteriespresby teries genesee and niagara failed to report minutes of the general
assembly 1820 p 742 minutes of the general assembly of the presbyterian
churchchuich inin the USUSAA from AD 1821 to AD 1835 inclusive philadelphia
ndn d p 4 methodist minutes 1821 ppap 272827 28

proceedings of the baptist general convention inin the united states at
then second triennial meeting and the sixth annual reportrenott of the board of
managers philadelphia 1820 ppap 308309308 309
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one hundred converts had joined the baptist society in homer
about one hundred had united with the baptists in truxton
and other significant additions were made in the societies
located in nelson virgil preble and scipio another exten-
sive revival which reached a peak in the spring of 1820 took
place in the town of smithfield where eighty four joined the
baptist society in peterboropeterborgPeterboro and fifty four in siloam the bap-
tists also reported that many converts were joining congrega-
tional and presbyterian churches located in central new york
the seventh day baptists noted that great numbers were join-
ing their society in alfred a community located southwest of
joseph s home 41

one witness of the great awakening which erupted in
homer wrote a colorful description of this movement in which
he testified that all classes in society were affected by the great
and powerful work which had broken forth some he said
who had previously made a confession of religion again
searched their hearts resulting in second rebirth others for
the first time fell under the power of truth and exclaimed
what shall we do of this class he observed were a great

company of the youth of both sexes the principal means of
awakening he continued were the exhortations of the
pious the pathetic expostulationspostulationsex of young converts and the
preaching of the gospel the revival liehelleile added was distin-
guished by its great solemnity and order for there was scarce
a feature of enthusiasm or blind zeal visible it ought to be
recorded this witness concluded to the honor of divine
grace that in many instances prayer was most signally
and speedily answered whether it was for the conversion of
a sinner or the comfort of a saint under peculiar trials it has
been fully manifested that those who asketh receivethreceiveth 11342112142

church records newspapers religious journals and other
contemporary sources clearly reveal that great awakeningsawakenings
occurred in more than fifty western new york towns or vil-
lages during the revival of 181918201819 1820 primary sources also

revivals of religion the western new york baptist magazine vol 3

1820 ppap 60 909490 94 119123119 123 minutes of the seventh day baptist general
conference new brunswick 1820 p 5 revivals of religion religious
intelligencer vol 4 february mayalaynlay 1820 ppap 570 668 699 717 751 770
822823822 823 vol 5 september 1820 ppap 218 222

alfred bennet revival of religion in homer the western new york
baptist magazine vol 3 november 1820 ppap 119121119 121
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specify that great multitudes joined the methodist presby-
terian and calvinist baptist societies in the region of country
where joseph smith lived and significant additions were also
made in western new york communities by the congrega-
tional church the christian denomination the freewill and
seventh day baptist societies and other protestant faiths 43

SUMMARY

while summarizing the spiritual quickeningsquickenings that awak-
ened america into a new reality of the divinity of christ one
editor declared in 1820 that there were currently more reports
of revivals in religious publications than in any previous era 44

although this spiritual phenomenon was certainly not limited
to new york this state especially the area stretching from
albany to buffalo was the ecclesiastical storm center of
america at the time one of the most remarkable visions was
unfolded to mankind

the most reliable sources of the early nineteenth century
show that joseph smith s brief description of the historical
setting of the first vision is in harmony with other contem-
porary accounts of the religious excitement which took place
in the area where he lived and of the great revival which con-
tinued in new york in 1819 and 1820 indeed the mormon
prophet penned a reliable description of an awakening which
occurred in the burned over district at the time he launched
his quest for religious truth

for additional information on the great revival of 181918201819 1820 in new
york see R smith recollections of nettleton P H fowler historical sketch
of presbyterianism joshua bradley accounts of religious revivals in many
pattspaitsparts of the united states from 1815 to 1818 albany 1819 and james H
hotchkin history of the purchase and settlement of western new yothyork new
york 1848

revivals of religion the vesternwesteinwestern new york baptist magazine vol 3

august 1820 p 91



reverend george lane
good gifts much grace

and marked usefulness

larry C porter

many of the personalities who touched early Mornmormonismionism
have drifted into comparative obscurity their initial roles ill
remembered or undefined such has been the lot of the meth-
odist minister rev george lane 178418591784 1859 a figure who
according to certain accounts was one of those instrumental
in moving joseph smith to make his epic inquiry of the lord
with the attendant vision of the father and son the renewed
research on mormon origins has generated interest inin the
activities of rev lane and his contact with joseph smith this
new interest has pointed out how very little we know of the
reverend george lane and this fact motivated this study of
the man and his relationship to mormonism

the writer enjoyed returning to the area concerned here
during the summer of 1968 and searching for the records that
yielded the information contained in this article the experi-
ence was made doubly enjoyable by the excellent assistance
of ralph hazeltine director of the wyoming historical and
geological society at wilkes barre pennsylvania luke A
sarsfield a doctoral candidate doing research at the society
harrison harvey smith editor of the wilkes barre record
and a descendant of sarah harvey lane first wife of rev
george lane and miss marion disque wyoming seminary
kingston pennsylvania each generously shared information
and materials helpful to this project

mr porter is a doctoral candidate in history of religion at brigham young
university he isis on leave from the department of seminaries and institutes
where he has served as a teacher principal and district coordinator
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george lane was bomborn near kingston ulster county new
york on april 13 1784 1 his birth apparently occurred not
far from the hudson after his parents set off from massachumassachiMassachu
setts for the wilds of susquehanna 2heahe2 he was the sixth child
of nathan lane b attleboroAttleboro mass march 20 1750 d
lanesboroLanesboro pennsylvania march 17 1817 and dorcas mus-
croft b march 1 1751 md 1772 d sept 8 1839 3 his
brothers and sisters were daniel irene betsey nathan david
asa charles and dorcas 4

lane s father remained for a short time inin ulster county
and then moved to broome county new york where he en-
joyed the distinction of being the first white settler inin
onaquaga windsor township 5 similarly he became the first
town supervisor and erected the first gristmill inin the area
about 1797 his sons nathan jr and david were still listed
as residents in the 1820 census 6

george peck a fellow preacher and intimate of george
lane describes the circumstances of his friend s youth inin these
terms

the early history of george lane was marked by the
toilstollstolis hardships and exposure common to the life of a boy
in a new country the simple food often deficient inin quantity
and few of the means and appliances of intellectual improve-
ment in those disadvantages our subject shared a common
lot with his fellows the puritan morals piety books and
reading of his excellent mother exerted a strong moral influ-
ence upon his mind while very young I1

early in the nineteenth century the lanes settled inin what
isis now harmony township susquehanna then luzerne
county pennsylvania at a place which was afterwards called
lane s mills or lanesvilleganesvilleLanesville and is now lanesboroLanesboro this isis inin
the territory which was known as the wyoming region and
was claimed by the connecticut susquehanna company s it
isis not certain whether george went to harmony township with

lMminutesnutes of the annual conferences of the methodist episcopal church
1860 p 40

athethe2the christian advocate and journal new york june 23 1859 p 1

oscarscar jewell harvey the harvey book wilkes barre 1899 p 128
james hill fitts lane genealogies exeter NHN H 1897 vol 2 p 49
george peck early methodism new york 18601860pp 492
marjory B hinman and bernard W osborne comps the white man

settles old onaquaga onaquaga NY 1968 ppap 15 17
the christian advocate and journal june 23 1859 p 1

harvey the harvey book p 129
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his family at the tintimetinieie of their removal he may have taken up
11 schoolkeepingschool keeping at this juncture while in windsor town-
ship he had attended school in the settlement of windsor
new york where he made good proficiency studying his
spelling book reading book and arithmetic his highest am-
bition subsequently was to be a schoolteacher a person
much in demand in the new settlements in the summer of
1802 he was engaged to teach by putnam catlin esq at
great bend pennsylvania during the winter of 180218031802 1803
he taught in the vicinity of where the community of kirkwood
new york is presently located it was here that george lane
joined the methodist church an account of his conversionconversion has
been preserved by rev william round

mrs moore of kirkwood says that she experienced
religion and joined the methodist episcopal church while
george lane was teaching school near where kirkwood now
stands in 1803 brother lane experienced religion himself dur-
ing that winter he was absent from the school a few days
and when he returned he told his scholars that he had ex-
periencedperienced religion and exhorted them and prayed with them
and a great revival broke out immediately 09

lane was apparently awakened through the preaching of
james herron and was received into the church by samuel
budd 10 he reacted favorably toward his religious experience
and the fervor of his spirit and his gifts in prayer and ex-
hortation soon indicated that he was a chosen vessel destined
to be heard at the division of god s sacramental host then
doing battle valiantly upon the frontiers 11

in 1804 george lane was employed by the presiding
eldereider of the genesee district as an assistant preacher on the
tioga circuit 12 the following year he was admitted on trial
in the philadelphia conference and appointed to the scipio
circuit new york with johnson dunham 13 the circuit
was characterized by what was nothing very peculiar for those
times poverty bad roads long rides small congregations and
a sad deficiency of all the comforts of life here he found

peck early methodism ppap 447449447 449
ibid 492
the christian advocate and journal june 23 1859 p 1

12 minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 40

the christian advocate and journal june 23 1859 p 1
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hospitality and here god gave him seals to his ministeryministeriminis tery 14

As an indication of the tremendous distances traveled by this
pair of itinerants the scipio circuit was six hundred miles in
circumference 155

he remained on trial in 1806 and was appointed by the
philadelphia conference to the pompey circuit new york
with benjamin bidlack here also he labored hard and was
blessed with fruit 16 in 1807 he was admitted into full
connexion and ordained a deacon by bishop francis asbury 17

his appointment was to the accomac circuit on the eastern
shore of virginia

here he labored as he was able amid death camps for
the salvation of the poor slaves and their masters and was
happy in witnessing the conversation of many of the poor
degraded and downclowndowntroddentrodden sons of ham and their union
with the church of christ 18

george lane was continued as a deacon in 1808 and
assigned to the holland purchase mission with thomas elliott
their mission included all of new york state west of canan
daiguedaigua and extended along lake erie into pennsylvania in
this unsettled area lane was often compelled to travel thirty
and forty miles without seeing a house and frequently suf-
fered from hunger and cold 19 while laboring under these
conditions lane conducted the first camp meeting west of the
genesee river this gathering was held in caledonia now
wheatland As a result of this and other endeavors he was
able to report the activity of some ninety members 20

george peck in his biographical sketch of lane details
for his readers the difficulties experienced by the itinerant in
the holland purchase mission during that eventful year of
1808 of equal value to the researcher is peck s preface to
the account of those difficulties when he states the follow-
ing extract from mr lane s diary has been furnished us by
his excellent lady lydia bunting lane second wife of george
lane and will give the reader a good idea of his labors and

4ZWibid p 1
15minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 40
the christian advocate and journal june 2523 1859 p 1

minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 40
the christian advocate and journal june 23 1859 p 1

minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 40
peck early methodism 234235234 235
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dangers on this new field and the spirit in which he bore
himself under them 11221 from this communication it becomes
obvious that rev lane maintained a diary of at least a part of
his early ministry and that it was apparently available for
reference as late as 1860 the publication date of peck s trea-
tise I1 have been unable to locate that diary or to determine
whether there was another diary for the 1820 s

bishop Wilyilyliwilliamliani mkendreemckendreeMKendree ordained george lane an
elder in the methodist church in 1809 22 lane was appointed
by the philadelphia conference to the wyoming circuit penn-
sylvania I1 serving with abraham dawson these ministers
conducted the first camp meeting in luzerne county holding
the event near the village of wyoming A graphic account of
the proceedings has been recorded

A rough board stand was constructed which was occupied
by the preachers during divine service and a circle of tents
was formed round about composed of wagon and bed covers
stretched over hopped saplings the floors of the tents were
the bare ground concealed by a sprinkling of straw while the
beautiful green foliage of the forest was spread out above
them multitudes of people collected from far and near
attracted many by novelty and some by a desire to do good
and to get good the tremendous emotions of the speaker
were communicated to his audience and an excitement was
produced of which we in this day can have but a faint con-
ceptioncep tion the cries of the penitent and the shouts of rejoicing
christians mingled with the deep tones of the preacher pro-
duced a marked effect even on the most obdurate infidel 23

on july 20 1810 the genesee conference newly formed
by a division of the philadelphia conference held its inaugural
gathering at lyons new york the journal of the genesee

conference for july 2523 1810 specifies that rev george lane
was officially located as of that date 24 broken in health be-
cause of his former toils and exposure he found himself
under the necessity of retiring for a season from the itineriliner

2ibidbibidibid 235238235 238
22 minutes22minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 40

2stewartstewartbstewart pearce annals of luzerne county philadelphia 1866 p 294
2 journal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 vol 1 ppap 1 5 this is

transcribed copy of the original journal prepared at the instigation of the
wyoming conference in 1860 it contains volumes 1 and 2 under a single
cover this transcript is in the wyoming semiseminarynary kingston

to locate is to leave the itinerary and either to become a local minister
or to assist in ministerial duties when requested
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ancy 2015 according to the records of the old stewards book
of the wyoming circuit lane had inin fact located shortly
after the quarterly meeting inin december 1809 the account
indicates that inin march 1810 samuel carver received traveling
expenses and one fourth salary for one quarter inin lane s stead
from march to july 1810 loring grant traveled the wyoming
circuit inin place of george lane 26

among the active adherents to the methodist faith on the
wyoming circuit was miss sarah harvey of plymouth town
ship daughter of elisha and rosanna jameson harvey evi-
denceclence of sarah s interest inin religious matters isis indicated by a
remembrance from 1808

the stone church at brier creek was the rallying point
for the methodist people from milton lewisburghLewis burgh northum-
berland wyoming valley and surrounding country at the
quarterly meetings held at christian and thomas bowmans
before the church was built people came thirty five miles
men and women on horseback from wyoming valley ann
denison sarah brown sarah harvey afterward wife of rev
george lane eunice wakeman nieceniece of mrs joseph
wright a young woman of extraordinary mind and talents 27

while serving the wyoming circuit lane became ac
quaintedquainterquain ted with sarah and the couple were married at plymouth
luzerne county pennsylvania on may 31 1810 six children
were born to this unionunion sally ann harvey bradburn george
washington charles asbury mary butler and joseph jame
sonson282 harvey bradburn became professor of languages at
wesleyan university middletown connecticut and a new
york businessman 2 george washington was a licensed mmmin
ister for the methodist church inin georgia and was subsequent-
ly called to the chair of ancient languages at emory college
oxford georgia 30 joseph jameson became a minister of the
methodist church and a teacher ax3x

when george lane withdrew from the intineintineracymtmeracyracy he en
teredcered the mercantile business inin partnership with his youngest

minutes of the annual conferences 1860 ppap 404140 41
stewards book for wyomingwiomingiriomingtriIritrloming surket sicjr 180418101804 1810 the original

stewards book isis at the wyoming seminary kingston pennsylvania
27 peck early methodism p 166
aharveyharvey2harvey the harvey book ppap 132132134134154
2fafF C johnson the historical record wilkes barrebane 1888 vol 2 p 191
william B sprague annals of the american methodist pulpit new

york 1861 p 811
harvey the harvey book p 134
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brother charles they purchased a stock of general merchan-
dise from joseph wright and set up operation in the store-
room formerly occupied by mr wright at the lower end of the
village of plymouth this partnership was dissolved by mutual
consent on september 21 1812 and george lane continued
alone until the early part of 1814 when benjamin harvey
his brother in law and clerk in the store joined him as a part-
ner they then moved from the wright storeroom to a
building which stood where smith s opera house now stands
in plymouth 3212 in october 1814 a second store was opened
in wilkes barre

the firm of lane and harvey opened a store with a
general assortment of goods suitable to the season in wilkes
barre at the stand formerly occupied by J and W barnes
on north side of the public square near the corner of west
market street on land now covered by the large department
store of jonas long s sons mr lane having erected a dwell
ing house between the store building and the corner occupied
it with his family and managed the wilkesbarreWilkes barre store while
mr harvey took charge of the business at plymouth at
these two stores business was carried on until april 1816
when the partnership having been dissolved the store at
plymouth was closed and mr lane became sole owner of
the wilkesbarreWilkes barre establishment 33

lane was collector of taxes for plymouth township in
1813 and inin 1818 he was elected treasurer of the wilkesbarreWilkesbarre
bridge company 34 he became a stockholder in that company
originally having twenty shares of stock which increased to
forty by 1824 35

despite his retirement from the itineracy rev lane did not
divorce himself from certain ministerial performances he con-
tinued to preach occasionally and was called upon to address
various congregations in wilkes barre and surrounding com-
munitiesmunities he also assisted other ministers in his house the
preachers ever found a pleasant home and in him a true
friend and wise counselor 3

12ibid ppap 129130129150129 130150
ibid p 130 see susquehanna democrat wilkes barre october 21

1814 for announcement of the opening of the new store in wilkes barre
iridibid
letter of luke A sarsfield to larry C porter oct 22 1968 certain

primary documents of the wilkesbarreWilkesbarre bridge company are located in the
wyoming historical and geological society wilkes barre pa

george peck the life and times of rev george peck new york
1874 p 97
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in 1818 george lane participated in a camp meeting con-
ducted inin the mountains west of the valley at the close of
the gathering and as the caravan was moving down the
mountain one betsey myers pricked in her heart alighted
from the wagon and fell upon her knees in the shade of a
clump of oak and pine shrubs by the side of the road crying
god have mercy upon me a poor wicked sinner the way was

soon blocked up the whole train was arrested and the atten-
tion of all was attracted to a little group of young ladies 377

for several hours the impromptu camp meeting proceeded
while the cries of the penitentspenitentepenitents were followed by shouts of
deliverance following this event a strong religious influence
pervaded the entire charge unfortunately the preachers on the
local and district level were obliged to attend the annual
genesee conference at lansing cayuga county new york
july 16 1818 and were unable to meet the demands for
assistance created by the little camp meeting however rev
lane and other local preachers came to their aid

the cause was inin good hands the rev george lane
who had rendered good serviceservice at the camp meeting and had
been present and deeply interested at the wayside meeting
took charge of the work while the preachers were at confer-
ence he was then a local preacher and resided inin wilkes
barre father bidlack and brother lane did the preach-
ing while darius williams managed the prayer meetings
influential families became interested in the revival and were
identified with the methodist episcopal church mr lane
took the names of those who wished to join the society and
reported them to the preacher after conference 38

his health restored and anxiousanxious to associate once again
with the active ministry rev lane sold his stock at the
wilkes barre store in march 1819181939 and reentered the intinantin
eracyberacy on thursday july 1 1819 he was in attendance as the
annual genesee conference convened in vienna afterwards
phelps ontario county new york the following day
friday july 2 at 9 0 clock AM conference met george
lane gideon draper winwm snow and thomas wright were
again received into the traveling connexionconnexion 40

peck early methodism ppap 311313311 313

ibid p 313
harvey the harvey book p 130
journal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 vol 1 p 77
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the conference was in sessionsession over a period of eight days
july I11 to july 8 1819 abel stevens gives us some apprecia-
tion of the general pattern which evolved at such conferences
of the methodist church

these annual assemblies became imposing occasions A
bishop presided the preachers from many miles around
usually including several states were present hosts of laymen
were spectators there was preaching in the early morning
in the afternoon and at night the daily proceedings were
introduced with religious services and were characterized by
an impressive religious spirit they continued usually a week
and it was a festal season gathering the warwornwar worn heroes of
many distant and hard fought fields renewing the intimaciesintimacies
of preachers and people and crowned alike by social hospitalihospitals
ties and joyous devotions 41

the presence of some 110 ministers and their bishop bishop
R R roberts at the genesee conference meetings repre-
senting the new york pennsylvania and the upper and
lower canada districts must have created at least a moderate
stir in the immediate neighborhood 42 this places reverend
george lane within a fifteen mile vicinity of manchester at-
tending the largest methodist meeting of the year in western
new york among a great number of methodist ministers at
a time when joseph smith was aware of an unusual excite-
ment on the subject of religion some time in the second
year 1819 after our removal to manchester

whether or not joseph attended some of these meetings
cannot be determined from any records presently available
but the opportunity cannot be denied if only to sell confecconfect

tioneriestioneries 43 to think that the smiths would not have heard of
the gathering is hardly believable

rev lane was appointed presiding elder of the susque-
hanna district at the conference he was so named because he
was one who incessantly travels his extensive territory preach-
ing counseling the traveling and local preachers and ex
hortersholtershorters meeting the official members of the circuit societies
and promoting the interest of the church in every possible

abel stevens the centenary of american methodism new york 1865
p 112

12 minutes12minutes of the annual conferences 1819 ppap 505250 52
pomeroy tucker origin rise and progress of mormonism palmyra

1867 p 12
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way 44 the circuits which comprised the susquehanna dis-
trict inin 1819 were the bald eagle Lycoming Shamshamokingshamokmgoking
northumberland wyoming canaan bridgewater wyalusmgwyalusing
tioga and wayne 41 the following year 1820 the broome
circuit was placed under lane s jurisdiction ag4g

rev lane s geographical assignment prompts some inter-
esting speculation relative to his possible acquaintance with
certain individuals who were later to become principals inin the
advent of mormonism living within the confines of the dis-
trict at harmony susquehanna county pennsylvania immeimme
diately west of the community of oakland on the susque-
hanna river were isaac hale his wife elizabeth and their
ninenine children among whom was emma future wife of joseph
smith the hale family were devout methodists isaac and
elizabeth being numbered among the members of the first
class conducted at lanesboroLanesboro pennsylvania some two miles
east of their harmony home

the first class at lanesboroLanesboro was formed inin 1810 by mr
grant or in 1812 by bro king it included john and phoebe
gildersleeve comfort isaac and elizabeth hale nathaniel
and sarah lewis marmaduke and clarisaclansa salsbury and james
newman and betsey rouse and if not at first soon after
mary hilborn 474

the preachers on the broome circuit inin 1816 found a
cordial reception at the hale home and one of their appoint-
ments was inin a little log schoolhouse near the hale home-
stead to a small but earnest congregation 14814148 in the method-
ist quarterly review the content of an affidavit asserts that
father hale s house was the preacher s home 49 under

these circumstances it isis a distinct possibility that rev lane
inin his capacity of meeting the official members of the circuit
societies may well have known the hale family the pros
pecthect isis heightened when we recall that george lane grew up
inin windsor township broome county new york at a loca-
tion some ten miles north of the hale s place and that his

stevenssevens the centenary of american methodism p 111
minutesminuter of the annual conferences 1819 ppap 515251 52

chidikidihidibid p 44
rev albert clarke methodist episcopal church LaneLaneslaueslaneshorolanesboioshoroboio pennsylvania

181219121812 1912 lanesboroLanesboro 1912 p 11

life and times of rev george peck p 68
rev george peck mormonism and the mormonscormons methodist Quartquarterlyquarterlierli

review III111 january 1843 112
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parents nathan and dorcus lane lived for many years at
lanesboroLanesboro pennsylvania within a few miles of isaac and
elizabeth hale

rev lane would most assuredly have been acquainted
with isaac halehatehaie s brother in law nathaniel lewis nathaniel
had married sarah hale and lived just across the susquehanna
river from isaac he was a deacon in the methodist faith
having been ordained by bishop asbury on july 12 1807 ro0

nathaniel lewis an ordained local preacher was deeply
pious shrewd witty and at home in the rough and tumble
polemics of the time he preached and formed classes at jack-
son thompson starrucaStarruca and other places 15 1 lewis was one of
those who strenuously challenged the validity of joseph
smith s claims he was still preaching in that vicinity as late
as 1835 prior to moving west 5212

on september 13 1819 rev george lane and marma-
duke pierce preached with telling effect at a camp meeting
held at carpenter s notch wyoming circuit from the ac-
count we derive some feeling for rev lane s persuasive
abilities from the stand

marmaduke pierce preached a short but mighty sermon
and closed with a perfect storm he addressed the wicked
with tremendous power and then exclaiming 1 I feel the
spirit of god upon me glory halleluiahhallelujah dropped down
upon the seat behind him shouting weeping laughing
wonderfully moved the joyous responses from the preachers
and the assemblage arose like the sound of many waters
while the whole congregation shook like the forest inin mighty
wind the exhortations of the presiding elder george lane
were overwhelming sinners quailedquailer under them and many
cried aloud for mercy the meeting included the sabbath
and continued about a week sixty persons professed to find
peace and thirty joined the church 53

the 1820 annual genesee conference convened at lundy s

lane niagara upper canada on thursday july 20 1820
rev george lane was present at the gathering and on july
24 was examined and passed 54 lane was an active participartica

methodist episcopal church hansborolansboroLan sboro pennsylvania 181219121812 1912 p 9
ibadalfid5ibidibjdIbjd p 111211 12
331121531fidibidhidbid p 12 see early methodism ppap 332333332 333
life and times of rev george peck ppap 108109108 109
fojournalurnal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 ppap 85 92 reference is

to the annual examination of each itinerant to approve him for continued service
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pant in the proceedings of the conference being named to at
least two committees in the first instance july 20 he was
elected to a three man committee of temporalitiestemporalities with ab-
ner chase and charles giles 55 george lane reported to the
conference the findings of that committee via the following
resolutions

resolved ist that this conference highly disapproved of
the departure of some of its members in the fashion of their
coats and hats and the manner of wearing their hair from the
plainessplainestplainess of dress which characterizes the great body of
methodist preachers

resolved 2ndand that we use every consistent measure to
bring back the members of our church to that simplicity and
plainessplainestplainess of dress which we believe to be consistent with the
gospel and our discipline

resolved ard3rd that we inforceenforce more thoroughly the rules
of our discipline especially those that relate to class meetings
love feasts the use of ardent spirits and dress

the above resolutions were adopted 56

lane also served on still another committee of three which
investigated the inroads of free masonry into the methodist
itineracy in the genesee conference and which committee
formed these resolutions

resolved that this conference consider it an impropriety
for any of its members to attach themselves to or attend the
masonic lodge inasmuch it is contrary to the apostolic
teaching to avoid every appearance of evil and for as much
as it grieves the feelings of a considerable number of our
pious brethren

resolved secondly that if any traveling preachers belong-
ing to this conference shall hereafter attach himself to or
persist in attending the lodges he be delt with as in other
cases of imprudent conduct

both resolutions adopted 57

lane s service on the latter committee subsequently caused
him considerable discomfiture in his home community of
wilkes barre where he had been affiliated with the masons
certain persons proceeded to implicate and assail his char-
acter on september 24 1823 lodge no 61 F and A M
free and accepted masons having been appraised of the

ibid p 85

journal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 ppap 101102101 102

ibid p go90
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resolutions made at the genesee conference of 1820 and
ascribing their authorship to rev lane formulated some reso-
lutions of their own calling for an investigating committee 58

the efforts of the committee resulted in a carefully framed
letter from george lane to the members of the free mason
lodge his detailed reply to the charges leveled against him
is a classic representation of his powers of diplomacy in
ameliorating a tense situation between the methodist clergy
and the masonic society 9

if the proceedings of the year 1820 were consequential in
the life of george lane they were certainly no less moment-
ous for joseph smith residing at manchester ontario county
new york joseph attested that early in the spring of 1820
he retired to a previously designed place of seclusion and knelt
in prayer his efforts culminated in a heavenly manifestation

I1 saw a pillar of light exactly over my head above the
brightness of the sun which descended gradually until it
fell upon me when the light rested upon me I1 saw two
personages whose brightness and glory defy all description
standing above me in the air one of them spake unto me
calling me by name and said pointing to the other this is
my beloved son hear him60

joseph asserted that his vision of the father and the son
came as from the motivation of an unusual excitement on the
subject of religion generated by various sects and affecting
the whole district of country 61 the question necessarily

arises was rev george lane among the religionists pro-
moting the revivalistic excitement in the area and in particu-
lar was he a personal instigator of joseph s design to pray

in the pursuit of his ministerial duties rev lane was in
the geographical proximity of joseph smith on a number of
occasions between the years 181918251819 1825 the nature degree or
indeed the actuality of their acquaintanceship during this in-
terval poses a number of interesting possibilities

oscar jewell harvey A history of lodge no 61 F and AM wilkes
barre pa wilkes barre 1877 p 63

letter of george lane to the members of the free mason lodge in
wilkes barre nd A copy of the original letter is located at the wyoming
historical and geological society wilkes barre pa see also A history of
lodge no 61 F and AM lvilkesbarrewilkesbarreWilkes barre pa ppap 636563 65

times and seasons vol 3 april 1 1842 p 748
ibid 25
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for eight days july 1 1819 to july 8 1819 george lane
was in attendance at the annual genesee conference at vienna
new york now phelps some fifteen miles southeast of the
smith farm at manchester 62 in july 1820 lane would have
had to pass through the greater palmyra manchester vicinity
on his way to niagara upper canada to attend the conference
held at lundy s lane july 20 to july 26 1820 63 unless he
went by an extremely circuitous route present records do not
specify lane s itinerary or exact route of travel to and from
niagara but they do for lane s friend rev george peck who
lived at kingston pennsylavaniaPennsylavania just across the susquehanna
river from lane at wilkes barre his conference route took
him north to ithaca then on to a camp meeting in the holland
purchase subsequently passing along the ridge road and
after two weeks arriving at lundy s lane his return journey
was by way of the ridge road to rochester and then on to
auburn new york 64 A quick look at the map of new york
state will show that palmyra is almost on a direct line between
rochester and auburn if lane followed a similar avenue it
would have brought him very close to the neighborhood of
the smith home As rev peck he may even have stopped at
a camp meeting somewhere along the way A prepreacheracher of his
standing would always be a welcome guest

conference AGAIN IN PHELPS IN 1822

the genesee conference for 1822 was again held at
vienna ontario county new york july 24 to august 2

1822 rev lane was present examined and passed he was
also called to serve on two committees one concerned the
examination of manuscripts for publication and the other the
receipt of communications relative to the establishment of
auxiliary societies 65 for some ten days rev lane was once
again within a few miles of manchester

from july 1819 to july 1823 lane served as supervising
elder of the susquehanna district during the interval from
july 1823 to july 1824 his appointment was the wyoming

journal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 ppap 768476 84

ibid ppap 8510485 104

life and times of rev george peck ppap 114117114 117
journal of the genesee conference 181018281810 1828 ppap 119140119 140
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circuitggcircuitGG in july 1824 he was once more assigned as a presid
ing elder this time however to the ontario district the on
tariotanotarlo district then comprised the circuits of lyons ontario
seneca crooked lake canadaigua and geneva Canicanisteocamsteocanistersteo and
bath and prattsburghPrattsburgh 7 for an entire year then july 1824
to july 1825 lane presided over the district within the con
fines of which the smith family resided manchester was
probably on the ontario circuit on january 25 1825 rev
lane addressed a glowing letter to the editors of the methodist
magazine inin which he outlined the unusual successes being
enjoyed inin the ontario district an entry of particular interest
states

december lith and 12th our quarterly meeting for ontarantar
lo1010 circuit was held in ontario it was attended with showers
of blessings and we have reason to believe that much good
was done here I1 found that the work which had for some
time been going on inin palmyra had broken out from the vil-
lage like a mighty flame and was spreading inin every direcdiorec

tion when I1 left the place december 22nd there had in
the village and its vicinity upward of one hundred and fifty
joined the society besides a number that had joined other
churches and many that had joined no church cac8

from the foregoing evidence it isis easy to see that joseph
smith could have had contact with rev lane at a number of
points during this extended period if such an acquaintance
existed when would it have been oliver cowdery in decem
ber 1834 undertook to enlighten the readers of the messneffengermessengerenger
and advocate on the circumstances shaping the earliest foun
dationslations of the church As he prepared to recount the events
of joseph s 15th year 1820 he prefaced his remarks with
this statement

it isis necessary to premise this account by relating the
situation of the public mind relative to religion at this time

one mr lane a presiding elder of the methodist church
visited palmpaimpalmyrayra and vicinity elder lane was a tallentedtallented hiclsiclsic
man possessing a good share of literary endowments and ap
parent humility there was a great awakening or excitement
raised on the subject of religion and much inquiry for the
word of life large additions were made to the methodist
presbyterian and baptist churches mr lane s manner of

minutes of the annual conferences 18251823 p 50
17JWIbid 1824 p 52
rev george lane revivalrenal of religion on ontario district the meth

odist magazine vol 8 1825 p 160
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communication was perculiarly calculated to awaken the intel-
lect of the hearer and arouse the sinner to look about him
for safety much good instruction was always drawn from his
discourses on the scriptures and in common with others our
brother s mind became awakened 69

cowdery s account at this juncture is in harmony with
joseph smiths relative to the circumstances of 1820 however
in his next letter to the messenger and advocate february
1835 he retracts his initial statement and says

you will recollect that I1 mentioned the time of a religious
excitement in palmyra and vicinity to have been in the 15th
year of our brother J smith jr s age that was an error in the
type it should have been in the 17th you will please
remember this correction as it will be necessary for the full
understanding of what will follow inin time this would bring
the date down to the year 1823 70

cowdery thus circumvents the happenings of 1820 by
omitting any entry relative to the first vision instead he
suddenly moves ahead three years identifies the religious fer-
vor and begins the account with the visit of the angel on the
evening of september 21 1823 however by including an
account of the appearance of the father and son in his 1838
account and by identifying the time as early in the spring of
eighteen hundred and twenty joseph smith filled in the
omissions inin cowdery s letter and then continued to narrate
the events of his life up until the time and events cowdery
noted find their sequence 71

years later in 1883 william smith joseph s younger
brother gave his reminiscences of rev lane on the scene

in 1822 and 1823 the people inin our neighborhood were
very much stirred up with regard to religious matters by
the preaching of a mr lane an elder of the methodist
church and celebrated throughout the country as a great
revival preacher 72

the latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland december
1834 42

the latter day saints messenger and advocate vol 1 february 1835
p 7818

joseph smith journal history of the church documentary history
of the church MSS in LDS church historian s office book alA l1 ppap 131 3
see also joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints B H roberts salt lake city 1902 vol 1 ppap 262 6 hereafter cited
as DHC

william smith william smith on mormonism lamoni iowa 1883 p 6
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again in 1893 justust prior to his death Wilwllwilliamliani further
identified rev lane as one who was directly responsible for
joseph s prayerful inquiry

rev mr lane of the methodists preached a sermon on
what church shall I1 join and the burden of his discourse

was to ask god using as a text if any man lack wisdom
let him ask of god who giveth to all men liberally and of
course when joseph went home and was looking over the text
he was impressed to do just what the preacher had said and
going out in the woods with child like simple trusting faith
believing that god meant just what he said kneeled down
and prayed ai7i

what were the recollections of joseph himself relative to
an association with rev lane nowhere in the prophet s

writings does he appear to have mentioned george lane by
name he does speak of a certain methodist minister who was
active in the revival sequence and in whom he confided the
aspects of his vision but he fails to identify the man 7471

lucy mack smith another principal inin those eventful days
similarly makes no mention of him by name amidst the pro-
fusion of dates ascribed to joseph s vision it is important to
note that mother smith an eye witness does confirm joseph s

dating of that experience as the spring of 1820 75

what of rev george lane s own expressions relative to
joseph smith or mormonism the writer has thus far been
unable to find any account public or private which would in-
dicate his personal reactions either to the prophet or the mor-
mon sect however there were certain circumstances outside
of the ontario scene which may well have prompted lane to
make some comment on mormonism irene an older sister of
rev lane lived among the mormonscormons and became a member
of the church near the end of her life she married david
foote at windsor broome county new york in 1791 and in
the fall of 1798 they moved to dryden cayuga now tomp-
kins county new york during the spring of 1830 david
borrowed a copy of the book of mormon from a neighbor and
after reading it testified that it was a true book in novem

defedeseretDese tetietfet evening news salt lake city january 20 1894 11
joseph smith journal history MS in LDS historian s library book

alA l1 p 3 see also DHC vol 1 p 6
lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his

piogemtovsprogenitors foiforjoitoijor manynanmannau generations liverpoolLherpoolpooi 1853 ppap 74 76
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ber 1833 he journeyed to geneseo livingston county new
york to investigate the new religion while there hebe was
baptized by elder john murdock As a result of david s con-
versionversion his daughter betsey another daughter and a son
warren linked their fortunes to the mormon faith irene died
at montebello illinois march 5 1846 and was buried inin the
nauvoo cemetery ag7gG

rev george lane s wife sarah inin ill health had not
accompanied her husband to his 1824 appointment as presid-
ing elder of the ontario district but rather had remained inin
wilkes barre As her health continued to fail lane elected to

locate inin 1825 for ninenine years 182518341825 1834 he was engaged
as a merchant inin berwick pennsylvania but these were not
years of idleness he had his regular appointments for twenty
miles around berwick and many inin that region will arisearise and
call him blessed 77

sarah harvey lane died on october 11 1832 inin kingston
pennsylvania while visiting at the home of the pierce butler
family 7 8 lane continued his mercantile business for a season
but again unable to stay away from the itinerant ministry he
sold his interest inin the store and was admitted into the oneida
conference inin 1834 the oneida conference had been formed
inin 1829 by a division of the old genesee conference he was
once more appointed as presiding elder of the susquehannasusquebanna
district making his residence at wilkes barre inin his house on
the public square 71

the general conference of the methodist church elected
george lane assistant book agent inin 1836 he removed to
new york city and transferred his relations to the new york
conference in september 1840 he became book agent in
all hebe served the methodist book concern for a total of sixsix-
teen years during twelve of those years hebe held the office
of treasurer of the missionary society80society80

warren foote autobiography of warren foote 181718791817 1879 an unpubunput
lisheddished journal the special circumstances of her baptism on february 28 1846
are stated on page 86 for information of her husband and of her burburialal see also
andrew jenson latter faydayvay saint biographical encyclopedia salt lake city
1901 vol 1 ppap 374375574375574374 375575

minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 41
harvey the harvey book p 132
the christianChustian Adioavioavloadvocateadiocateratecaterafe and journal june 23 1859 p 1

minutes of the annual conferences 1860 p 41 see H C jennings
the methodist book concern A romance of history new york 1924 ppap
8283828582 83 for additional information on lane s activity inin the book concern
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in new york rev lane met miss lydia bunting they
were married january 24 1837 sl two children were born to
the couple sarah georgiana and lydia 82 in 1852 lane re-
ceived a superannuated relation and at the age of sixty eight
he and his wife retired to mount holly new jersey with
lane s health declining it was thought best to return him to
more familiar surroundings amidst family and friends in
wilkes barre pennsylvania rev george lane died there on
may 6 1859 age seventy five at the home of his son charles
A lane 8 he was buried beside his first wife sarah harvey
lane in the hollenback cemetery at wilkes barre

in passing he was memorialized by his lifelonglife long friend
rev george peck

after a most intimate acquaintance with the rev george
lane of more than forty years observing him under a great
variety of circumstances and some of them exceedingly dif-
ficult and trying we can say what we can say of only a few
individuals that we never saw in him anything to reprove or
anything which all things considered deserves to be char-
acterized as a fault we love to contemplate the history both
the inward and the outward life of this holy man and eminent
servant of jesus christ he has a high seat in heaven
he turned many to righteousness and he shall shine as
the brightness of the firmament and as the stars for ever and
ever he was in deed and inin truth our friend for many long
years and we loved him may god give us more of his ex-
cellent spirit and now that he has gone to heaven in a chariot
of fire may his mantle fall upon his sons in the gospel 84

having examined in detail the life of the christian gentle-
man rev george lane the writer affirms the epitaph in-
scribed to the itinerants of the old genesee conference a
ministry of good gifts much grace and marked useful-

ness 805

harvey the harvey book p 132
lane genealogies 11II 69
harvey the harvey book p 132
the christian advocate and journal june 23 1859 p 1

15rev F W conable history of the genesee annual conference new
york 1885 p 21



how authentic
are mormon historic sites
in vermont and new york

T edgar lyon

faith needs roots in stone and mortar that the
future may learn from the past guideline of res-
tored colonial williamsburg virginia

commencing in 1903 the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints having firmly established itself in the far west
was bold enough to turn its face eastward to look back at its
places of origin under the direction of president joseph F
smith carthage jail was the first site acquired in this move-
ment because of the nostalgic feelings of the mormon people
for their beloved prophet who had been murdered there still
further eastward the church leaders pursued the course of the
church which the previous century had seen moving ever west-
ward in vermont and new york places of great historical
theological and religious importance were located and pur-
chased now more than a half a century since this renewed
interest in important historical sites it is time for a second
look and more thorough confirmation of places

THE birthplace OF JOSEPH SMITH SHARON VERMONT

between 1905 and 1907 the church acquired title to 283
acres of land in sharon township windsor county vermont
which included the homestead of the family which lucy mack
smith came from under the able management of junius F
wells a memorial cottage was constructed and a massive
granite monument to joseph smith jr was erected these
dr lyon is associate director of the LDS institute of religion near the
university of utah and research historian for nauvoo restoration in-
corporatedcorp orated he has published widely on church subjects
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were dedicated on the hundredth anniversary of the prophet s

birth viz december 23 1905 1 this was the beginning of the
church s efforts to identify and appropriately designate his-
toric sites in the east which related to important events in the
restoration of the gospel and the founding and development
of the church

property deeds to the four parcels of land which consti-
tute the old mack homestead and which were recorded in
the proper courthouse records make certain that this was the
farming land of the progenitors of lucy mack smith on a
tract of that extent in days of premachine farming it was
inevitable that a number of dwellings would have been con-
structedstruc ted for farm laborers during the course of the more than
a century and a half prior to 1905 assisted by property deeds
legal records and local tradition wells located the home site
on which joseph smith sr and his wife lucy mack were
residing at the time of their son joseph s birth wells reported
that he found a pile of logs on the land which it was assumed
had been the smith residence and down among the
logs he found an old hearthstone 2 this became the cen-
ter about which the fireplace hearth and chimney were re-
constructed as the memorial cottage was built today the
hearthstone is separately memorialized and new buildings have
replaced the cottage

in 1905 little more could have been done to authenticate
the site but twentieth century historians can utilize newly
developed social and mechanical sciences which are auxiliaries
to their research one of these is historic site archaeology the
hearthstone may be the identical one by which mother smith
cooked the meals and around which the family gathered for
warmth during the long winter evenings but it may have be-
longed to a dwelling at another site and been moved to the
place it was found or it might also have come from an
earlier house at that site or a residence built at the site after
the smiths moved to new york no available information
verifies whether it was resting when found upon the original
foundation upon which it had been placed this necessary in

ab1bB H roberts A comprehensive history of the church salt lake city
1930 vol 6 p 427

sermon of junius F wells in twentieth ward salt lake city utah
1911
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formation needs to be carefully pursued if there is merit in
locating and designating and memorializingmemorial izing sites connected
with our history there is also need to verify them as authentic
sites as far as possible the new england or new york sites
need to be subjected to archaeological scrutiny

THE SACRED GROVE manchester TOWNSHIP NEW YORK

when the youthful joseph smith was spiritually aroused by
the religious fervor which led some of the members of his
family to become seekers themselves in the presbyterian
church at palmyra township new york the smiths were
residing on their farm some three miles from the palmyra
town the farmland they had purchased was mostly covered
with native forests to clear the land for agricultural use they
were forced to cut down many trees some of the trees were
used for fences others to build their log house and outbuildout build
ings some for firewood many loads of cordwood were hauled
to palmyra and sold for fuel 3 in those years before coal oil
or gas were available for fuel in rural areas each farmer
sought to provide wood for cooking and heating usually
there was a part of each farm which was never completely
cleared of trees this was known as the woodlot by careful
management the woodlot could provide the needed fuel if
only the mature or ripe trees were harvested from the tree
farm hearth heating and cooking were very inefficient and
required a great amount of fuel for that reason the woodlotswoodlots
were often several acres in extent

whether the present acreage included in the sacred grove
is the survival of the smith woodlot has never been deter-
mined there are records of such lots which during the course
of a century or more migrated and shifted up to a quar-
ter of a mile this was the result of mature trees being cut and
seedlings growing up nearby seeded by the older trees or
planted by the owner sometimes a family decided to make the
woodlot also serve as a windbreak and in such cases it was
brought closer to the house and barns where it grew for years
while the former lot was used to supply fuel and when all
was harvested the former woodlot was converted to tillable
land after state forestry departments and the united states

george W cowles landmarks of wayne county syracuse 1895 p 78
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department of agriculture commenced providing seedlings
for windbreaks and woodlotswood lots at ridiculously low prices such
tree farms were continuously being moved as it was found
more advantageous to plant solid plots rather than depend on
nature to seed the lot which usually produced a haphazard
growth of trees and left much land unproductive

the present sacred grove has in it a few very large and
hence old trees and others ranging down to last year s seed-
lings if this is the survival of a natural unplanted and un-
planned family woodlot it could possibly be the survival of
part of the old wooded area into which the youthful joseph
went to pray or it might be that he went to some other part
of their more than a hundred acre farm since much of it was
still forest an old resident of the vicinity stated many years
ago that the present sacred grove was not there a hundred
years ago but that it was west and a little south of the present
wooded area another conflicting account relates that when
george ed anderson of springvilleSpringville utah was making photo-
graphs in the sacred grove in 1907 he conversed with mr
chapman the non mormon caretaker employed by the church
he related that shortly before his father s death the elder mr
chapman who owned the land told him hebe had never used
an axe in the grove except to remove dead timber he urged
his son who inherited the property to respect the wooded area
in similar fashion this message from father to son conveyed
the belief that this was the very forest in which joseph smith
had prayed and experienced the grand theophany which was
the origin of the mormon religion the son followed his
father s policy and allowed it to develop as a sylvan grove 4

it has been stated that the two largest trees in the grove have
had cores cut from them which have been examined by ex-
perts who counted the annual rings and reported the trees
could have been saplings a hundred and fifty years ago other
tree experts have questioned if the trees could be more than
a century old

for those interested in research concerning this matter
an examination of county or township records or mortgages
sales of property leases inventories of estates local newspaper
accounts letters diaries and memoirs of those who owned or

boy in the picture of the sacred grove the improvement era vol 23
may 1920 ppap 639640639 640
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leased property on this or neighboring farms between 1831
and 1907 might be helpful historic site archaeologists could
tell through tracing former roadways tree growth and decay
removal of stumps etc whether the land has been continuous-
ly forested or the present stand is a result of a replant on
what was once tilled ground

THE JOSEPH SMITH SR HOUSE AT manchester
many years before the church purchased the smith home-

stead in 1907 the entire community designated the white
frame house presently standing on the smith farm in man-
chester township as the smith residence such identification
isis not sufficiently reliable to be accepted as fact without fur-
ther verification lucy mack smith s history relates that while
they were yet residing in palmyra they had erected a snug
log house on their farm southwest of town 5 several contem-
porary writers confirm her story indicating it had two rooms
on the ground level and a garret or half story above which
likewise was divided into two rooms 6 before the birth of their
last child lucy in 1821 an additional bedroom was added on
the ground level constructed of wooden slabs by modern
standards they were obviously crowded the family then con-
sisting of the parents and nine children alvin the eldest son
decided to build a frame dwelling for his parents and worked
away from home to secure means to make the annual payments
on the land and get lumber for the proposed new home
mother smith according to what she related to howard and
martha jane knowlton coray who did the actual writing of
her history stated that the construction of the new house com-
menced in november 1822 her account reads

and when november 1822 arrived the frame was raised
and all the materials necessary for the speedy completion were
procured this opened to alvin s mind the pleasing prospect
of seeing his father and mother once more comfortable and
happy 7

lucy mack smith biographical sketches of the prophet joseph smith
and his progenitors for many generations liverpool 1853 p 71

pomroy tucker origin and progress of mormonism new york 1867
p 13 see also history of wayne county philadelphia 1877 ppap 149150149 150

7lucyflucyacyucy mack smith biographical sketches ppap 868786 87
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immediately following this statement mother smith re-
lated that alvin was taken suddenly ill on november 15
1824 and died on the 19th following a short and painful ill-
ness investigation into this account shows that mother smith
was in error concerning the dates of both events it appears
that the commencement of the house and alvin s death fol-
lowed one another in the late autumn of 1823 8 it is on the
basis of the investigations of these related events that andrew
jenson B H roberts and joseph fielding smith came to the
conclusion that the visitation of moroni to joseph smith after
he had retired to his bed on the night of september 21 1823
took place in one of the garret rooms of the log house rather
than the frame house on which construction had not yet com-
menced 9

the statement the frame was raised is a tech-
nical builder s term and refers to the method of wooden house
construction then in vogue heavy hardwood timbers were laid
on stone or brick foundations sturdy upright corner posts
were then mortisedmortisermorti sed into the wooden sills and crossbeamscross beams laid
atop the uprights to support the second floor the process
was repeated and then the crossbeamscrossbeams were laid to form the
ceiling of the second floor and give support to the roof rafters
all of these were held together by mortise and tenon or dove-
tail joints inserted in each other these were then pegged to-
gether by oak or hickory pins driven into holes bored with
augers through the joining members wooden pins thus driven
had been dry heated and when in place would then expand
by absorbing moisture from the atmosphere and make an ex-
tremely tight and durable joint such pins had the advantage
over iron bolts in that they would not rust and weaken the
locked joints as metal tended to do in damp climates after
this frame had been locked together the studs for the exterior

see notice inin panepanfwaynevane sentinel sept 25 1824 by joseph smith sr re-
porting the opening of alvinahin s gravegrae the date on the tombstone also verifies
the date as 1823 joseph fielding smith essentials inin chachchmchchurch history salt
lake city 19 ppap 394039 40

smith ibid p 39 roberts comprehensive history vol 6 p 427 an-
drew jenson andrew bensonsjensonsJensons scrapbooksciapbook p 357 deseret news oct 5 1935
p 1 preston nibley joseph smith the prophet salt lake city 1944 p
36 isis not so certain howeverhoweer thinking that the visitationlsiisi taton of moroni occurred
inin the unfinished frame house into which they had moedmoved from the log house
this he bases on mother smith s mistaken date of november 1822 as the
date of raising the frame
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walls and interior partitions were mortisedmortisermorti sed top and bottom
into the sills and cross members to form the nailing studs for
attaching exterior siding and interior lath 10 this is in direct
contrast to present building practices in which the exterior
studding supports the house without the use of framed timbers
as the skeleton of the house it was this framework without
the clapboard enclosure or interior partitions to which mother
smith referred and which apparently stood through the win-
ter of 182318241823 1824 after which construction on the new house
was continued according to local witnesses previously cited
the smiths moved into the new house before it was completely
finished

individuals who lived in palmyra during the smiths resi-
dence at manchester refer to their new house as a small
frame house this hardly fits the present house which is a
comparatively large farmhouse of two stories A house of this
size would have been a venturesome undertaking for the
smith family which had experienced difficulty making the
annual payments on the land and finally lost the farm shortly
after completing the house through failure to make the final
payment 12 before it can be ascertained that this present house
or only part of it or possibly none of it was the house the
smiths constructed much research needs to be done

the present house now standing on the smith farm has
recently been renovated and refurnishedfurnishedrefurbishedre and is visited by
thousands of people annually historic architects need to be
consulted so they can determine what might be new and what
might be original in the house they possess many skills of
their trade which reveal with certainty the age of buildings
and their additions old fashioned square nails are not a posi-
tive clue as they are still being manufactured the methods of
manufacture have changed slowly and within bounds they
provide some measureablemeasureable information cut wire nails are still
more positive in their dating to a given year or two as these
did not come into common use until the eighteen nineties the
composition of plaster the texture and manufacturing methods
of brick and the use of portland cement products can likewise

see frederick J kelly early domestic architecture of connecticut new
york 1963 for descriptive drawings of eighteenth and nineteenth century
frame building construction

see footnote six above
12 lucy mack smith biographical sketches ppap 70 71 949894 98
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be used with a high degree of accuracy to establish dates of
construction when studied by those trained in this type of
analysis

another phase of study appears to have remained un-
touched concerning this house assessors and tax collectors
records of the community covering the smith occupancy of
the manchester house may indicate evidence which would help
determine the accurate history of the house they would re-
veal an increase in value when the new frame house was con-
structedstruc ted and the old log house was turned into a barn fol-
lowed through from 1820 to 11907907 when the church purchased
the property such records would indicate the years when an
unusual increased valuation was levied because of a remodel-
ing of or additions were made to the house furthermore
estate papers or mortgage records might assist in establishing
the changes which have taken place since 1823

THE MARTIN HARRIS FARM PALMYRA NEW YORK

the present site of the martin harris farm north of pal-
myra s main street has been authenticated it was the farm
harris mortgaged to raise 3000 to pay the printing costs of
the first edition of the book of mormon in 1937 the church
purchased a home and an eighty eight acre tract of land about
half the 1830 harris farm though this was the land martin
harris and his wife lived on the present home was not theirs
this stone structure was built about 1850 after the original
harris frame home had burned to the ground 13

THE PETER WHITMER SR FARM RURAL WATERLOO

NEW YORK

deed records leave no question concerning the identity and
location of the whitmer farm but the exact location of the
original house is less certain church members who visited the
site in the eighteenelghteen eightieselgh ties and nineties indicated the present
building was then standing but were informed that it had not
been there when the whitmerswhittersWhitmers sold the farm in 1831 they
pointed to some old logs some say they were south and west

thomas L cook palmyra and vicinityvav1cikitycinity palmyra 1930 ppap 206207206207206227206 207
see also martin harris and the restored church a cumorah mission tract
offered at the site
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of the present residence which they said were the remnants
of the peter whitmer sr dwelling this would place the
whitmer residence west of the road which leads from the
county lane to the present white farmhouse with its stubby
pillars 14 the new york state historical society s marker
stresses this is the farm not the house of the whitmer family

here again the work of a historic sites archaeologist a
historical architect and a research historian could ascertain the
age of the present house and locate the site of the former log
structure inhabited by the whitmerswhittersWhitmers prior to 1831 the date
of the building of the present white farmhomefarmhome could be ascer-
tained from county deeds estate papers mortgage records
assessors and tax collectors accounts as well as contempor-
ary newspapers diaries etc A rather definitive article by car-
ter E grant the whereabouts of the whitmer log house
appeared in the improvement era vol 65 1962 ppap 250
281283281 283 guides assigned to that location can depend on the
article with confidence

conclusion
the farm sites have been authenticated it is the build-

ing and artifacts that need closer attention but why should
latter day saints concern themselves with authentic history
what difference does it make to the tourist if he is told fact
or fiction personally I1 do not appreciate being victimized by
someone who while posing as an authority disseminates error
however trivial it may seem the church has entered the
historic site field out of a genuine love for its past history to
establish visible monuments in honor of the people who under
god s guidance enacted its history locations where important
ecclesiastical events took place and authentic artifacts of the
time give lasting testimony of these people once having em-
barked in this field it appears that the latter day saints must
insist that we teach and present only what is in keeping with
the highest standards of historical confirmation cooperstownCoopers town
new york is a carefully restored community which like other
authentic restoration projects is not far from palmyra our
presentations are certain to be compared to theirs we should

see statement of andrew jenson ezra stevenson and joseph S black in
deseret news oct 2 1888
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be certain that the interpretation we offer at our new york
and vermont sites is as accurate as research can make it if
we do not do this our unreliable presentation will reflect on
the integrity of the church it is argued by some that only one
person in a hundred can or even cares to detect a mislead-
ing or distorted account perhaps so but it is that very one
percent who write books and magazine articles and spread an
unfavorable reputation farther than the misinformed ninety
nine percent ever can

perhaps we should amend the colonial williamsburg
guideline to read

LDS faith needs roots in authentic stone and mortar that
the present and the future may learn from the past



the shaping of
the mormon mind
in new england and new york

marvin S hill

recent students of mormonism have tended to discount
or dismiss the influence of the church s sojourn in new
england and western new york on the development of mor-
mon thought within the last decade two scholars have placed
major emphasis on what occurred in kirtland or afterward as
determinative in molding the mormon mind 1 one of them
summarized that almost all of mormonism developed after
1830 in the midwest its economics theology and social ar-
rangementsrangements 2 it is my contention that during its eastern 3

phase mormonism assumed its essential orientation in ideas
and institutions the eastern interval was in other words
formulativeformula tive and any student who loses sight of this fact
ignores the continuity which clearly exists in early mormon
thought

dr hill is assistant professor of history at brigham young university he
completed his doctorate in american intellectual history at the university of
chicago in 1968

see R kent fielding the growth of the mormon church in kirtland
ohio unpublished phd dissertation dept of history indiana university
1957 ppap 134152134 152 fielding suggested that there was a new direction of
doctrine in ohio but he did not make the point as emphatically as does
mario S depillis in the quest for religious authority and the rise of
mormonism dialogue A journal of mormon thought vol 1 march 1966
ppap 688868 88

2thisathishis was depillis reiteration of his previous viewpoint see social
sources of mormonism church history vol 37 march 1968 p 60

13I do not wish at this time to examine the ramifications of depillis quarrel
with whitney R cross on the applicability of turner s frontier thesis to the
riserise of mormonism my purpose is to counter fielding s and depillis argument
that what was most characteristically mormon emerged only after they left
western new york for consideration of the depillis cross disagreement see
depillis church history vol 37 ppap 507950 79 and whitney R cross the
burned over district ithaca 1950 ppap 5510955 109 138150138 150

351551
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that early mormonism had a primitive gospel orienta-
tion has long been recognized this fact was first discerned
by alexander campbell who saw the emergence of mormon-
ism as a gross satanic imitation of his restorationist move-
ment 4 it was claimed by some campbellitesCampbel lites 5 and by some
scholars 6 that the restorationist elements in mormonism were
introduced by the ex campbellite sidney rigdon who after
quarreling with other restorationists purloined the book of
mormon from solomon spaulding and induced joseph smith
to present it to the world as a divinely inspired work without
adequate factual foundation 7 this interpretation is given little
credence by most students 8 but the matter of the primitive
gospel facets in mormon thought must still be considered
recently mario depillis has affirmed that all the primitivists
including the mormonscormons were searching for an authoritarian
church to assuage a disturbing insecurity engendered by nine-
teenth century sectarian conflict 9 while there may be some
truth in this depillis has conceived primitivism too narrowly
and has thus ignored many ramifications of mormon thought
he has overlooked the fact that primitivism had eastern as
well as western manifestations and has thereby neglected the
eastern roots of the mormon mind in truth the primitivist
movement was of national scope spilling well beyond the
limits of its institutionalization by the disciples of christ in-
cluding among its advocates those who formed other sects
and also many who became mormonscormonsMormons

alexander campbell the book of mormon reviewed and its divine
pretentionspretensions exposed gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph march 15 1831 ppap 121 2

campbell eventually discarded his theory of joseph smith s authorship of
the book of mormon which he advocated in the above work and accepted the
rigdon spaulding theory see the millennial Harharbingerhinger vol 6 december
1856 p 698 compare amos S hayden early history of the disciples in the
western reserve cincinnati 1876 ppap 209215209 215

see william alexander linn the story of the cormonsmormons new york
1963 ppap 646564 65 and george arbaugh revelation in mormonism chicago
1932 pp9ppa 9 12

17I have examined the theory at length and demonstrated its weaknesses in
my role of christian primitivism in the origin and development of the mor-
mon kingdom 183018441830 1844 unpublished phd dissertation dept of history
university of chicago 1968 ppap 929792 97 basically the thesis is untenable be-
cause none of the witnesses ever affirmed that there were two copies of the
same manuscript but E D howe assumed that there were once he learned that
the manuscript written by solomon spaulding had only a small resemblance to
the book of mormon

george arbaugh still holds to it see his gods sex and saints urbana
1957 p 11

dialogue vol 1 ppap 688868 88
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there was in the early nineteenth century a persistent ten-
dency among sectarian minded americans to look back upon
the early years of christianity as formative for their institu-
tions and to ignore the intervening years of christian history 10

thus the movement which greatly influenced the character
of mormon thought got underway between the end of the
american revolution and the beginning of the jacksonian
period a time when the american churches reorganized on
the basis of persuasion rather than coercion and were
alarmed by a developing rationalistic thought which they
termed infidel 11 the old line churches launched a gigantic
crusade against the infidel which took the form of organized
revivals preaching prayers and voluminous published propa-
ganda 12 but the campaign partly backfiredback fired for many of the
unchurched and some within the churches saw the crusade as
menacing their antimission reaction helped to launch the
primitive gospel movement on a nationwide scale 13

GOSPEL primitivism widespread

the primitive gospel movement emerged independently in
new england the south and the west among a variety of
groups usually each group was led by a layman or a man
with limited clerical training who was influenced by a strong
anticlerical bias and who sought to break down any distinction
between clergy and laity in the church 14 these groups took

see kenneth scott latourette history of the expansion of christianity
vol 4 the great century AD 1800 AD 1914 new york 1941 p
428 and compare sidney E mead denominationalism the shape of prot-
estantism in america church history vol 23 december 1954 ppap
295299295 299

see sidney E mead from coercion to persuasion another look at the
rise of religious liberty and the emergence of denominationalism church
history vol 25 december 1956 ppap 317337317 337

see charles roy keller the second great awakening in connecticut
new haven 1942 p 220 and david ludlum social ferment inin vermont

179118501791 1850 new york 1939 ppap 405340 53 and compare cross ppap 145114 51

B cecil lambert the rise of the antimissionanti mission baptists sources and
doctrines 180018401800 1840 unpublished phd dissertation dept of humanities
university of chicago 1957 ppap 6741067 410 two leaders of primitivism in new
england were abner jones and elias smith lambert describes their efforts in
detail but see the memoir of elder ahnerabner jones byhy his son AD jones

boston 1842 and the life conversion preaching travels and sufferings
of elias smith portsmouth 1816

alexander campbell utterly denied the propriety of the distinction be-
tween clergy and laity campbell had not been formally ordained see james
deforest murch christians only cincinnati 1962 ppap 72 116
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flight from the existing old line churches they saw them as
corrupt and apostate in nature and affirmed the necessity of
a restoration of the primitive faith and order 15 each group
was stirred by the revivals which swept the nation during the
second great awakening yet reacted strongly against the
sectarian conflict which developed in their wake stressing the
need for lasting christian unity 16 they each manifested a
cautious biblical authoritarianiauthoritarianism17authoritarianismauthoritariani sm1717 and a tendency to reject
the calvinistic doctrine of election and affirm man s free will 18

in addition they shared a decidedly millennialist perspective
toward the unfolding events of the day 19

all of these attitudes were apparent in mormonism before
the exodus from new york actually some of them were firm-
ly lodged in the minds of the smiths prior to their leaving
new england and were carried into new york and nourished
there until they became incorporated into the new gospel 020o

lucy mack smith the prophet s mother details in her history
how she affiliated in new england with several religious
groups including the presbyteriansPresbyterians and methodists 221 but

1515ibidibid ppap 6713767 137
william garrett west burton W stone early american advocate of

christian unity nashville 1954 ppap 161 6 and murch ppap 109121109 121
for evidence of dependence which primitivists placed on bible authority

see murch christians only ppap 454745 47 72 87 89 and 1I daniel rupp comp
an original history of the religious denominations at present existing in the
united staresslatesstatesstutesszares philadelphia 1844 ppap 166 251 257 264 520521520 521 731

see william warren sweet religion in the development of american
culture 176518401765 1840 new york 1952 ppap 193198193 198 203206203 206 216233216 233 and
comparecompare rupp original history above

for examples of millennialism among the christian primitivists see elias
smith sermons containing an illustration of the prophecies to be accomplished
from the present time until the new heavens and earth are created when
all the prophecies will behe fulfilled exeter 1808 p 87 also elias smith and
abner jones hymns original and selected for the use of christians phila-
delphia 1812 ppap 35 49 james okelly hymns and spiritual songs designed
for the use of christians raleigh NC 1816 p 110 and p 12 at the back
of the book barton W stone millennium the christian messenger vol 4
june 1830 ppap 164166164 166 and the millennial harbinger vol 1 1830 ppap

181 8 535853 58 145147145 147 311313311 313 364365364 365 373375373 375 504508504 508
depillis ignores this fact thereby giving undue emphasis to the influence

of the west on the mormonscormonsMormons he fails to explain why if mormonism was a
11 continuing quest for religious authority as he says the quest could not have
begun in new england and been carried into new york thus it seems that his
notions about mormonism beginning in ohio are contradicted by his argument
that its primitivism began in new york compare his ambiguity in dialogue
vol 1 p 76 and in church history vol 37 ppap 55 60 62 777877 78

lucy mack smith history of joseph smith by his mother salt lake city
1954 ppap 353635 36 43 48 this volume was edited with notes by preston nibley
and although a few parts of lucy s original history have been altered it is suffi-
ciently faithful to the original for my purposes here
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found this experience frustrating and concluded that no exist-
ing church would give her life and salvation while stillstilt in
vermont she decided that

there was not then upon the earth the religion which I1 sought
I1 therefore determined to examine my bible and taking jesus
and his disciples for my guide I1 endeavored to obtain from
god that which man could neither give nor take away 22

lucy indicates that her husband shared this primitivist out-
look and in 1811 after becoming excited on the subject of
religion he vowed that he would join no church but contend
for the ancient order as established by our lord and savior
jesus christ and his apostles 22112122323

father smith may have absorbed some of his anti institu
tionaldional ideas from his own father asael who refused to join
any of the churches during his lifetime because he could not
reconcile their teachings with the scriptures 224 he wrote to his
children that they should give some thought to whether re-
ligion consists in outward formalities or in the hidden man of
the heartheart2525 and made it clear that he considered the latter
choice preferable

with such a background it was quite natural for young
joseph smith to acquire a primitivist attitude his mother re-
lates that shortly after the death of her son alvin 1823 or
1824 226 a missionary preaching a form of primitive christianity
attempted to unite the churches of the area into one mind
and heart she was attracted to the group and was inclined
to join them but joseph jr said he would attend none of their
meetings 1 I can take my bible he said and go into the
woods and learn more in two hours than you can learn at
meeting in two years if you should go all the time 27 he
insisted that the leader of the unity movement had no genuine
sympathy for the poor in his midst and that he would exploit
them for his own proprofitfit 228 thus joseph had already developed
a deep concern for the social wellbeingwell being of the poor and this

22ibid p 36
2ibidbibidibid p 46
amary2marymary audentia anderson ancestry and posterity of joseph smith and

emma hale independence mo 1929 p 60
25ihidibid ppap 626362 63
there2thereothere is some disagreement as to the exact year of alvin s death

271L M smith p 90
281fidibid281hidhid ppap 90919091goglao909o 91
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may have discouraged his joining the main stream of the
primitive gospel movement

not only had the smith family acquired their primitivist
outlook in the east but so also had many of the earliest
converts to the faith among those who were primitivists be-
fore coming into contact with mormonism were newell and
joseph knight orson pratt lorenzo dow young and others
in the young family wilford woodruff and laban morrill

newell knight youthful friend of joseph smith in chenanchanan
go county new york was convinced as a young man that
there had been an apostasy from the true church and that a
restoration was needed his father joseph knight also a con-
vert to mormonism had been a universalist in doctrine but
had refused to join any religious sect 29 orson pratt reared in
new york was taught by his father to venerate jesus
christ and his prophets and apostles as well as the scrip-
tures written by them but was told to use caution in accept-
ing any denomination in the so called christian world his
father denounced the hireling clergy and would join no
church orson also refused to unite with any denomination
until he became a mormon being converted only after his
brother parley once a campbellite preacher brought news of
the new dispensation given to joseph smith 30

most of the young family including brigham and phineas
had been reformed methodists and were taught baptism by
immersion and the principle of faith healing in that splinter
denomination 31 phineas indicated that he practiced the laying
on of hands prior to becoming a mormon 32 another brother
lorenzo dow however refused to join any church not be-
lieving that any of the sects walked up to the precepts con-
tained in the bible 33

21 part of newell knights journal appears in scraps of biography tenth
book of the faith promoting series salt lake city 1883 ppap 474847 48

parley P pratt ed autobiography of parley parker pratt ath5th ed salt
lake city 1961 ppap 19 43

see phineas young s account in the history of brigham young the
millennial star vol 25 may 1863 p 327 and compare reverend wesley
bailey s sketch of the primitivist beliefs of the reformed methodists in rupp
original history ppap 466474466 474

32ibid p 327
millennial star vol 25 june 27 1863 ppap 406407406 407 and lorenzo dow

young s narrative sixth book of the faith promoting series salt lake city
1882 ppap 313331 33
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wilford woodruff converted in rhode island in 1833
had not previously belonged to any church because he could
not find any denomination whose doctrines faith and practice
agreed with the gospel of jesus christ or the ordinances and
gifts which the apostles taught As a young man he had been
greatly influenced by robert mason the old prophet who
preached that there must be a restoration of primitive chris-
tianityti 34

laban morrill who was converted in 1833 in vermont and
later went to utah had been a typical primitive seeker he
wrote in his autobiography that his allegiance had been

sought after by different religious sects but I1 felt that there
was a great opposition among the different religions of the
day and the members and advocates of each claiming their
own as the true church I1 felt that if one of the many sects
was right the others must all be wrong for I1 believed that
there should be but one faith and one baptism and one lord 35

it was as depillis has argued the antisectarianantisectarian ideals of
the mormonscormons which attracted them to a movement which ad-
vocated one true authoritative church sc but there had devel-
oped among them other primitivist attitudes which exerted
much influence in shaping their outlook there is evidence
that prior to leaving new york the mormonscormons had consolidated
their primitivist views into a fairly consistent pattern they
were like others with their predisposition rigorous biblicists
hostile toward revivals and missionary societies and ardent
advocates of religious unity they lamented the spread of in-
fidelity or natural religion believing that its proliferation
would undermine christian faith they were already firmly

millennial star vol 27 march 25 1865 p 182 and wilford wood-
ruff leaves from my journal third book of the faith promoting series

salt lake city 1881 ppap 131 3

life of laban morrill written by his grandson with quotations from
his autobiography ppap 909190 91 A typewritten copy of this journal dated 1946
is in the brigham young university library others who joined the church in
the east soon after its organization and held primitive gospel beliefs were daniel
tyler joseph holbrook amasa M lyman and heber C kimball see tylerseylers

incidence of experience tenth book of the faith promoting series salt lake
city 1883 ppap 222322 23 life of joseph holbrook 180618711806 1871 typewritten
manuscript brigham young university library 1942 ppap 111211 12 182018 20 25
albert R lyman amasa mason lyman vol I1 of the history of the amasa
mason lyman family delta ut 1957 ppap 11 131413 14 and orson F whitney
life of heber C kimball salt lake city 1888 ppap 182018 20 303430 34

depillis dialogue vol 1 ppap 688868 88
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committed to a lay priesthood and had discarded calvinistic
election for the principal of man s free will and individual
merit they had become firmly committed to the ideal of
continuing revelation not conceiving it as did other primitivists
as a gradual unfolding of hidden bible truths but as additional
word of god made known to their prophet via this means
their theology and church organization were well launched
before 1831 like other primitivists they were dedicated mil
lennialistslennialists but they made more of the doctrine than most
announcing the principle of the gathering and the building of
the new jerusalem somewhere in the great west

CONCEPT OF A KINGDOM

in addition there is evidence that in new york they were
already committed to the idea of an earthly political kingdom
where the saints would reign and prior to their departure
they planned to establish a communitarian experiment which
would sustain the kingdom of god economically 37 early in the
new york period they were convinced that they were a chosen
people that it was their calling to preach salvation to a per-
verse generation who must accept their gospel message or suf-
fer impending destruction As one would expect non mormonscormons
did not take kindly to the idea that they were prophetic baby-
lon and doomed and that the new revelation would force them
to set their own gospel views aside their reaction brought
verbal abuse and eventual persecution which only made the
saints more secretive and more exclusive in their relations
with their neighbors thus but few of the basic attitudes or
institutions which set the saints apart from the gentiles in

ohio missouri and illinois were lacking in 1831 what came
afterward were variations on some well established themes

the mormon allegiance to the bible was affirmed in the
book of mormon where nephi was told that when the hebrew
scripture

depillis erroneously concludes that communitarianismcomm unitarianism entered the as yet
inchoate religion as a result of campbellite and shaker influences smith encoun-
tered when he fled westward to kirtland church history vol 37 p 60 in
fact joseph smith did not have to leave new york to encounter shaker and
other communitarian influence the groveland society of shakers was located
at sodus and a jemima wilkinson experiment was found at pennyonpennionPen nYon both
within thirty miles of manchester
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proceeded forth from the mouth of a jew it contained the
plainness of the gospel of the lord of whom the twelve
apostles bear record and they bear record according to the
truth which is the lamb of god 38

but like alexander campbell the mormonscormons held that some
of the truths of the gospel had been lost through erroneous
translation the book of mormon declared that when the
bible passed through the hands of the great and abominable
church many plain and precious things were lostjost 3039 in 1832
the reverend B pixley a baptist minister who observed the
mormonscormons closely in missouri noted that in their estimation

the gospels are so mutilated and altered as to convey
little of the instruction which they should convey hence we
are told a new revelation is to be sought is to be expected
indeed isis coming forthwith 40

so nephi wrote in the book of mormon that when the ameri-
can scripture would be revealed it would make known the

plain and precious things which have been taken away from
the bible 441 thus the latter day saints saw their new revela-
tion as support for the ancient faith and considered that any
innovations would but constitute a restoration of what had
been lost B pixley thought he sensed some incongruity in this
position when he commented that our present bible is to be
altered and restored to its primitive purity 42

when the elders first came to ohio john corrill noticed
that they placed extra stress on the old testament he said
that the saints

believe as firmly inin the scriptures of the old testament as
any other people they look upon their new revelations as
bringing about the fulfillment of the bible 43

it was this heavy dependence upon the old testament and
the belief that through modern revelation all things must
be restored before the coming of the millennium which would
provide the mormonscormons with scriptural justification when they

38 i nephi 1324
bidibid vs 26
quoted in william mulder and A russell mortensen among the cormonsmormons

new york 1958 p 74
i1 nephi 1340

12mumulderiderlder and mortensen among the cormonsmormonsMor mons p 74
john corrill A brief history of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints including their doctrine and discipline st louis 1839 p 14
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began the practice of plural marriage in ohio 44 but in new
york before polygamy was introduced the non mormonscormons al-
ready feared the implications of extra biblical revelation and
bitter opposition arose 45 the effect upon the mormonscormons was to
promote a closer cohesiveness among them 46

there can be little doubt that a strong antirevivalismrevivalismanti and
antimissionismantimissionism which prevailed among the saints developed
in western new york where the burned over district was
singed with the exortationsexhortations of missionaries for a wide variety
of causes 47 W W phelps an ex anti mason who had left
new york to join the saints commented in the evening and
morning star that

As to so many appendaged societies to the gospel we must
say that neither the savior nor his apostles nor the scrip-
tures have taught any thing more necessary than to repent
and believe on the lord jesus camp meetings and pro-
tracted meetings like the wind that blows before a storm
seem to increase as the judgments of the almighty are sent
forth to purify the world 48148411

reverend pixley had noted the saints would have no fellow-
ship for temperance societies bible societies tract societies or

14thethe saints quoted acts 31951921319215195 192119 21 to the effect that there must be a restitution
of allail1.1 1 things including polygamy prior to the second coming of christ john
benson among others made this point inin his letter of february 17 1844 located
in the richards family correspondence at southern illinois university com-
pare evening and morning star vol 2 february 1834 p 265 and the
messenger and advocate vol 1 may 1835 p 117 that the practice began
in ohio and not illinois isis evidenced by the testimony of benjamin F johnson
benjamin winchester and john whitmer see an interesting letter from
patriarch benjamin F johnson to elder george S gibbs inin a typewritten
manuscript at the brigham young university library and compare charles L
woodward the first half century of mormonism p 195 this isis an unpub-
lished collection of material including winchester s reminiscences located inin
the new york public library see also book of john whitmer p 40 a typed
manuscript inin the church historlhistorianhistoryan s office salt lake city

L M smith history of joseph smith ppap 105 108109108 109 143145143 145 156
176 179180179 180 also joseph smith history of the chuichchurch of jesus christ of latter
day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city 1948 vol 1 p 88 cited
hereafter as dhoDHQDHC and compare the evangelical magazine and gospel advo-
cate vol 2 april 1831 robert baird nineteenth century champion of
evangelical christchristianityanity defined the orthodoxedorthodoxorthodoxesed as those whose religion isis the
bible the whole bible and nothing but the bible he categorized the mor
mons among the unevangehcalsunevangelicalsunevangelicalsais due to their extra biblical revelation see
robert baird religion inin america new york 1845 p 288

see A book of commandments for the government of the church of
christ zion 1833 p 61 here inin new york as a result of this persecution
the members were commanded to gather together into closer proximity

see cross burned over district ppap 3513 51
signs of the times the evening and morning star vol I11 october

1832 p61p6pa
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sunday school societies 49 while oliver cowdery a new york
convert later remarked

in vain will the gentiles of this generation attempt to reform
themselves or others or to obtain what they have lost
certain the present gentile world with all its parties sects
denominations reformations revivals of religion societies
and associations are devoted to destruction 50

the saints disparaged the revivals because of the sectarian
bitterness and hostility which seemed to come in their wake
william smith the prophet s brother related how the 1820
revival had sharply divided the community and left the con-
vert in a state of confusion 51 but mormon rejection of revival-
ism put them out of step with the dominant evangelical pro-
testantste who considered support for revivalism and the mis-
sionary societies as fundamental among all true christians 5212

like other primitivists the mormonscormons desired unity the
lord told them in new york to be one and if ye are not one
ye are not mine 1553 this quest for religious unity was central
to mormonism as I1 have demonstrated elsewhere 55 but where
the campbellitesCampbel lites initially had some hopes for interdenomina-
tional unification 56 the saints condemned the other churches
and sought unity within the resulting effects upon the mor-
mon mind were profound and reached far beyond the borders
of western new york 57

mulder and mortensen among the cormonsmormonsMor mons p 74
messenger and advocate vol 1 december 1834 p 39 cowdery was

the editor of the advocate robert baird saw the missionary tract and other
reform societies as evidence of the great worth of the voluntary principle the
separation of church and state in the united states see baird religion in amer-
ica ppap 166173166 173

william smith on mormonism lamoni iowa 1883 p 7 and compare
william smiths statement to E C briggs deseret evening news january 20
1894 p 11

robert baird praised revivalism observing that it cannot be disputed that
our truly zealous intelligent and devoted christians whatever be their denom-
ination not only believe in the reality of revivals but consider that when
wisely promoted they are the greatest and most desirable blessings that can be
bestowed upon the churches he included among those who opposed them the
openly wicked and profane and those like the roman catholics and unitarians
whose christianity is greatly marred with errors and heresiesheresies see baird

religions inin america p 214

book of commandments ppap 828382 83 compare also 2 nephi 312
cancelled
hill christian primitivism ppap 122301122 301

west barton W stone ppap 110131110 131

hill christian primitivism ppap 122163122 163 172176172 176 180 184301184 301
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As with the other primitivists fear of infidelity weighed
heavily upon mormon thoughts the book of mormon re-
peated the warning continuously that a nation that denied the
faith and would not honor and serve thelordthefordthe lord was doomed to
destruction 58 the lord affirmed in an early revelation that
the ancient american scripture was intended to prove to the
world that the holy scriptures are true and also that god
doth inspire men and call them to his holy work in these
last days as well as in days of old 59

in three early issues of the evening and morning star
W W phelps discoursed on the inadequacies of natural re-
ligion his avowed intention was to

prove that revealed religion hath advantages infinitely su-
perior to natural religion that the greatest geniuses are in-
capable of discovering by their own reason all the truths
necessary to salvation 60

phelps lamented under pretense that natural science bathkathhath
made greater progress revelation is despised 61 and argued
at length that under the aegis of revealed religion it would
be easier to account for such sticky philosophical problems as
the source of misfortune and evil in the world 62 it may well
be that in formulating an hostile attitude toward eighteenth
century rationalist thought the early mormonscormons prepared the
way for some of the conflict between reason and revelation
which according to odea troubles the church in the twen-
tieth century 63

the mormonscormons were committed to a lay priesthood from
the beginning of their movement 64 while there is some lack

see for example 2 nephi 1730173043175043175045177503175017304343 mosiah 263 moroni 73738737 38 and
91122911 22 helaman 1615231615 23 and notice the example made of infidel korihorKorihor
inin alma 30

book of commandments p 48 compare joseph smith doctrine and
covenants of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
1921 sec 21 vs 11 which has been altered slightly

see comparison between heathenism and christianity the evening and
morning star vol 1 september 1832 p 414

laidibid
12see the issues from september through november 1832 compare also

lorenzo dow young s recollections of the jolting impact which his reading of
voltaire and tom paine had on his religious faith also notice his warning to
youth to shun these works inin sixth book of the faith promoting series
ppap 252625 26

thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago 1957 ppap 222257222 257
see wesley P lloyd the rise and development of lay leadership inin

the latter day saints movement unpublished ph D dissertation divinity
school university of chicago 1937
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of evidence that all the ramifications of priesthood theory and
organization had been worked out this early 63 the principle
of priesthood authority had been affirmed 66 and a functioning
organization was set up with joseph smith s right to preside as
1 1 prophet and seer firmly established 67 lesser officers includ-
ing priests teachers and elders were also called to supervise
the activities of the local branches 68 before the new york
exodus it was revealed that the twelve apostles would be
appointed to direct the missionary effort 69 and it was made
known that a bishop and others would be called to manage the
law of consecration 770 the distinctions between the aaronic
and melchizedek priesthoodspriesthoods which evolved in kirtland and
the increasing sophistication of offices and functions which
developed there did not alter the authoritarian nature of the
organization nor its primitive gospel principle of lay leader-
ship

just as the other restorationionists participated in the
revolt against calvinism so the mormon view of man was

in a state of flux 771 the prophet helaman lamented in the
book of mormon

the question of the evolution of priesthood concept and organization in
the early church is a different one I1 have discussed the pros and cons of field-
ing s view that the melchizedek priesthood was not conceived nor conferred until
1831 in role of christian primitivism ppap 110112110 112 compare fielding mor-
mon church in kirtland ppap 111113111 113

eber D howe mentions this claim by oliver cowdery when he first came
to ohio in gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph november 16 1830 p 3 cowdery proclaimed
that until smith s time the ordinances of the gospel have not been regularly
administered howe noted that many who had already been baptized by other
denominations were immersed into the new order of things and noted in a
later issue that cowdery affirmed that only he and his associates were author-
ized to administer gospel ordinances see december 7 1830 p 3

book of commandments ppap 37 454645 46 515451 54 677067 70 838483 84 josephs
authority was completely established only after the incident with hiram page
see especially ppap 456745 67

ibid ppap 515451 54

ibid p 37

ibid ppap 838483 84

depillis comments in dialogue vol 1 p 87 that theologically joseph
smiths moral and physical departure from new england may be summed up in
the second and tenth articles of faith which were not formulated until 1841
article two explicitly rejected the old puritan maxim in adams fall we sinned
all but as I1 shall show the mormonscormons rejected the calvinistic conception of
the total depravity of man with the publishing of the book of mormon further-
more the new englanders were rejecting it too en masse so that joseph smith
hardly departed from them in this way for evidence of this see sweet ppap
190210190 210 also see sidney E meads biography of a key congregationalist in
new england nathaniel williamWilllainiain taylor chicago 1942
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how foolish and how vainvalnvainvaln and how evil and devilish and
how quick to do iniquity and how slow to do good are the
children of men 0 how great is the nothingness of the
children of men yea even they are less than the dust of the
earth 72

in accordance with this pessimistic view in the mormon scrip-
ture man s salvation must come through grace jacob admon-
ishes his brethren to reconcile yourselves to the will of
god and remember that after you are reconciled unto
god that it is only in and through the grace of god that ye
are saved 7371

but despite this apparent calvinistic conception of grace
the scripture indicates that man is capable of faith and re-
pentancepentance and has within himself the will to believe 74 As a

result man will be rewarded according to his works 7571 in a
revelation which came soon after the book of mormon was
translated the saints were informed that there was no such
thing as endless punishment that endless punishment was
merely god s punishment since endless is his name 76 this is a

position close to that of the universalists who had long before
rejected calvinistic determinism 77 thus in 1830 the mormon
view of man and salvation was moving toward arminianism 7871

this liberalization of mormon thought was critical for the de-

velopment of later doctrines such as man s potential divinity
within two years after leaving new york the prophet had

helaman 124 7
2 nephi 1024
alma 3227 alma exhorts the unbelievers if ye will awake and arouse

your faculties even exercise a particle of faith yea even if ye can no more
than desire to believe let this desire work in you

115 I1 nephi 1533 the concept of the three degrees of glory was but a
logical result of the belief in salvation by works since as the mormonscormons argued
men obviously did not produce good works on any kind of equal basis the
revelation on the three degrees of glory section 76 of the doctrine and cove-
nants came in february 1832 in ohio not in illinois as depillis seems to
imply see dialogue vol 1 p 87 for some erroneous estimates as to when
certain doctrines were taught

book of commandments p 40 this revelation came in march 1830
see argument against the doctrine of endless punishment in wood-

bury M fernald universalism against partialism boston 1840 ppap 2812 81
199 201 notice also the argument of a universalist missionary that if men
are to be judged by their workstheyworks they cannot receive a similar salvation in S R
smith historical sketches and incidents illustrative of the establishment and
progress of universalism in the state of new york buffalo 1843 ppap 676867 68

1I would thus agree with thomas F odea that the general tone of the
book of mormon is arminian but believe he fails to note remnants of calvinism
that remain see odea the cormonsmormonsMor mons ppap 282928 29 and compare hill christian
primitivism ppap 103104103 104
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taken the next step by teaching that the essential intelligence
in man was not created but was coexistent with god 7971

depillis argues that mormonism took form in the west
since one hundred revelations in the doctrydoctrldoctrinene and covenants
came after 1830 but the prophet did not leave new york
until the end of january 18311851183180 by which time forty of a total
of one hundred thirty three revelations had been received 81

many of these were of basic importance in launching the new
church including such topics as the coming forth of the book
of mormon 8212 the impending millennium the gathering the
calling of the twelve apostles and other officers church organi-
zation and government requirements for church membership
missionary work and the advisability of moving west to estab-
lish zion 83

the doctrine of the gathering one of mormonism s most
influential 84 was revealed in new york while that of the
kingdom of god had begun to take form the lord declared
in october that even so will I1 gather mine elect from the four
quarters of the earth 85 and in january 1831 he said

and this shall be my covenant with you ye shall have it a
land flowing with milk and honey for the land of your in-
heritance and for the inheritance of your children forever
while the earth shall stand and ye shall possess it again in
eternity no more to pass away

doctrine and covenants sec 93 vs 29 1921 this revelation came in
may 1833 it may be that the changing view of man had some effect upon the
mormon doctrine of deity which seems also to have been undergoing some alter-
ation in the mid 1830s see hill christian primitivism ppap 103104103 104
153155153 155

DHC vol 1 p 145
doctrine and covenants 1921

12depillis in dialogue vol 1 ppap 788078 80 underestimates the importance of
the book of mormon to the early converts by ignoring the primitive gospel
themes within it see hill christian primitivism ppap 100108100 108 for exposition
of these notice further how some of the most important leaders like parley P
pratt brigham young and other members of his family and orson spencer
considered this scripture decisive in effecting their conversions parley pratt said
that the volume was the principal means inin the hands of god of ddirecting the
entire course of my future life see pratt autobiography p 37 the history
of brigham young millennial star vol 25 june 6 1863 ppap 360361360 361
journal of discourses reports of addresses by brigham young and others

liverpool and london 1856 vol 4 p 77 and orson spencer letters ex-
hibitinghi the most prominent doctrines of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city 1889 p 11

book of commandments ppap 4174 17 193919 39 455545 55 606860 68 717571 75 80848084808880 84
william mulder mormonism s gathering an american doctrine with

a difference church history vol 23 september 1954 ppap 248264248 264
book of commandments p 73
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there the saints would be governed by the law of the lord
but verily I1 say unto you that inin time ye shall have no king
nor ruler for I1 will be your king and watch over you
wherefore hear my voice and follow me and you shall be a
free people and ye shall have no laws but my laws when I1
come for I1 am your lawgiver and what can stay my hand ag8g116816

at the same time the lord made it known that he would
establish consecration as the law of the kingdom 87 it was not
spelled out until they reached ohio 88 but the saints were pre-
pared with the warning that then all these things shall be
gathered unto the bosom of the church 89 there isis evidence
which suggests that the law was actually introduced inin new
york for those who were financially able were required at this
time to share with the poor A resident of waterloo indicated
that

two of the most responsible Mormomormomtesmormonitesnites demurred to the
divine command requiring them to sell their property
and put into the common fund A requisition of twelve
hundred dollars inin cash it isis said was made upon these
gentlemen the lord having need of itligo90

an editor of the lockport balance inin niagara county noted
that the saints who passed through on the way west had to
convert their property to common stock 991

it may have been sidney rigdon who had already quar-
reled with alexander campbell on the necessity of introducing
a community of goods into the campbellite church 9212 who
encouraged the prophet to launch a similar experiment among
the mormonscormons when he visited him inin new york inin december
18501830 the first revelation on the subject did not come until

ibid ppap 8283828582 83
joseph smith told martin harrishamshagshagg inin february 1831 we have received the

laws of the kingdom since we came here the journal history of the church
february 22 1831 church historian s office salt lake city utah

book of commandments ppap 899689 96
89 89ibidibid p 84

palmyra reflectorReflectoi march 9 1831 p 116 compare leonard arrington
early mormon Commcommunitarianismcommunitananismunitarianism the law of consecration and stewardship

westernlV etternestern humanities review vol 7 autumn 1953 p 349 n 26
see philadelphia album june 18 1831 p 198 which reproduces a piece

from the lockport balance
hayden early history of the disciples ppap 208 298299298 299 compare also

mark F mckiernan the voice inin the wilderness sidney rigdon religious
reformer 1793187617931795 1876 ppap 37383758575837 38 this unpublished manuscript isis inin the posses
sion of J leonard arrington and based upon mckiernan s phdph D dissertation
finished at the university of kansas
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january after rigdon and smith had been together for a few
weeks 93 there is some chance smith had previously heard of
rigdon s communitarian family from the missionaries he
had sent to ohio in late october 94 but what evidence there is
makes it unlikely that rigdon had any decisive influence on
the prophet in this regard rather it isis more likely that rigdon
had been more fully converted to mormonism by a passage in
the book of mormon which indicated that the nephitesNephites fol-
lowing christ s american visit introduced a sharing of prop-
erty 9015 in fourth nephi it was recorded that they

had all things common among them therefore there were
not rich and poor bond and free but they were all made
free and partakerspartakers of the heavenly gift 95

that rigdon did not simply convert joseph smith to his
communitarian program is made clear by the fact that when
the prophet reached ohio rigdon s family was broken up
and the law of consecration which put more stress on indi-
vidual initiative was introduced 97 it is interesting and perhaps
significant that in vermont prior to the prophet s birth his
uncle jason mack had gathered together some thirty families
on a tract of land which he had purchased for the purpose of
assisting poor persons to the means of sustaining themselves
jason planned a work program for this group and helped them
toLO market what they produced 98 perhaps this enterprise had
some religious significance for jason himself was a faith heal-
er who practiced his art at least up to 18318351851855 5 99 thus it is not
inconceivable that joseph smith s interest in communitarianismcomm unitarianism

hayden says that rigdon went to new york about three weeks after his
conversion which came in late november hayden early history of the disciples
p 213

none of the letters if any are now extant it seems likely however as
leonard arrington has reminded me that men as literate as parley P pratt and
oliver cowdery would have reported back to joseph smith pratt indicates the
time of his and the others departure from new york see his autobiography
p 47

john rigdon sidney s son notes how carefully rigdon studied the book
of mormon before accepting it since communitarianismcommunitarianism was a major issue for
him at this time he could hardly have overlooked 4 nephi see lecture
written by john M ridgon on the early history of the mormon church
P 717 typewritten manuscript at the brigham young university library

M4 nephi vs 3 see also vssass 252625 26

there are many resources one could cite but see mckiernan voice in the
wilderness ppap 838683 86

L M smith history of joseph smith ppap 404140 41

ibid ppap 414241 42
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may have started in new england but it seems beyond ques-
tion that it had emerged in new york before rigdon s coming
amos hayden indicated such was the case for he wrote that
when the elders made their first converts in ohio among the
members of rigdon s family they were preaching new doc-
trines of having all things in common and of restoring
miracles to the world hayden said that the seventeen mem-
bers of the family all baptized before rigdon greeted the
doctrines with a ready welcome loo10000

according to sidney rigdon while the saints were still in
new york meeting in a log house twenty feet square

we began to talk about the kingdom of god as if we had the
whole world at our command we talked with great con-
fidencefi and talked big things we talked about the people
coming as doves to the windows that all nations should
flock into it that they should come bending to the standard
of jesus when god sets up a system of salvation he
sets up a system of government that shall rule over tem-
poral and spiritual affairs 101

rigdon s recollections are given support by the fact that
shortly after leaving new york martin harris warned that the
saints would soon have dominion over the earth

within four years there will not be one wicked person
left in the united states the righteous will be gathered to
zion and there will be no president over these united
states after that time
I1 do hereby assert and declare that in ffourour years from the
date thereof every sectarian and religious denomination in the
united states will be broken down and every christian shall
be gathered unto the mormonitesMormo nites and the rest of the human
race shall perish 102

nancy towles who visited the mormonscormons in ohio in sep-
tember 1831 only a few months after they fled from the east
reported that they believed that they would increase and
tread down all their enemies and bruise them beneath their
feet 103 and eber D howe noted that the saints planned an

hayden early history of the disciples p 211

the prophet june 8 1844 p 2 this mormon newspaper was published
in new york city

112eE D howe mormonism unavailedunvailed gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville 1834 p 14

nancy towles history of mormonism vicissitudes illustrated ports-
mouth NH 1833 p 153
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empire for themselves that would begin at kirtland and reach
all the way to the pacific ocean loi104

before their departure the mormonscormons admonished the inin-
habitants of new york to beware of the impending judg-
ments of god and warned that only those who would gather
to the promised land would be saved when the dreadful day
of the lord should comecomelo1115 it was this sense of destiny and
the foreboding sense of impending disaster for the rest of the
nation that preoccupied much of the mormon mind not only
inin these years but inin ohio missouri and illinois 10 but such
pronouncements angered the non mormonscormons who viewed the
saints as fanatics who warranted either their scorn or their
abuse 10 long before they left the state they were forced to
endure maltreatment persecution and some mobbing 108 which
only convinced them that indeed they were the chosen people
suffering once more the barbs and malevolence of the
wicked 109log

As the persecution mounted the saints reacted by becom-
ing more secretive and more exclusive they began to hold
secret meetings and according to rigdon kept some of their
boldest plans of the kingdom to themselves 110iioilo yet they felt
that they must warn the people of the proximity of the lord s

coming and the judgments soon to fall on the wicked lucy
mack smith reflected the forebodings of the saints inin a letter

howe mormonism unavailedunvailed ppap 110 145
sidney rigdon was particularly active inin this regard see palmyrapalmy a reflector

february 1 1831 p 95 and april 19 1830 p 130
hill christian primitivism ppap 70 7476 107108107 108 120 183 226227

281 299300299 300500
palmyra reflector february 1 1831 p 95 and aprilapri1 19 1830 p 130
see the palmyra reflector between 1830 and february 1831 for many

examples of bitter criticism see also the evangelical magazine and gospel addoadro
cate vol 2 april 9 1831 and DHC vol 6 p 393 for evidence of persecuperselu
tion

see DHC vol 1 ppap 9 18 4344454443 44 59 849484 94 979897 98
see rigdon s recollections inin the prophet june 8 1844 p 2 and notice

joseph smithssmiths comment that oliver cowdery gave the first public discourse inin
april 1830 DHC vol 1 p 81 compare the book of john whitmer
p 6 where whitmer indicates that unbelievers were excluded from the meetings
see the book of commandments ppap 95 110 where the mysteries were to be
kept secret and the saints were not to go inin debt to the gentiles unless com-
manded notice particularly that those who were guilty of robbery were to be
delivered up to the law of god not to the law of the land see p 102 in the
1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants the saints were told that they were
to honor the law of the land which isis constitutional which supports that prin-
ciple of freedom inin maintaining rights and privileges but so far as the laws
of men should go whatsoever isis more or less than these cometh of evil I1 the
lord god makethmabeth you free therefore ye are free indeed see ppap 216217216 217
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which she wrote in january to her brother solomon mack
and his family she warned that it would not be long before
the lord would make his appearance on the earth with the
hosts of heaven and that he would then take vengeance on
the wicked and they that know not god she said that a
searching of the old testament prophecies had revealed that
the lord would again set his hand to recover his chosen people
and that the work had already commenced with the publish-
ing of the book of mormon this scripture had opened the
eyes of the elect so that at last they might see the unfolding
events inin their true perspective she now realized that

the eyes of the whole world are blinded that the churches
have all become corrupted yea every church upon the face of
the earth that the gospel is nowhere to be preached

the reason for this apostasy among the churches is that their
adherents

are all lifted up in the pride of their hearts and think more
of adorning their fine sanctuaries than they do of the poor
and needy the priests are going about preaching for money
and teaching false doctrine and leading men down to de-
structionst by crying peace peace when the lord hath not
spoken it

mother smith urged her brother s family to ask themselves
whether the wisdom of men is sufficient under the circum-
stances fortunately the lord had not left his children unto
themselves but had reestablished his church as in the days of
the apostles and many were being added to it daily in ancient
times it was promised that signs would follow those who be-
lieved but such had not been so since then because none have
taught the true doctrine of christ at last the lord has made
a new covenant with his saints and they that know him will
gather in the west and await his coming 111iliiii

it was these prophetic expectations which motivated the
saints to build their kingdom in the west and to shun the
gentiles who were apostate babylon 112 these primitive
gospel ideals were acquired in new england nurtured in

lucy s letter written at waterloo new york january 6 1831 was pub-
lished in ben E rich scrapbook of mormon literature I1 chicago nd ppap
543545543 545

112 see orson pratt s use of the term to apply to the old line churches mes-
senger and advocate vol I11 march 1835 p 89
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new york and elaborated upon in ohio and illinois and
needed neither campbellite nor frontier influences to make
them definitive when the missionaries met with instant suc-
cess in ohio and brought new members into the church by
the hundreds it was not due to any doctrinal innovations but
to the same primitive gospel message which they had been
preaching in new york 113 the mormon stress upon new reve-
lation miracles and millennium attracted the ohio novitiates
and their conversionconversion was made sure by the fact that the new
gospel seemed to be consistent with the bible 114 to maintain
that there was nothing characteristically mormon in the mes-
sage at this time is untenable even as late as 1838 the mis-
sionariessionaries had not altered the message substantially 1155 and
when innovations did come at home the missionaries often
avoided broadcasting them 110liollo most of what depillis considers

see fielding mormon church in kirtland p 34 corrill A brief
history ppap 8 10 14 and lucy mack smith s letter cited in rich scrapbook of
mormon literature p 545 lucy notes that within a few weeks in ohio three
hundred converts came into the church this sensational growth continuing in
1830 and 1831 is acknowledged by E D howe in the gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph
february 15 1831 p 3

see corrill A brief history ppap 8148 14
notice that the message taken to england in 1837 by heber C kimball

and orson hyde was a prophetic one and it brought converts into the church
by the thousands see kimball s account of his work and his message president
heber C kimball s journal seventh book of the faith promoting series salt
lake city 1882 ppap 10 12 181918 19 212321 23 313231 32 34 434443 44 many conversions
and baptisms were almost immediate hence there was no time to elaborate
on doctrine the earliest pamphlets by those opposed to mormonism s spread
in england criticized their claims to authority the book of mormon joseph
smith s reputation and the mormon war in missouri but not doctrinal mysteries
see richard livesey an exposure of mormonism being a statement of facts
relating to the self styled latter day saints preston england 1838 and
the imposture unmasked or a complete exposure of the mormon fraud 2ndand
ed isle of man 1841 for an idea of how heavily the mormonscormons relied on
primitivism at home as well as abroad see pratt autobiography ppap 818281 82 85
89 140156140 156 168 As late as 1845 and 1846 there was still a strong primitive
gospel emphasis in the missionary periodical the millennial star see vol 6 ppap
15 303630 36 454645 46 62 657065 70 105106105 106 113119113 119 140142140 142 167168167 168 and vol 7
ppap 252625 26 606160 61 676967 69 much of vol 7 deals with the exodus from nauvoo

thus sarah scott who later became a strangitestrengiteStrangite following joseph smith s
death told her parents frankly that since they lived in the east and not in nau-
voo they actually knew little concerning the church sarah insisted that despite
what might be said the mormonscormons were teaching a plurality of gods and of living
wives the elders she indicated were positively instructed to deny these things
hyrum smsmithith clearly stated the church polmpolipolicycy when he told the elders of china
creek that an elder has no business to undertake to preach mysteries in any part
of the world and went on to inform them that they should preach faith in
the lord jesus christ repentance and baptism for the remission of sins the
laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost teaching the necessity of strict
obedience unto these principles reasoning out the scriptures such doctrines as

the making of gods and that a man having a certain priesthood may have
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the higher and more complex doctrines of mormonism 117

were either introduced prior to nauvoo or else taught only to a
comparative few 118 only the doctrine of baptism for the dead
was openly preached in england a doctrine which could be
defended by citing the new testament 119ilg there is no evidence
that these doctrinal innovations were indispensable to the rapid
spread of mormonism and they cannot be considered deter-
minativeminative of its early success

as many wives as he pleases were not to be taught and anyone who did might
lose his license compare sarah scott s observations in mulder and mortensen
among the cormonsmormonsMor mons ppap 130 143144143 144 and hyrum smith s in the times and
seasons vol 5 march 15 1844 p 474 notice also that joseph smith in
his wentworth letter made no mention of any new doctrines neither did orson
pratt in his listing of mormon principles see the wentworth letter in DHC
vol 4 ppap 535541535 541 and 0 pratt interesting account of several remarkable
visions new york 1841 ppap 5325 32

dialogue vol 1 p 87
118the vision of the three degrees of glory came in kirtland in february

1832 and the most significant ramifications of the kingdom of god had been
worked out by 1838 the millennial emphasis began in new york while the
idea of many gods was certainly developing by 1835 the concept of the im-
mortality of matter was formed in nauvoo by 1843 but the mormon leaders
had been reading thomas dick s philosophy of a future state brookfield mass
1830 which suggested such ideas in the middle 1830s plural marriage was not
taught to most of the saints until 1846 on the early kingdom see hill chris-
tian primitivism ppap 727972 79 184227184 227 and messenger and advocate vol 3

november 1836 p 423 for evidence of mormon awareness of thomas dicks
ideas the reminiscences of mrs F D richards san francisco 1880 p 19
provides evidence that knowledge of polygamy was not widespread among the
saints until they fled from illinois this recollection by mrs richards is in the
bancroft library berkeley california

see baptism for the dead millennial star vol 3 august 1842 ppap
545754 57



circumstantial confirmation
of the first vision
through reminiscences

richard lloyd anderson

historical sources like the people who make them are
rarely either completely perfect or totally unreliable the
bread and butter work of the historian is less the divining
of bias than a careful reading of his documents to determine
just what is said whether his source is in a position to know
the information related and to what extent each one tells a
partial or complete story because it is claimed that joseph
smith s account of the events surrounding his first vision
are not factual the foregoing procedures must be applied to
his own statements and to all other accounts that claim to
relate firsthandfirst hand information about his earliest activities 1

joseph smith described great multitudes as joining vari-
ous sects at the time of his first vision and a recent investi-
gator concludes that the only authentic frame of reference
for such an event is 1824251824 25 when the wayne sentinel in
late 1824 observed a reformation is going on in this town to
a great extent 2 and in early 1825 reported 400 converts to
the methodist presbyterian and baptist churches in the pal-
myra area with a progressive spread of this work in the
neighboring towns 3 moving back in time major revival

professor of history and religion at brigham young university dr anderson
holds degrees in the fields of law greek and ancient history and has con-
centratedcentrated his research on new testament and the witnesses of the book of
mormon

thishis article could not have been written without the complete coopera-
tion of several librarians chief of which is the LDS historian elder joseph
fielding smith and his assistants earl olson and A william lund the fol-
lowing have also been most helpful thelma C jefferies at rochester public
library mrs clarence nesbitt at kings daughters free library palmyra
and niagara county historian clarence 0 lewis

wayne sentinel september 15 1824
erdridibidbid march 2 1825
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activity is not reported in palmyra until the winter of 1816171816 17
because of this gap during 1819 through 1823 it is asserted
that joseph smith s story of an 1820 revival can not be

true for there is an absence of any revival in the year
1820 because of this conclusion and its implications all
students of mormon history will be forced to reconsider the
reliability of joseph s first vision story 5

JOSEPH SMITH

before one can prove that joseph smith contradicts history
he must be sure of what joseph smith claimed there are
four official accounts of the first vision from the prophet
the three manuscript texts are printed in dean jessee s article
in this issue As he shows their dates of composition are
1831321831 32 1835 and 1838 this 1838 account was published
as the history of joseph smith in 1842 6 the fourth account
is joseph smith s wentworth letter also published in 1842 7

it is most convenient to refer to these accounts by their dates
of composition

A synoptic view of joseph smith s four accounts adds
dimension to our view of his experience first revivals are
not described in any other account but the 1838 history
apparently the prophet was not primarily concerned with
them for he did not constantly emphasize them as central to
his personal experience second all accounts identify his early
religious position like that of his father and mother before
him as that of a seeker finding no church to satisfy him
but continually investigating various sects third all accounts
allude to contact with local church leaders or to his attendance
at church meetings up to the time that his vision informed him
that no church was divinely approved he recalls my inti-
mate acquaintance with those of different denominations

1831321831 32 looking at the different systems taught the
children of men 1835 1 I1 attended their several meetings

wesley P walters new light on mormon origins from palmyra N
Y revival bulletin of the evangelical theological society vol 10 fall
1967 p 228

ibid p 241

times and seasons vol 53 no 10 march 15 1842 ppap 726 ff
ibid vol 3 no 9 march 1 1842 ppap 706 ff it is now clear that

the phrases of the wentworth letter originated at least as early as 1840 a
point which requires development in later writing
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as often as occasion would permit 1838 and if I1 went to
one society they referred me to one plan and another to an-
other 1842 even though the 1831321831 32 account expresses his
negative evaluation of existing churches prior to the vision all
accounts suggest that in practice he participated to some extent
in church meetings up to the time that his revelation confirmed
this tentative judgment

the most striking insight into the earliest religious experi-
ences of the prophet comes from the 1831321831 32 manuscript
history whereas his shortest narrations the 1835 account
and the 1842 wentworth letter summarily link an apparent-
ly brief religious confusion to the prayer and answer the
earliest record describes joseph smith s religious reflections
as continuing from the age of twelve through fifteen he re-
membersmembers actively searching for the right church during these
full years of 1818 through 1820 with this specific informa-
tion in mind the language of the 1838 history may imply a
longer period of investigation than is generally supposed he
reflected again and again in the midst of this war of words
and tumult of opinions he attended occasional meetings when
possible and came to favor the methodists only in process of
time since the 1838 history is very specific that the vision
took place early in the spring of eighteen hundred and
twenty the religious investigation just alluded to in this
version must have extended back into 1819 or earlier but a
greater question of interpretation is seriously posed

if years of religious activity are summarized in the short
sentences of abbreviated accounts did joseph smith s 1838
history really intend to portray all revival events as happening
just before his vision in that narrative the prophet identifies
the unusual excitement as beginning in the second year
after our removal to manchester but the outcome may move
considerably beyond this sequence beginning in the smith s

area revival spread through that region of country then to
the whole district of country even though joseph alludes
to himself as fifteen then it is possible that this time of great
excitement may refer to the entire period of revivals in his
youth with special reference to excesses irrespective of chro-
nology when william smith paraphrased his brother s words
his mental image was certainly not time or locality bound
the unusual revival in the neighborhood spread from
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town to town from city to city from county to county and
from state to state 8 in the april conference of 1860 brig-
ham young referred to having been brought up in the midst
of those flaming fiery reformations from his childhood 9

in that case the convert presipreslpresidentdent pictured years of new york
revival patterns in the single in the midst of expression
there is no reason why joseph smith might not have viewed
the intense 1824251824 25 palmyra revivals as part of a period begin-
ning earlier than his vision all his 1838 narrative really
demands is unusual religious activity in his region prior to
1820 and his own attendance at meetings and desire to be
united with the methodists his only other circumstantial
details that definitely require this approximate date are the
religious awakening that commenced with the methodists
and the involvement of more than one preacher of that faith
some few days after the vision joseph was shocked at the

reaction of one of the methodist preachers who had been
prominent in the religious excitement 10

ORSAMUS TURNER

the main non mormon recollection of the prophet s earli-
est religious views corroborates what he describes most state-
ments from palmyra manchester people are more interested
in proving his religious views ridiculous than factually de-
scribing his life at this time they are consequently of limited
historical value because they generally elevate community gos-
sip into formal affidavits orsamus turner is not exempt from
this criticism but he differs from practically all others who
recalled the smiths in that he distinguishes specifically be-
tween public report and personal knowledge

turner led a relatively short but distinguished life span-
ning the years 1801 to 1855 born on the bare frontier of
civilization in western new york he had a log cabin child-
hood and grew with the country to become a respected editor

william B smith sermon at deloit iowa june 8 1884 salnissaints herald
vol 31 no 40 october 4 1884 p 645643

brigham young sermon at salt lake city utah april 6 1860 deseret
news april 11 1860

for a discussion of the presbyterian affiliation of joseph smith s family
during this early perlperiperiodod see footnote 55 below for the features of joseph
smiths description that particularly fit methodist conference patterns see foot-
note 27 below and the accompanying text
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and author in 1852 he published a sketch of joseph smith
and mormonism inin his historyhist01 of the pioneer settlement of
phelps and Gogorhamsgofhamfrhams purchasepw chase in which he partially drew
from his own experience because the time of turner s resireslresi-
dence inin palmyra isis fairly pinpointed his recollections of
young joseph smith can be dated he remembers their man-
chester rude log house with but a small spot underbrushedunderbrushed
around it inin the winter of 19 20 he recalls the wayne
county countryside because he had been assigned during his
apprenticeship inin a newspaper office at palmyra to accom-
pany a blind newspaper carriercarrier in the years 1818 igi119tig1911112

this employment did not begin before october 1818 when the
palmyra register was first issued by timothy S strong who
moved from palmyra in 1823 13 strong s apprentices were
luther tucker pomeroy tucker and the author of this
work but young turner did not serve his whole time inin
palmyra for he also notes that he served an apprenticeship
under james bemis at canandaiguacanandaigua14 since he expressed a
great admiration for bemis based on intimate contact he prob-
ably spent the years 1821 and 1822 at canandaigua where he

finished his apprenticeship 1

turner later recounted that he heard of the need of a
printer editor at lockport about a hundred miles west of
palmyra where he had evidently returned from canandaigua
for a brief period of school he traveled to the new locality
arrived but a few days after we had reached the age of 21
years about august 1 1822 and purchased the new lock-
port observatory 16 concerning the year 1822 turner recalled

the two most extensive biographies are morley B turpin and W de
witt manning orsamus turner rochester historical society publications
vol 17 1939 ppap 273275273290290 harry S douglass historical wyoming vol
12 no 2 january 1959 ppap 33463546554633 46

22turnerturnerdturner history of the pioneer settlement of phelps and gorhamsgofgoiGo607 thamshamsrhamsbams pur-
chase and morfismornsmorris reserve rochester 1852 ppap 213 400

strong suspended publication of his palmyra newspaper inin the spring of
1823 by existing issuesissues turner recalls the date of his move away from
palmyra as 1823 ibid p 499 which is verified inin two other works arad
thomas pioneer history of orleans county new york albion NY 1871
ppap 111112111liilil 112 milton W hamilton the country printer new york state
1785183077851785 18307830 2ndand ed port washington NY 1964 p 302

turner phelps and gorhamsGorhams purchase ppap 499 459
thishis phrase isis from john kelsey who wrote his sketch while turner was

still aliealivealleaile the lives and reminiscences of the pioneers of rochester rochester
1854 p 71

orsamus turner then and now 1822 1854 niagara democrat ca
may 4 1854 cit lockport daily courier may 5 1854 copy furnished bby
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the author became the editor and publisher of the paper
in august of that year 17 in 1847 a fellow editor summed
up his career in lockport as continuous to that time eaitherdeitherejither1eitherEj ither
as publisher editor or assistant editor he has continued at
his post from 1822 to the present time 18 turner s personal
recollections of joseph smith of necessity refer to the period
prior to the late summer of 1822 and are probably no later
than 1820 the latest date of palmyra memoirs in his writings

orsamus turner declined to dignify mormonism with a
serious treatment instead he preferred satire admitting that
his sketch was made lightly with a seeming levity alt-
hough it relies heavily upon community hearsay and in sar-
donic tone reads like gibbon on christianity certain portions
of the sketch bring the early life of the smiths into the focus
of personal contact one conclusion is based on those who
were best acquainted with the smith family and reports that
there is no foundation for the statement that their original

manuscript was written by a mr spaulding of ohio 19 but
the most notable break in the semiserious tone of derision is
occasioned by the introduction of joseph smith into his nar-
rative at this point turner gives impressions of his early life
prefacing these remarks with the author s own recollections
of him are distinct ones 220 A series of vignettes follow por-
traying the young farmer s son bringing small loads of wood
into the village doing odd jobs and performing errands one
of which was to get the weekly paper on one occasion turner
and another apprentice blackened joseph s face for his curi-
osity about the press the sketch lapses back to more distant
narration after the following final paragraph of personal
recollection

chester 0 lewis niagara county historian turner was born july 23 1801
turner s complete words pertaining to his pre lockport life show that he did
notot stay long in palmyra after completing his canandaigua apprenticeship

resuming a position which had a commencement but a few days
after we had reached the age of 21 years 32 years ago then just out
of our apprenticeship and at school we heard that a place called lockport

had been made the county seat and hearing further that a printer
was wanted there we journeyed from palmyra passing through rochester

turner pioneer history of the holland purchase of westeinwestern new york
buffalo 1849 p 655

frederick follett history of the presspiess of vesternwesteinwestern new yolkyork rochester
1847 p 65 cf hamilton the country printerpunter p 304

turner phelps and gorhamsGorhams purchasePm chase p 214
ibid p 213
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but joseph had a little ambition and some very laudable
aspirations the mother s intellect occasionally shone out in
him feebly especially when he used to help us solve some
portentous questions of moral or political ethics in our juve-
nile debating club which we moved down to the old red
school house on durfee street to get rid of the annoyance
of critics that used to drop in upon us in the village and
subsequently after catching a spark of methodism in the
camp meeting away down inin the woods on the vienna road
he was a very passable exhorter in evening meetings 21

turner gives from his personal contact the time place and
subject of the prophet s early conversion the time is probably
during the editor s palmyra apprenticeship presumably 1820
or before and is certainly no later than the summer of 1822
the semiconversionsemi conversion isis to methodism precisely the belief that
joseph smith said he was partial to the place is a camp
meeting away from palmyra consequently the revivals in
palmyra during 1824251824 25 are in fact not germane to the
prophet s early religious experiences camp meeting is a
technical term from that period meaning extended preach-
ing in a rural setting ordinarily by several ministers of various
ranks turner s vienna road plainly means for him the road
running diagonally between palmyra and vienna now
phelps about a dozen air miles away the road is still
identified by that name today on the official wayne county
map and turner s definition is proved by his location of a
mill site a mile east of the village of palmyra on the
vienna road 22 away down in the woods on this road

bibid2ibidibid p 214 although the methodist records of the period in palmyra are
not now available turner s early history of that denomination shows that he
personally knew more about its history in palmyra than about any other
church there the methodist church was organized in 1811 at first ffewew in
number and feeble in resources its places of worship alternated from school
house to school house sometimes in an apartment at a private dwelling at
others in a vacant log dwellingdwellings until having largely recruited its numbers
it emerged from its feeble condition and in 1821 erected its present church
edifice

early existence of the juvenile debating club at the old red school
house on durfee street is confirmed by periodic newspaper notices to the
youngoung people of the village of palmyra and its vicinity inviting attendance at

a debating school at the school house near mr billings see western
farmer january 23 1822 the similarity of later notices shows that this
particular one did not inaugurate the society which had a history of moving
around considerably before locating in the schoolhouse according to turner

22ibidIbid22 p 389 cf a traveler s sarcastic reaction to an obstruction blocking
this well traveled highway as I1 was entering your village on what I1 under-
stood to be the vienna road traynewaynevayne sentinel april 7 1826 cf the complaint
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would certainly be a considerable distance away from palmyra
normally the camp meeting would not be held in the immediate
neighborhood of any settlement

itinerant methodist preachers were at the peak of their
influence in joseph smith s youth and their rural protracted
meetings were so common that they were taken for granted
one was noticed in 1820 in the palmyra register because of
the unfortunate death of one james couser as a result of his
intoxication on june 25 at 11 a camp meeting which was held
in this vicinity in the following issue the editor denied that
he intended to charge the methodists with retailing ardent
spirits at their camp ground thus identifying the spon-
soring sect 23 the preachers memoirs of this period are filled
with references to these forest gatherings which drew their
audience from the countryside of up to ten to twenty miles
radius this is quite inconceivable to many in the present
sedentary culture but the pioneer s life was lonely and he paid
the price of travel for his religious and social meetings turner
remembers an eight mile trip by ox sled as nothing unusual
for an evening s visit and he quotes a settler as recalling the
itinerating methodist ministers we used to go through the

woods generally on foot whenever we heard of one of their
appointments 24

the most dramatic possibility among camp meetings in the
period of joseph smith s investigations is the annual genesee
conference held in july of 1819 at vienna both geographically
and chronologically near turner s recalling joseph smiths
11 catching a spark of methodism over a hundred methodist
ministers were obligated to attend the business sessions which
ran from july I11 to july 8 suspending formal business on sun-
day july 4 for the typically spectacular preaching services 2515

this sabbath meeting of the annual conference is depicted iinn
the recollections of the preacher historian george peck al-
of the later deterioration of the road between this village and vienna the
reflector palmyra NY sept 23 1829

palmyra register june 28 1820 july 5 1820 the extended services
were presumably being held prior to these dates

turner2turnerdturner holland purchase ppap 542 555
for basic dates and general information on the 1819 conference see F W

conable history of the genesee annual conference of the methodist episcopal
church new york 1876 ppap 158161158 161 the statistics of the ministers obli-
gated to attend are found in minutes taken at the several annual conferences
of the methodist episcopal church in the united states of america for the
year 1819 new york 1819 ppap 515251 52
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though held in the country area of genoa inin 1818 only a
11 neighboring grove could accommodate the crowds which
gathered from far and near in 1816 inin the relatively rural
sauquoit paris locality there was an attendance of between
3000 and 4000 which is some measure of the 1821 gather-
ings in the same place where sermons inin the grove were
given before a crowded congregation 226 the sunday meeting
of the annual conference at palmyra inin 1826 was held in a
fine grove nearby and it isis said that not less than ten thou-
sand persons were on the ground during the day 12712127 within a
few years of the 1819 genesee conference at vienna it was a
regular item of business at the opening session to appoint
supervisors of preaching and impressive services were un-
doubtedly held in that year which drew crowds from the area
in which fourteen year old joseph smith lived 27a2aaa

POMEROY TUCKER

joseph smith may have had a double reason to attend the
camp meetings in his vicinity the main evidence on this point
comes from turner s fellow apprentice in palmyra pomeroy
tucker tucker s career was remarkably like turner s though
he lived longer born in palmyra august 10 1802 he evident-
ly remained there until the time of his apprenticeship at the

2georgegeorgecgeorge peck the life and times of rev george peck D D new
york 1874 ppap 65 93 122 the rivalry for proselytesproselyterprose lytes at conversion appears
regularly inin the memoirs of methodist preachers for instance peck comments
p 110 when conversions began to occur among us the baptists by

whom we were surrounded began to practice their usual strategy two
preachers of that persuasion were very attentive to our converts

2waw W H mclntoshmcintosh history of wayne county new york philadelphia
1877 p 149 the basic concept of the prophet s history of an expanding
regional revival fits the methodist conference context compare for instance
the pattern described for the 1817 genessee conference the daily and
powerful preaching brought the following result a flame of religious excite-
ment spread out among the circuits abel stevens history of the methodist
episcopal church new york nd vol 4 p 278 although the number
of converts in that case is perhaps unusual the idea of one conference affect-
ing wide areas is fairly typical in methodist literature all of this shows that
it is unduly restrictive to assume that joseph smith s descriptions refer only or
essentially to the narrow area of his residence

21athethe very specific history of methodism in vienna phelps later alluded
to the deep impression upon the entire community of the 1819 genesee
conference there after which another great revival followed bringing
numerous accessions including several named individuals W H mcintoshmclntosh

history of ontario county new york philadelphia 1876 p 170 the
historian must be concerned with religious awakeningsawaken ings as perceived by joseph
smith not general statistics that he would not have been aware of
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palmyra register around 1820 28 after serving as a journey-
man printer at canandaigua he returned to palmyra to pur-
chase and manage the wayne sentinel in the fall of 1823 29

his professional life as a journalist continued over thirty years
mostly with that paper though he was also a public servant at
various levels and author of a book on mormonism in 1867
three years before his death

from the point of view of history tucker s origin rise
and progress of mormonism is a disappointing performance
with access to the generation that remembered the establish-
ment of the prophet s work the experienced editor is content
to quote the hurlburt howe affidavits to repeat common
gossip to quote extensive portions of the book of mormon and
articles about brigham young for the bulk of the book alt-
hough but weakly living up to the subtitle personal remem-
brances and historical collections hitherto unwritten
tucker does relate much valuable information concerning the
period of the publication of the book of mormon he also
claims knowledge of the smiths since their removal to pal-
myra from vermont in 1816 and during their continuance
there and in the adjoining town of manchester 30 there is no
reason to question this firsthand contact provided one is on
guard not to take his western new york prejudice for fact
it is to his credit that he could at least distinguish between the
two he repeats tattered stories about joseph smith s dis-
honesty only to admit in common fairness that such allega-
tions were not within the remembrance of the writer 31

although tucker is content to repeat the armchair observa-
tions about the laziness of the smiths every one of his specific
descriptions proves the opposite most of tucker s unattributed
particulars of the smiths early palmyra life are probably based
on his observation his negative material from palmyra is

generally traceable to known statements and the hitherto

turner phelps and gorhamsGorhams purchase p 499
tucker s first issue of the wayne sentinel october 1 1823 still exists

information on his apprenticeship at canandaigua appears in the best sketch
of his life written as an obituary for the troy times by his soninlawson in law john
M francis copied in the palmyra courier july 8 1870 and the rochester
union and advertiser july 2 1870 see also follett history of the press in
western new york p 63 and hamilton the country printer ppap 303304303 304

pomeroy tucker origin rise and progress of mormonism new york
1867 p 4

mijmidibid p 15
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unwritten incidents are typically details of human interest
the descriptions of the smiths in palmyra prior to 1820 tend
to belong to this category

tucker is particular with regard to the smiths arrival in
1816 and removal to the pioneer homestead in manchester in
1818 and he has a fairly accurate knowledge of their physical
and financial arrangements evidently quite independent of the
already published details of lucy smith there is no reason
to question the picture of the refreshment shop of the smiths
in palmyra which catered to holiday crowds even after the
move to manchester there was the continued business of
peddling cake and beer in the village on days of public
doings tucker remembers joseph in particular as a clerk
in such selling 3212 this activity somewhat attested in contem-
porary sources provides a practical reason for camp meeting
attendance 33 such meetings were notoriously places of social-
izing and festivity de witt clinton left a classic description
of the typical campground of that decade featuring not mere-
ly the preaching and the crowds but the persons with cakes
beer and other refreshments for sale 34 it appears to be the
smiths business and joseph s special charge to be present at
such public events in the vicinity

pomeroy tucker also verifies the circumstances of the first
vision all the more important because his main support is
unintended assuming 1827 as the beginning of joseph smith s

revelations the editor relates the remarkable vision that
12ibid p 14 tucker s summary of the smiths manchester holiday busi-

ness stresses that young joseph was regularly vending and sometimes tricked
by the boys of those bygoneby gone times

in 1831 young james gordon bennett wrote his tongue in cheek impres-
sions of the smiths from interviews with some who had known them it is
probably better ththanan average hearsay when he reports the father as a former

country pedlar dealing in the manufacture of gingerbread and such like
domestic wares his son joseph is portrayed as being a partner in the
concern who aimlessly hung around the villages perhaps an indication of
the travelling to special gatherings that tucker specifically mentions see new
york courier and enquirer august 5131 1831 one of bennett s sources was
E B grandin who was closely associated with tucker in business and social
affairs so it is perhaps no accident that the story of the smiths holiday business
should be similar from these two sources tucker s fullest description of their
goods for sale is in the setting of the palmyra residence gingergingerbreadgingerbrebread pies
boiled eggs root beer and other like notions of traffic origin of mormon-
ism p 12.12

the citation of clinton s private canal journal 1810 is found in will-
iam W campbell the life and writings of de wiilwittwillwiir clinton new york
1849 p 107 increasing population makes such activity even more likely for
camp meetings in 1820
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came about this time inin response to the youth s prayer
inin the wilderness the words of this experience are gen

erallybrally placed inin quotation marks and the phrases are borrowed
inin sequence from orson pratt s pamphlet remarkable
visionsvisions3535 tucker depends verbally on this written source al-
though hebe seems to have some memory of what young joseph
smith said about the first vision while still inin palmyra but
inin tucker s first chapter where mormon writings are not inin
evidence and the editor s personal reminiscencesreminiscences are heavily
concentrated the following description of the early religious
life of the prophet isis given

protracted revival meetings were customary inin some of the
churches and smith frequented those of different denomina-
tions sometimes professing to participate inin their devotional
exercisesexercises at one time he joined the probationary class of the
methodist church inin palmyra and made some active demon
strations of engagedness though his assumed convictions were
insufficiently grounded or abiding to carry him along to the
saving point of conversion and he soon withdrew from the
class the final conclusion announced by him was that all
sectarianism was fallacious all the churches on a false founda-
tion and the bible a fable 36

no other source isis this particular inin identifying young
joseph smith as a member of the methodist probationary
class since tucker immediately follows with a reference to

all the early avowals and other evidences remembered he
seems to be saying that he has firsthand knowledge of joseph s

temporary religious affiliation and reason for its abrupt ter-
minationmination he publicly announced that all sectarianism was
fallacious A study of turner requires a date of about
1820 for this tentative methodist association and tucker em
phasizesphasizes that he soon withdrew from the class a specific
description that explains turner s metaphor a spark of meth
odismidism this evidence indicates that about 1820 joseph smith
was openly expressing the identical convictions that he later

tucker origin of mormonism p 28 compare the descriptions of the
first vision and the angelsangels first revelationre elation of the book of mormon inin any of
the editions of orson pratt an interesting account of several remarkable
visions proof that this source was used over other possibilities with the same
phrasing is the quotation of pratt s rendering of the moroni visitation com-
pare turnersturners quotation of the closing portion of remarkable visions ppap
159445139445139159 145

tucker origin of mormonism ppap 171817 18 see footnote 39 below tucker
isis the origin of derivative material in mcintoshmclntosh history of wayne countycount
p 150
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maintained came at that early time through the first vision
since such negative attitudes could have only brought scorn
upon him it is unlikely that a fourteen year old boy would take
this extreme position without some religious experience to
solidify his personal convictions

the historical reconstruction of joseph s announcement
about 1820 that the churches were wrong throws a different
light on subsequent community opinion none of the hurlburt
howe affidavits reach back to this critical early period and
therefore all are suspect on the ground of merely reporting
public reaction to joseph s early religious experiences mrs
brodie classically stated a thesis that is found in palmyra
sources in several contradictory forms by this theory the
earlier joseph smith was a seeker of buried treasure not the
sincere religious investigator that he describes himself to be in
all of his vision accounts supposedly the metamorphosis from
adventuring to outward religion took place about 1827 A
standard and crucial proof in building this image is abner
cole s 1831 summary of the evolutionary hypothesis it
however appears quite certain that the prophet himself never
made any serious pretensions to religion until his late pre-
tended revelation 13737

contemporaneous quotations however are not the same
thing as contemporaneous sources cole alias dogberdogberrydobberry attrib-
utes his information on the mother and father of the prophet to
others and also implies secondhand information on joseph
smith in 1820 abner cole was middle aged and a successful
lawyer entrepreneur with no reason to notice a teenager from
rural manchester but the apprentices tucker and turner were
near the young prophet s age level and moved in the same
social and perhaps religious circles yet cole s statement is not
merely uninformed tucker s initial chapter of impressions
about the smiths shows that cole virtually means the opposite
of what he says pomeroy tucker portrays joseph as a young
man of unusual taciturnity speaking mainly to his intimate
associates and generally ridiculed because he could relate a
11 marvelous absurdity with the utmost apparent gravity 38 Is

this the community response to joseph s limited narration of
his vision the palmyra editor has his own evolutionary

the reflector palmyra NY february 1 1831
tucker origin of mormonism p 16
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theory of the young prophet advancing from reading worth-
less fiction to serious study of the bible in fact as a student
of the scriptures he became so capable that he could discuss
texts with great assurance and with original and unique
interpretations what all this proved to tucker is highly in-
structivestructive joseph smith came to disgustingly blasphemous
conclusions which coupled with his religious investigation and
announcement that he would join no sect disclosed that he and
his family were unqualified atheists an inevitable hy-
pothesispothesis based on their mockeriesmockeries of christianity 39

tucker s reasoning shows that most epithets applied to the
smiths may well be grounded in their religious dissent if
he can equate unorthodoxy with atheism then the historian
knows that he is dealing with a rigid social structure whose
labels on nonconformity cannot be taken at face value cole s

report that the early joseph smith never made any serious
pretensions to religion really means that he declined to affili-
ate with any church paradoxically the original announcement
of religious convictions created a reputation for irreligion and
the closed society that so perceived the young prophet largely
concentrated on its own terminology and lost the memory of
his earlier religious investigations and convictions about 1820
which were recorded by his acquaintances turner and tucker 40

no one can seriously test joseph smiths first revelations
without treating in depth the leading source of his early per-
sonal life his mother s biographical sketches of joseph smith
its importance requires a brief survey of its composition and

39ibid ppap 171817 18 the knowledge of the bible attributed to joseph smith
by turner make his remark suspect that joseph announced the bible a
fable the memoirs of lucy joseph and william all agree that reverence
for the scriptures characterized the smith home

tucker s chapter immediately following joseph s announcement that the
churches stood on a false foundation is a recital of the community tradition
of his money digging activities this repetition adds nothing for he is merely
warming over affidavits in printtfilrtyprint11 thirty years before his book but the
palmyra editor repeatedly insists that joseph s deceptions began late in 1819
and continued from 1820 to 1827 p 22 if these stories originated in
community prejudice after the smiths began telling of joseph s revelations as
william smith spiritedly insists then the existence of the rumors dates the
early religious claims of the smiths at around 1q2o18 20 tucker accepted this
same chronology a decade before his book as shown in his newspaper recollec-
tions of june 11 1858 in the palmyra courier talking then about the
origin of mormonism he dates josephs gift of supernatural endowments
as beginning as early as 1820 his odd identification of joseph smith as
then at the age of about 19 years may be accounted for by the young
prophets large physical stature
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publication since lucy mack smith dictated rather than per-
sonally wrote the book the first question is whether it is really
her history both author and secretary expressed clear opinions
on this subject As the compilation closed late in 1845 mother
smith in a public speech gave notice that she had written her
history and wished it printed before we leave this place
the motivation for the history and the intention to make it her
own was earlier stated in the midst of its composition

people are often inquiring of me the particulars of
joseph s getting the plates seeing the angels at first and
many other things which joseph never wrote or published
I1 have told over many things pertaining to these matters to
different persons to gratify their curiosity indeed have almost
destroyed my lungs giving these recitals to those who felt
anxious to hear them I1 have now concluded to write down
every particular as far as possible 42

the above claims of lucy smith are specifically confirmed
by the remarkable pair who produced the history martha jane
knowlton coray and her husband howard coray the latter
a young schoolteacher was asked by brigham young to drop
regular work and devote his entire time to the project 443 his
wife a woman of native brilliance and intense dedication hadbad
first agreed to be lucy smith s secretary howard coray later
insisted to act in the matter only as her mother smith s

amanuensis 44 in 1902 martha jane s daughter described her
mother as essentially the recorder of dictation she then read
over several times what she had written making such changes
and corrections as mother smith suggested 14514145 in 1865 mrs
coray evaluated her own work by indicating that her experi-
ences in regularly taking down the discourses of joseph smith
and other church leaders in nauvoo had fitted her to trans-
mit to paper what the old lady said and prompted me in

address of october 8 1845 cit times and seasons vol 6 no 16
november 1 1845 p 1014

12letter of lucy smith to william smith june 23 1845 nauvoo illinois
ms LDS historian s office modifications in quotations in this article are
restricted to punctuation and spelling

autobiography of howard coray 1883 p 16 xerox at LIDSLDS
historian s office original held by jennie N weeks salt lake city for the
payment of coray for the services see joseph smith history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city 1932
vol 7 p 519

coray autobiography p 16
martha J C lewis martha jane knowlton coray the improvement

era vol 5 1902 p 440
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undertaking to secure all the information possible for myself
and children 46

howard coray s function was evidently to transcribe the
final copy from his wife s corrected interview notes three
manuscripts are known to have existed the loose sheets of
mrs coray s corrected notes the copy presented to mother
smith which found its way into orson pratt s hands as the
basis for the first printed edition and the beautifully written
leather bound presentation copy to the church with which
the quotations in this article have been checked 4717 textual
differences between orson pratt s printing and the last named
finished manuscript may reflect different drafts of the coraysconrays

but most variants are matters of form word order synonyms
and not substance the finished manuscript thus supports the
printed texts in content varying essentially in minorminor ways
familiar to the student of the closely similar manuscripts of the
greek new testament

the first edition of mother smith s history was published
in 1853 three years before her death although this printing
was recalled for correction the scope of errors is ex-
tremely limited the basic work of revision was done by the
prophet s cousin george A smith with the help of elias
smith and his correction copies of the first edition are not
marked up severely he modified certain dates substituted
firsthand information for some of lucy s secondhand impres-
sions and deleted a few passages where the mother had glori-
fied william smith this revised edition was published in
1902 with a preface by joseph F smith recommending the
book as a worthy record containing much interesting and
valuable information found in no other publication relating to
the life of the prophet joseph smith 48 the accuracy of

letter of martha jane coray to brigham young june 13 1865 provo
utah LDS historian s office

the original working sheets were donated to the LDS historian s office
jennie N weeks et al roberts family salt lake city 1965 p 403 alt-
hough the whereabouts of the manuscript orson pratt used is unknown his
edition is less perfect textually than isis often supposed a point of vindication
of brigham young s judgment

lucy smith history of the prophet joseph smith rev by george
A smith and elias smith salt lake city 1902 p iv to confuse bibliography
further the latest revision by preston nibley was entitled history of joseph
smith pratt s biographical sketches avoids confusion with joseph smiths own
history and is also more accurate since lucy smith is not writing a full history
but mainly recollections of the early life of her son
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mother smith s recollections of the early history of the family s

religious experience was never at any point challenged
if no expert produces a history without errors it is beside

the point to parade those of lucy smith her dates that are
not precise are nevertheless close approximations her in-
accuracies are inherent in the nature of her work A book of
dictated memoirs cannot check out events and eliminate the
errors of hearsay this is another way of saying that mother
smith is highly reliable on the events with which she was per-
sonally connected for instance lucy mack smith s first eight
chapters are devoted to her father s family and harmonize with
facts uncovered by rigorous genealogical investigations 49 it is
questionable whether she ever had access to the prophet s un-
published addendum concerning his early sickness and the de-
tails of the family s move from new england to new york
but the independent recollections of mother and son on these
subjects mesh perfectly 50 biographical sketches is at its best
in the early period of his life whereas the sections pertaining
to mormon history in ohio missouri and illinois are really
short summaries the largest section a full third of the book
details the events in palmyra manchester to 1831

lucy mack smith writes with confident pride in her family
and children but on an apparently factual level with an in-
stinct for the relevant for instance her treatment of the
childhood of joseph is marked by sensible restraint that omits
a mother s fond memories before the first vision there are
only four items about joseph his birth the terrible physical
trauma of his leg operation his difficulties of recovery and
an unexplained attempt upon his life she acknowledges that
people have constantly questioned her in the hope of hearing
11 many very remarkable incidents connected with his child-
hood but lucy simply observes that the young prophet s

youth was filled with normal trivial circumstances that de-
serve to be passed by in silence 551 because her history is no
pious catalog of the marvelous about her son her emphasis

see archibald F bennett solomon mack and his family the improve-
ment era vol 585958 59 1955561955 56 september through may

compare biographical sketches chapters 161716 17 with LIDSLDSllisliis historian s book
alA l1 note A p 132

flucy5lucylucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet liver-
pool 1853 p 73
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on his first vision is likely based on an honest judgment that
this was the most significant experience of his youth

biographical sketches accurately recreates the world of
palmyra new york in the decade of the 1820 s the pattern
of buying land on contract the pioneer struggle for economic
survival and many prominent personalities are all correctly
portrayed both lucy smith s narrative and the surviving news-
papers mention dr robinson dr mcintire squire cole
henry jessup abner lakey or flanders dyke 52 even mother
smith s ambiguities contain basic historical truth for instance
she described the reprinting of pirated portions of the book
of mormon in the dogberry paper on winter hill alt-
hough these extracts were actually printed in the satirical re-
flector the nomnow de plume of its proprietor was obadiah dog-
berry who referred to his headquarters as winter green
hill a drumlin connected with palmyra history one heir-
loom survives that symbolizes the accuracy of lucy smith s

personal history her descriptions of family economics include
her contribution of preparing and painting oilcloth 53 and the
quaintly decorated oilcloth binding of an early hyrum smith
journal is evidently a piece of her handiwork 54

another event described during the printing of the book
of mormon is the visit of three delegates to persuade the
smith family to drop their new religion lucy mingles it with
a conspiracy to take the printer s manuscript from her which
is impossible to test but the official warning by deacon
beckwith is related both in mother smith s recollections and
also local presbyteriansPresbyte rians records she reports the committee s

conversation about the church to which she and the most of
your children have belonged to 55 upon warning of the pos

52notnot only the names of the individuals listed but their known personalities
and relationships are accurately portrayed in biographical sketches an example
is her reference to deacon jessup who is referred to by that title in the
wayne sentinel april 7 1826 in a manner that suggests some of the material-
istic values attributed to him by lucy smith biographical sketches p 91

ibid ppap 70 107
at this writing it is in the possession of ralph G smith of salt lake city

utah a direct descendant
lucy smith says that she was baptized but free of any religious denom-

ination until alvin had attained his twenty second year biographical sketches
ppap 484948 49 this date is the spring of 1820 when the normal reading of joseph
smith s history places the presbyterian conversion of lucy and three children
the absence of the earliest presbyterian records from palmyra makes it im-
possible yet to verify the time of formal affiliation of the smiths with that
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sibilitysivilitysibi lity of losing you beckwith charged lucy not to say
anything further on the subject of the new revelation re-
ceiving a defiant reply from the mother the group sought a
recantation concerning the book of mormon from hyrum
who stood firm in his convictions and a similar unyielding
conversation ensued with samuel 56 this incident is confirmed
by the presbyterian minutes in palmyra which report that on
march 3 1830 a coicolcommitteenmitteesmittee was appointed consisting of rever-
end A E campbell and henry jessup to visit hyrum smith
lucy smith and samuel harrison smith and report at the
next meeting on march 10 1830 the group reported
that they hadbad visited them and received no satisfaction and
that they did not wish to unite with us any more 5717 either the
official delegation was accompanied by george beckwith
named as a fellow elder in the same minutes with henry jes-
sup or lucy confounded the two men in her recollection but
basic detail is correct and her date is fairly precise 58 thus lucy
smith s memories of the early events of the rise of mormonism
have a demonstrable degree of accuracy

joseph smith first confided his 1820 vision to his mother 59

and she verifies his chronology by incorporating his longest
vision account immediately after relating an 1819 event be-
fore this experience she mentions a great revival in religion

church since william remembered the resentment of his father against rev
stockton for preaching at alvin s funeral and intimating his damnation the
presbyterian preference of part of the family by 1823 seems clear a point
confirmed by the nauvoo addendum incorporated into the present printing of
joseph s history wherein the prophet remarks to his mother after the first
vision that presbyterianism is not true lucy s account of the 1824251824 25 revivals
is ambiguous on the point of whether she then joined in with the presby-
terian church or the union meetings there maybe various degrees of joining
a church

lucy smith biographical sketches ppap 145147145 147
records of the sessions of the presbyterian church in palmyra vol 2

ppap 11- 121112
lucy inverted the two events of the presbyterian committee and josephs

formal warning to cole against pirating his copyrighted book she narrates the
former event after the printing went on eryveryrry well for a season which would
be some months after august 1829 and ibe second event after that but some
time before april 183p185183 cole s 96bookok of mormon extracts appeared in january
1830 and the committee incident occurred at the beginning of march of that
year but both events if transposed are placed within precise time limits in
the correct year such a performance renders it historically irresponsible to
challenge lucy smiths chronology without contemporary evidence that is not
secondary

notenotebnootebNo teBB LDS historian s book alA l1 ppap 132133132 133 reproduced in joseph
smith history of the church vol 1I p 6 As dean jessee shows the
notes were dictated by joseph smith to willard richards
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that extended to the surrounding country in which we re-
sided 60 such a general term is in marked contrast to her
subsequent descriptions of revivals after the death of alvin
november 19 1823 that were locally identified as in the

neighborhood although the family was actively involved in
this later movement joseph from the first utterly refused
to attend their meetings the young prophet had strong
views that such participation would be temporary for we
were mistaken in them 61 lucy smith thus describes her
son as having reached the conclusion prior to 1824 that the
churches were wrong 6212 the revivals of that year had nothing
to do with his initial religious investigations

there is additional evidence that this chronology was firm-
ly fixed in her mind the most shocking experience to the
family in that period was the death of the eldest son the be-
loved alvin lucy recalls his belief in the early revelations
and also relates his deathbed charge to young joseph to be
strictly faithful to divine commandments to obtain the rec-
ord the date of this event isis recorded on the gravestone in-
scription november 19 1823 as6s unless one prefers to be-
lieve the gruesome theory that a mother would deliberately
put false words into the mouth of a favored dying son it is
clear that the period of josephs religious inquiries long pre-
ceded his developed convictions of the fall of 1823

not claiming firsthand information orsamus turner re-
lates some intriguing stories that supposedly circulated before
the death of alvin turner claims that lucy smith gave out
early hints that a prophet was to spring from her humble
household rumors represented this person to be alvah

lucy smith biographical sketches p 74
ibid ppap go909091gi91
the date intended by lucy for alvin s death is not clear yet orson pratt s

edition gives 1824 biographical sketches p 87 but the ink of the finished
manuscript reads 1822 which is inconsistent with the same document s reading
of 1824 inin the genealogical chapter ibid p 40 the event however appears
in proper sequence after the 1823 revelation of the book of mormon plates if
the foregoing data accurately represents mother smith then her memory moved
a year in either direction of the actual date though the rediscovery of the orig-
inal draft of mrs coray at the LDS historian s office may throw further light
on the question

photographs of the inscription are at the LDS historians office it reads
in memory of alvin son of joseph and lucy smith who died nov 19 1823

in the 25th year of his age joseph smith sr counteracted rumors regarding
exhuming the body by an advertisement bearing the date september 25 1824
which proves that alvin s death was not that year see footnote 65 below
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designated by fireside consultations and solemn and
mysterious out door hints jaj4 that crude ridicule filled pal-
myra after the death of alvin is historical fact joseph smith
sr became so exasperated that he purchased space in the
wayne sentinel for sixsix weeks beginning september 29 1824
to refute gossip that alvin s body had been exhumed and dis
sectedseated he added his candid judgment that the originators of
such stories have been stimulated more by a desire to injure
the reputation of certain persons than a philanthropy for the
peace and welfare of myself and friends 03 the prophet s

history claims that public contempt was heaped upon his head
because hebe told of his first vision and social scorn of his
family is an established reality by the fall of 1824 As to the
cause of such ridicule some have suggested the smiths sup-
posed money digging activities but that isis speculation lucy
smith specifically comments on the period after the 1820 first
vision

from this time until the twenty first of september
1823 joseph continued as usual to labour with his father

though he suffered as one would naturally suppose
every kind of opposition and persecution from the different
orders of religion 66

since this interpretive comment is added directly after the
quoted portions of the first vision the author is alleging a
natural relationship between the greatness of the new revela-
tion and the shocked reaction of the orthodox because of
lucy mack smith s historical orientation the story of the first
vision is told in the words of her son but her personal obser-
vations verify the specific chronology and surrounding circumcircum-
stances that he claimed for the experience 67

OLIVER COWDERY

since oliver cowdery and william smith narrated early
church history without mentioning the first vision it has been

turner phelps and gorhamsGo rhams purchase p 213
joseph smith to the public september 25 1824 wayne sentinel

september 29 october 6 13 20 27 november 3 1824
lucy smith biographical sketches p 78
mother smith s prologue letter probably indicates an emphasis in her

history on the many other things which joseph never wrote or published
see footnote 42 above the distinct pattern of her work is to quote from

established sources and supplement from her personal experiences which had
limited relevance to her son s individual search and answer of 1820
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assumed that their silence proves that the event did not occur
both associate joseph smith s revival investigations with 1823
instead of 1820 but in each case there is an apparent reason
for this procedure that is consistent with the reality of the first
vision cocowderywderyadery made the first public attempt to narrate pre
1830 church history in letters to the 1834351834 35 messenger and
advocate it is incorrect to say that he wrote without an
awareness of the first vision it may be that the reason for
leaving it out is ambiguous but as shown in this issue by
dean jessee the initial manuscript history of the first vision
was entered in official church records at least two years before
cowdery s history when he stated that he would utilize
authentic documents now in our possession it is virtually

certain that he was alluding to the 1831321831 32 account 68 there is
a clear verbal relationship between the two narrations al-
though the simple language of the earlier record is obviously
not to the taste of cowdery with his early talent for ornate
eloquence essential dependence upon the 1831321831 32 account is
also minimized by the personal availability of joseph smith for
consultation a point which the editor stresses at the beginning
of his letters and demonstrates by direct quotes in their pro-
gress but at two points where the prophet s personal experi-
ences are narrated identical phrases or structural similarities
betray cowdery s use of the earlier document

ANGELS WARNING RECORDED TWICE

the final messenger and advocate installment october
1835 depicted an incident that had not yet appeared in any
LDS writing except the 1831321831 32 manuscript history this was
the first view of the plates by the young joseph who was so
overwhelmed with their value that he reached to take them
for selfish motives only to be checked and rebuked in a sud-
den appearance of the divine messenger both accounts refer
to the angel s original warning in identical words the prophet
was directed to obtain the plates with an eye single to the
glory of god both accounts record the same question of

LDS messenger and advocate vol I11 no 1 october 1834 p 13
cowdery confessed his personal incompetence on the early life of the prophet
indeed there are many items connected with the forepart of this subject that

render his labor indispensibleindispensable for evidence of cowdery s early awareness of
the first vision in addition to the 1831321831 32 manuscript history see footnote
86 below
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frustration why can I1 not obtain this book and the answer
of the angel is identical in each you have not kept the com-
mandmentsmandments of the lord 6

the conclusion of interrelationship is reinforced by com-
paring the earliest religious conflict of joseph smith in the
two documents mere verbal correlations do not always prove
dependence but added to these is a precise sequence of events
that indicates that cowdery composed his sketch of joseph s

first religious investigations with the 1831321831 32 manuscript his-
tory before himhirn

1831321831 32 manuscript history december 1834 cowdery letter
my mind became serious-

ly
his mind was led to more

impressed with regard to seriously contemplate the im-
portancethe all important concerns for of a move of this

the welfare of my immortal kind
soul

I1 discovered they did not to profess godliness without
adorn their profession by a its benign influence upon the
holy walk and godly conver-
sation

heart was a thing so foreign
agreeable to what I1 from his feelings that his

found contained in that sacred spirit was not at rest day or
depository this was a grief to night
my soul

there was no society or to unite with a society pro-
fessingdenomination that built upon to be built upon the

the gospel of jesus christ as only sure foundation and that
recorded in the new testa-
ment

profession be a vain one was
and I1 felt to mourn calculated to arouse the

mind
therefore I1 cried unto the in this situation where could
lord for mercy for there was he go
none else to whom I1 could
go

if oliver cowdery demonstrably followed the 1831321831 32
document in rehearsing the background of the first vision
why didndian t liehelleile report the full event as found in that history
if the reason for the break in narrative is hypothetical the
interruption is obvious As shown by the above quotations

the only full text yet published of the 1831321831 32 manuscript history is that
of paul cheesman an analysis of the accounts relating joseph smith s early
visions BYU thesis 1965 it has some minor inaccuracies the phrases
quoted appear as such in ms and in cheesman p 130 cowdery differs from
the 1831321831 32 account in the quoted phrases only by the substitution of this
book for them whose antecedent is the plates the phrases are found
in vol I1 february 1835 p 80 and vol 11II october 1835 p 198
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cowdery s entire emphasis in recounting the prophet s first
religious experience was on the question of which church to
join a point of agreement with every official record of joseph
smith 70 confusion stemmed from the strong solicitationscitationssoli to
unite with one of those different societies but no man could
solve this specific problem

in this situation where could he go if he went to one
he was told they were right and all others were wrong
if to another the same was heard from those A proof
from some source was wanting to settle the mind and give
peace to the agitated bbosomOSOM 71

but after virtually stating that only god could answer the
problem of which church was right cowdery records no prayer
on that subject or any answer to that question in the next
installment the revivals are glossed over and a transition is
made to a new situation

ourolur brother s mind was unusually wrought up on the
subject which had so long agitated his mind and all he
desired was to be prepared inin heart to commune with some
kind messenger who could communicate to him the desired
information of acceptance with god 713

in cowdery s narrative the answer to this prayer matches the
second circumstance where church conflict is not significant

the point made in the text is not that the quest for personal forgiveness
was absent from the first prayer of 18201820 but that no vision narrative omits the
overwhemingoverwherningoverwhelming problem that then consumed josephs thought which church to
join a feature totally absent from any relation of the next revelation in 1823

only the 1835 account omits the message of the first vision that all the
churches were wrong but this same version shows the confusion of joseph
on existing churches as the reason for praying the 1835 narration was not
dictated as a comprehensive record but differs from every other account in being
the secretary s notes of a private conversation of the prophet on the subject so
the feature of the vision evaluating the churches as incorrect could have been
arbitrarily omitted in the flow of conversation or left out by a scribe who did
not keep up entirely with what was said yet the background narrated in 1835
logically implies that even on that occasion the prophet had in mind a revelation
including god s evaluation of christian divisions

being wrought up in my mind respecting the subject of religion and look-
ing at the different systems taught the children of men I1 knew not who was
right or who was wrong but considered it of the first importance to me that
I1 should be right being thus perplexed in mind I1 retired to the silent
grove information was what I1 most desired at this time

LDS messenger and advocate vol 1 no 3 december 118348341854854 p 43
since erbalverbal dependence demonstrates cowdery s reading of the first manu-
script history describing the 1820 theophany the phrase in the 1823 context
regarding the certainty of an answer to prayer if a supreme being did exist
must be regarded as cowdery s rhetoric and of mere logical force in the sen-
tence not an intended historical reference

11aibidikidibid vol 1 no 5 february 1835 p 76 italics added
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an angel brought the message that his sins were forgiven
and that his prayers were heard by date and verbal de-
pendencependence it is known that cowdery had access to the 1831321831 32
document which described two different prayers and two re-
spondingsponding visions because the logical cowdery presented dif-
fering prayer situations but an answer to only one of them it
must be assumed that hebe left out reference to the first vision
for a reason

it is hard to avoid the impression that the second elder was
corrected by joseph smith and exercised his editorial privilege
of saving face the installment of december 1834 in which
the first vision background was given dated the excitement
raised on the subject of religion in the 15th year of the
prophet s life a time which is strictly december 23 1819 to
december 23 1820 that period was presented with certain
detail never confirmed in any account of joseph smith cow-
dery named the leading minister in these revivals as one mr
lane a presiding elder of the methodist church and identi-
fied the scene of his labors as palmyra and vicinity in the
next installment february 1835 this chronology was modi-
fied pleading an error in the type the editor said that the
above events happened in the 17th year of joseph smith s

life although this adjustment would bring the date down
to the year 1823 the correction is confused since the 17th
year is strictly december 23 1821 to december 23 1822
1 I do not deem it necessary the editor assures his audience
to write further on the subject of this excitement yet this

plan was not strictly followed for cowdery s narrative por-
trays the prophet s continued search for assurance that he
was accepted of him until 1823 while this excitement con-
tinued Is this a hint that the initial installment over-
simplified an extended revival period described by the
prophet it is specifically on the the point of chronology that
cowdery later admits imperfection

I1 have now given you a rehearsal of what was com-
municatedmunicated to our brother when he was directed to go and
obtain the record of the nephitesNephites I1 may have missed in
arrangement in some instances but the principle is pre-
served 72

72Ibidib id vol 1 no 7 april 1835 p 112
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since cowdery knew of the first vision and began to
describe its circumstances his failure to continue implies a
correction one might envision a reprimand for giving public
details of a sacred experience though that is inconsistent with
joseph smiths open description of the event for the jewish
minister joshua some months afterward the more likely point
of departure is to isolate the only background information not
confirmed by other joseph smith accounts which pertains to
rev lane As shown by larry porter s accompanying article
this methodist leader had no palmyra ministry until several
years after 1819201819 20 yet it is clear that he attended the 1819
genesee conference sessions in nearby vienna phelps for his
name appears in the minutes and a fellow minister remem-
bered that he and I1 set off together on horseback for the
gathering 73 joseph smith s proximity to this impressive occa-
sion and his proven connection with methodism about this time
make it distinctly possible that the two had personal contact
several years prior to lane s residence at palmyra if cowdery
mistook an 1820 contact with lane for a later palmyra ministry
he probably advanced his chronology abruptly to coincide
roughly with the later circumstances that he had unwittingly
narrated the absence of the first vision in these circum-
stances is an accident of presentation never rectified because
the letter presentation of early history was terminated some
months afterward the next serious move to record these early
events was inaugurated by the prophet perhaps the possibility
of misunderstanding convinced joseph smith that his personal
history could only be accurately written by himself

WILLIAM SMITH

As one of the more vocal and the latest male survivor of the
smith family william smith gave several extended memoirs of
his brother s earliest religious experiences the value of these
recollections on the subject of the first vision is severely
limited by his youth the probable peak of joseph s intense
religious investigation was 1819 and william had just turned
eight years of age 74 an example of his lack of firsthand in

george peck the life and times of rev george peck D D new
york 1874 p 104 see also footnote 25 above

he furnishes his own birthdatebirthratebirth date in william smith on mormonism la-
moni lowa 1883 p 5 it is also found in lucy smith biographical sketches
p 41 march 13 1811
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formation about this period is his claim that the family moved
from palmyra village to the manchester area in 18211821 7015 this
is factually inin error because an official survey of june 13 1820
taken by the poor old town compass begins on the south

county line and locates the starting point three rods fourteen
links southeast of joseph smith s dwelling house 76 orsamus
turner remembered seeing this first log structure the previous
winter and the probable date of the move to this farm is 1816
when william would have been a mere five years old

one cannot be certain that joseph smith told his vision of
1820 to young william or that the boy would have been re-
ceptive to such a religious experience up to 1823 hebe resisted
conversion since he was quite young and inconsiderate 77

during the years 1823271823 27 he paid no attention to religion of
any kind 17817178 william left two orderly narrations of his early
life in both the earliest point of recall regarding joseph s

religious experience is the appearance of the angel in 1823
1 I remember when joseph called his father s family together
and told them that hebe hadbad seen an angel and what this angel
had told him 79 lucy and william smith agree in detail on
joseph s announcement of the angel s message in 1823 mother
smith draws the vivid image of several formal reports to the
family all seated in a circle giving the most profound at-
tention to the young prophet 80 william underlines the first
reaction the whole family were melted to tears and be-
lieved all he said 81

the close agreement of william and lucy on these per-
sonal events of the smith household furnishes a reasonable
hypothesis of their differences concerning joseph s experiences
prior to that time variations must be accounted for by indi-
vidual perception in two obviously sincere individuals mother
smith separates the events surrounding joseph s vision in 1820
from the later appearance of the angel announcing the plates
of the book of mormon in 1823 before then william may
not have been told of the first event or if told it failed to

15ibidibid
palmyra town record book 1 p 221
william smith on mormonism p 6
ibid p io10
sermon on june 8 1884 at deloit iowa saints herald vol 5131 no 40

october 4 1884 p 643
lucy smith biographical sketches ppap 838483 84
william smith on mormonism p 9
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register as meaningful to him in 1823 joseph stood before
the family and probably recounted both experiences on the
same occasion it is likely that the two experiences merged in
william s mind because he first heard them together william
relates all the elements of the visions described separately by
his brother and mother but he telescopes every detail into a
single experience

there is a fascinating corollary to william s obvious lack
of firsthand information prior to 1823 his published memoirs
depend heavily upon the cowdery account for background of
joseph s vision william s narrations follow the same sequence
as the two installments of december 1834 and february 1835
in the LDS messenger and advocate though oliver s expan-
sive style is considerably shortened by william the following
passages are copied quite directly from the early account with
the intervening quotation of mt 71314713 14 used similarly by
both writers

oliver cowdery in 1834351834 35 william smith inin 1883
if he went to one he was if he went to one he was
told they were right and all told they were right and all
others were wrong if to an-
other

others were wrong if to an-
otherthe same was heard from the same was heard

those all professed to be the from them each professed to
true church 82112 be the true church

but if others were not bene-
fited

all this however was bene-
ficialour brother was urged to him as it urged him

forward and strengthened in forward and strengthened him
the determination to know for in the determination to know
himself of the certainty and for himself of the certainty and
reality of pure and holy re-
ligion

reality of pure and holy reli-
gionhe continued he continued in secret to

to call upon the lord in secret call upon the lord for a full
for a full manifestation of manifestation of his will the
divine approbation to assurance that he was accepted
have an assurance that he was of him 84

accepted of him 5383

significantly william smith relied upon what he remem-
bered for the appearance and message of the angel differing
here considerably from cowdery but he relied upon pub-
lished records for the background of the vision this raises

LDS messenger and advocate vol 1 no 3 december 1834 p 43
ibid vol 1 no 5 february 1835 p 78
william smith on mormonism ppap 787 8
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a serious question concerning william s own confidence inin his
memory of the events preceding joseph s announcement con-
cerning the angel and the plates by his own performance
william is not likely to have a comprehensive picture of
events or chronology prior to 1823 although he may be
accurate on certain details within his experience prior to that
time he made his own comparison of the quality of his early
recollections and joseph s narrative A more elaborate and
accurate description of his vision however will be found in
his own history 85

conclusion
historical analysis of joseph smith s earliest religious ex-

periencesperiences raises the larger question of what documentation can
reasonably be expected for such events A few writers on this
subject virtually claim that one could not accept the vision if
it were not headlined by the regional press in the spring of
1820 but that is projecting twentieth century journalism onto
the patterns of another age for precious little local news
reached the columns of the country newspaper of joseph
smith s youth A more realistic criterion is the outside public-
ity given the rise of christianity contemporary mention of
this obscure religious reform is absent until it became an
influential force and at that point comment emerges in roman
sources non mormon references to the first vision follow
this parallel the earliest known newspaper allusion is a re-
action to the first great success of latter day saint proselyting
the ohio missouri mission our painesvillegainesvillePainesville correspondent
forwarded a report of the 1830 preaching of cowdery and
his friends in ohio smith they affirmed had seen god
frequently and personally 86

at the peak of his career in nauvoo joseph smith was a
creative religious innovator but every important first vision

ibid p 9 further research might probe the question of the earlier
recollections of william smith in 1883 and 1884 he described the appear-
ance of a personage or angel in the woods where the brilliant light
descended upon the trees without affecting them in an apparently well reported
interview of 1841 william s 1823 setting of the single vision appears but
the location of the vision follows joseph s history the glory of the lord
filled the chamber with a dazzling light letter of rev james murdock
to the hartford observer june 19 1841 cit peoria register and northwesternnorth western
gazetteer sept 3 1841 cit francis W kirkham A new witness for christ
in america rev ed vol 2 salt lake city 1959 p 410

the reflector palmyra new york february 14 1831
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account antedates that period the visions of the 1820 s were
historically recorded in the 1830 s with the first detailed
account of the first vision framed in 1831321831 32 about a decade
after the event this compares favorably to the best parallel
the new testament record of christian revelations for in-
stance paul s first vision occurred about 33 AD but his only
detailed descriptions are speeches given in the period 586058 60
AD also the earliest date for the composition of acts in
which these speeches and luke s historical account of paul s

vision appear in present terms many readers of this article
in 1969 remember very well certain episodes of december 7
1941 a quarter of a century ago because of their aroused
emotions on a day that will live in infamy some twenty
vearsyears after the death of his brother alvin joseph smith said
ihatthatahat the vivid memories of that event had not left him 87 the
first vision an experience of greater emotional impact was
entered in the early ledger book after about half that time
this paper has shown that joseph smith s memory is basically
accurate for the external events of his early life

although not commenting upon the circumstances of the
first vision joseph smith s father alluded to the experience
itself the occasion was a formal gathering of the entire smith
family and a few trusted church leaders in 1834 to receive
their blessings from the appointed patriarch of the church
the meeting was opened by brief observations of the sixty
three year old leader surveying his personal and family history
he recalled that the lord had often given him visions and
dreams a supporting statement for the seven related in detail

by his wife the last of which is dated 1819 by her he re-
viewed god s favor on the family in their many afflictions
mentioning specifically the tragedies of the untimely birth
of a son about 1797 the death of another child in his
infancy 1810 and the 1823 death of alvin taken from us
in the vigor of life in the bloom of youth 88 obviously
joseph sr was voicing the personal convictions and traditions
of an entire household after a prayer the initial blessing was
given to his prophet son the opening words of joseph smith
sr summarized the spiritual career of the twenty eight year

see joseph smith history of the church vol 4 p 587 april 9
1842 and vol 5 ppap 126127126 127 august 22 1842

LDS historian s patriarchal blessing book 1 p 1
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old joseph smith jr as then accepted by those who knew him
most intimately

the lord thy god has called thee by name out of the
heavens thou hast heard his voice from on high from time
to time even in thy youth 81989119

in a series of revelations given from time to time the initial
experience mentioned is not the coming of an angel but an
incident in which the youth is addressed personally by god
from the heavens 90 thus the patriarch spontaneously gives the
same sequence for the first vision as found in the writings of
his wife and prophet son

to recapitulate the reality of the first vision has recently
been challenged on the ground that no revivals are found in
the village of palmyra in the years immediately surrounding
joseph smith s date of 1820 but a study of the leading non
mormon recollection of the prophet s early religious investiga-
tions makes this line of investigation largely irrelevant orsa-
mus turner printer s apprentice in palmyra until about 1820
recalled young joseph s catching a spark of methodism in the
camp meeting away down in the woods thus the religi-
ous excitement that the prophet identifies as preceding his
first vision must be seen in a rural setting what a contempor-
ary minister of the genesee conference termed forest gather-
ings 91 the documented camp meeting near palmyra in 1820
is no doubt typical of many others not noted in the press but a
constellation of methodist preachers comprising all circuitscircuits of
western new york gathered in their annual meeting at nearby
phelps in 1819 the impact of their public preaching is mea-
sured by the description of the crowds which gathered from
far and near for the conference of the previous year 0212

A careful study of the quality of recollection found in the
writings of william smith and oliver cowdery render them

ibid ppap 343 4

the terminology of the prophet s father carries significant connotations
although youth is inexact and variable in different contexts the concept of
joseph being called by name is found in the direct address of the
1831321831 32 account and the language of the 1838 history one of them spake
unto me calling me by name also the voice from on high in the
patriarch s statement finds a parallel in the definite reference to the first
vision at the beginning of the 1831321831 32 account firstly he receiving the
testimony from on high

peck life and times p 48
12Ibid p 93
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not prime sources for the first vision itself this means in
essence that recent challenges to the prophet s first religious
experience have set up the problem with improper sources and
have attempted a solution by studying only one type of revival
in an unduly restricted locality when the personal recollec-
tions that reach back to 1820 are isolated the few mormon
and non mormon sources that qualify are in basic agreement
though scornful of mormon claims and preoccupied with
money digging gossip orsamus turner and pomeroy tucker
agree that joseph smith loosely affiliated with methodism but
shortly announced a negative evaluation of all christian
churches A study of turner s early life combined with the
shortness of joseph smith s methodist association indicated in
tucker requires a date of approximately 1820 for these events
by far the best independent source on joseph s early personal
life is his mother who confirms the religious excitement about
1819 in the surrounding country relates his vision describes
his ostracism afterwards and emphasizes that his conviction
that the churches were wrong prevented his following the
majority of the adults of his family in participation in the local
revivals of 1824251824 25 beyond these historical details it is most
impressive that both parents express acceptance of the first
vision an exacting study of existing recollections of the early
1820 period leaves the distinct impression that joseph smith
is more accurate on his early history than any of his current
critics
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